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Up in Casli, S3,OOO,000.
ASSETS, Dec. 81,1891.
Real estate owned by the company, unincumbered.$ 309,000.00
Loans on bond and mortgage
(first liens). 2,547,398.13
Stocks and bonds owned by the
company, market value. 4,o43,880.00
Loans secured by collaterals....
142,700.00
Jash in the company's principal
770,038.7 2
office and in bank.
2/,63o.l3
interest due and acerued.
collecof
Premiums in due course
G64,951.10
tion.
274,610.23
Other properties.

Capital

Wit and Wisdom.
Back number dudes.

BOSTON AND MAINE.

Incorporated 179-1. Commenced Business 1792
Ciiari.es Platt,
President.

Page 0.

Paid

_

_

_

claims.S 483,366.00
required to safely re-in3,549,811.54
sure all outstanding risks.

other demands aeainst tile
±y,ot> / .xo
company, viz: commissions, etc.
Total amount of liabilities, except
4,0o2,744.69
net
and
stock
surplus....
capital
Capital actually paid up in cash.. 3,000,000.00
All

Surplus beyond capital. 2,225,47*>.ol
Aggregate amount

DOW & PINKHAM, Agents,
Portland, Me.
35 Exchange Street,
eodlmsn
janio

Garments Cleansed
-OE-

Cheerful and

Happy

at 79!”

NERVOUS PROSTRATION
OF

-AND-

PRESSED READY FOR WEAR,

:

—

Eight years ago last March, I was
stricken with Nervous Prostration,
Weary days and sleepless
aj
I r’£. nights followed. I suffered
extremely from affection of the Kidneys and Stomach, was not able to
attend to business of any kind, felt no
desire for company, and at last became
wholly unfitted for the slightest
duties, jwr g EU) n life was a burden

w

/to
4

me.
I was

S&, 8 Sts

attended by skilled Physicians
who told me finally that there was no
me.
for
help
Since taking your Medicine I have
fully recovered. I have taken ten
bottles according to the printed directions, and from being hopeless and discouraged, am now cheerful and
happy, and although I am 79 years
of age in February TJJ AT next, I
1 SI AA B work
am able to and do
and the general appearance of improvement about my grounds will abundantly
te:
Medicine to all afflicted of whom I may
hear, and consider myself a living
testimonial of the ^I IOC©
wonderful effica- wUKCw
cy of DANA’S SABSAPAEILLA.
Yours truly,
JOHN SHAW.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Bolfast, Maine.

weakened under the terrible strain and
at 6 o’clock the physicians knew that
death was near. For over an hour every
possible aid was rendered the invalid,
but all

proved unavailing

after 7

and at

shortly

tlie heart’s action had almost
ouuu
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His

Bong Connection With the Boston and
Maine and Its Results.

Boston & Maine
intimate.

publishing

THE WEATHER.
Fair and Warmer Promised Until Tomor-

Night.

row

Washington, January 27.—[8 p. m.]—
The following is the forecast of the weather for New England: Fair till Friday
night; warmer; southwest winds.
Boston, January 27.—The following is
the local forecase for New England until
Friday night: Fair; warmer; west and
southwest winds.
Local Weather

Report.

Portland, Me, January 27,1892.
8 A.
Barometer.

Thermometer.
Dew Point.

M.js

29.748 29.964
9.0
1.
69-

Humidity.
Wind.NWj
w> liw f

P. M.

v...19

10.
0.

04.
NW
12

Weather.ICiarsSjUlcll ss
Mean dailyther.. .ll.CTMax. vel. wind. 32 Kff
Maximum tlier... *6.0]Total precip.T
Minimum tlier
.16.0|
..

T—Denotes trace.

OBITUARY.
Mrs.

HAVANA^

Marla Sargent,

system

is more or less

Furber began life by
small paper at Great Falls,

Mr.
a

N. H.; but early went into railroading,
beginning by selling tickets at Great
Falls for the old Boston & Maine. Thus
he lias worked up through all the
grades. About 25 years ago he was emErie road,
ployed at Jersey City by
and soon after that returned to the Boston & Maine, becoming station agent at
Then he becamo general
Lawrence.
And then,
freight agent of the road.
when Superintendent Merritt resigned,
This
Mr. Furber was put in his place.
The Boston
was in the winter of 1873.
& Maine at that time was far from the
great and powerful corporation that it is
at present. It reached into Maine only
as far as Berwick, and w'as obliged to
handle its Portland passengers over the
line of the Portland, JSaeo & Portsmouth
railroad, which was leased to its haughty rival, the Eastern. It was during Mr.
Furber’s superintendency that the BosThe Eastern opposed it bitterly, and old
citizens of Portland remember the
War That Followed

on

the Boston
to lay a track across
Commercial street,
locomotive running
When

Commercial Street

& Maine

attempted

the Eastern line
the Eastern

on

kept

a

back and forth continuously to prevent the work. But the
Boston & Maine got across, and continued to improve its financial condition
The Eastern,
under good management.

however, secured

the

majority

of the

10c.
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The Chilians Have Offered
to Do the

Right Thing.

again interrupted

This

large

committee on rules.
Mr. Watson of Georgia laid down the

principles of
ty. In the

the

Farmers’ Alliance parof his remarks, Mr.

TALK OF STRIFE
IN WASHINGTON,

But in

course

Watson referred to the “czarism” of Mr.
lleed in the last Congress. This allusion
gave rise to much merriment growing
principally from the fact that Mr. Watson was standing in the aisle directly in
The latter
of the ex-Speaker.
looked up with a benevolent smile and
air
remonstrated with
with a serio-comic
the speaker for the sentence. Mr. Watson. continuing, criticised the rules for
conferring too much power upon the
No such power should be coufront

Santiago the Hot Heads Are
Still Talking of Fight.
•

SOUTH AMERICAN TARS WHO SAY
THEY WILL NEVER APOLOGIZE.

Speaker.

had

by

him and

by

all other

public

offi-

cials of the United States, including the
officers of the United States navy with
each cither and with any public officials
of Chili upon matters concerning the

republic of Chili during Balmaceda’s
regime and since the overthrow of that
regime and as to all matters of public

affairs of both the United States and
Chili growing out of or connected witii
the existence, beginning and overthrow
of the Balmacedan regime and the establishment and continuance of the present
government of Chili.
This was referred to the committee on

foreign

affairs.

RUSSIA’S REIGN OF TERROR.

Threatened

Doctors

Peasantry

as

received

the

Ignorant

Epidemic.

January 27.—Adgovernment

St. Peteesbxjeg,
vices

by

in life Cholera

here from the

of Voronesh show that matters in that
part of the famine stricken districts are

Tlie peasants
exasperated by their sufferings from hunger and sickness and, in
a blind unreasoning way, have turned

going

from bad to worse.

have

become

I tneir resentment against me uutwis iui
the latter’s failure to effect cures. The
same course was followed during the
cholera epidemic which ravaged that
part of the empire. The doctors, having before them the memory of the fate
of the medical men in the cholera years,
have fled in terror from the ignorant

peasantry.

In many villages in Yeronesh, the
military have been called upon to supIn one instance, the
press disorders.
Zenski Matclialnik appealed to the
military to preserve order in his district,
whereupon the peasants sent a deputation to him and a very plain intimation
that if the soldiers touched a single perwould
burn Matchalnik’s
son, they
house and kill him and the members of
liis family.
Troops have been sent in
response "to the request of the Zenski,
hut the threats of the deputation had
such an effect upon him that he prayed
the officer in charge of the troops to de-

part quietly with liis command.

Europe and tlie Vatican.

Rome, January 27.—A few days ago
Cardinal Seralfino Vanutelli had an interview with the Rope on the subject of
a reconciliation between the Holy See
and Italy. The interview was prompted

the Emperor of Austria, Austria, it
understood, asks of the Pope the participation of Catholics in Italian parliamentary elections and the modification
of the present favorable attitude of the
Austria also
Holy See towards France.
wants to change lier inimicable attitude

by
is

towards

,_,11..

the

Vatican
inrl

to

+a

a
onri

more

of the Catholics.
The Italian court and government have
signified their approval of a rapprochment on the lines laid down. King Humbert and iiis ministers, however, insist
that the Catholics should first open the
at the polls.
Pope
way by participation
Leo has promised to consider the ar-

religious persecution

rangement proposed.
Paris, January 27.—Cardinal Richard,

Archbishop of Paris, has written the
Pope that lie is unable to communicate
to the French bishops the requests of
His Holiness that the French clergy
cease all opposition to the republic, and
that they follow to the utmost the Pope’s
policy of conciliation.
Confessed to Eight Murders.

Vienna, January 27.—The sensational
trial of Frank Schneider and his wife,
charged with having murdered and
robbed eight servant girls, was continued
yesterday. The prosecution produced
the skull and the torn and bloody clothThis unnerved
ing of one of the victims.
Scnneider and he broke down and conmurdered
all the unforfessed that he
His wife, he declared, used to
tunates.
hold the hands of the struggling girls
while he grasped them by the neck anti
ehoked their life out.
Grippe's Deadly Work.
London, January 27.—Dr. Smee, the
medical adviser of a large life insurance
company, stated today that the epidemic
of influenza has cost his company two
and a half times as much as did the
cholera epidemic of 1842. Every country
of Europe, he added, lias suffered from
cerebro
local outbreaks of
spinal
meningitis followed by influenza, which
of
destroyed 90 per cent, those attacked.

De-

We

a

EQUAL

member of Con-

SALOONS, ANI)

NO

MONEY,

HEW

form,” replied Mr. Blount, “but the
whole argumentation and declaration of
NOW feeling and regret, the action taken by
the government to have the guilty par-

power to vest in the

a

Apology

manded?”

who should decide what measures should
be brought to the attention of the House
too

“But What About the

the Platform Built By Thes
Reformers in Chicago.

]n

SUFFRAGE.

gress.
“I cannot say it is made in specific

Mississippi, though in general advocacy of the proposed code, ex- NO
favor of appointing a
pressed himself in
of 15 members,
committee
“steering”

was

effect says: ‘It is not necessary to submit this thing to the Supreme Court, but
in order to show you our feeling towards
you, we are willing to submit it to your
Supreme Court.’ They withdraw the
request for Minister Egan’s withdrawal
and speak of the Matta note as anerror of
judgment. They are willing to meet
American demands.”

FLAMS

OF

ILL SORTS

ill

Hooker of

the

Sedgwick, January 27.—Mrs. Maria, Maine Central stock, and thus a monopothe wife of Captain Wyer G. Sargent, of
of the Maine through business. The
Sargentville, is dead. She had an attack ly
Eastern was still the greater road. But
followed
Sie
of
by pneumonia, Mr. Furber and his associates
Tlie above word is the name of a cergrippe,
kept quiettain specie of tobacco plant grown on which resulted in death in a few days.
at work improving their property.
to
Before
her
admitted
is
Captain
Sargent, ly
marriage
the Island of Cuba, which
have come within the last
The
results
Rev. H. B. Gower,
by all expert judges to be the finest she was the widow of
half dozen years. People were first survariety of that weed in existence. formerly a Baptist preacher of Sedgprised to learn one morning that the
From this very choice quality of tobac- wick. She was the mother of Fred Gow- Boston & Maine had leased the Eastern,
er, of Bell-Gower telephone fame (the
co the
the control by the same move
husband of Lillian Norton), who went securing
of the majority of the Maine Central
up in a balloon and was never heard of stock. Then the
great Boston & Lowell
again.
system was leased, and then the Central
Obituary Notes.
Massachusetts, Northern, Passumpsic,
Mr. Furber, who, in 187U, took
Robert C. Nichols died in Roxbury, etc.
charge of the short and struggling line
Mass., Tuesday, aged 58. He was b&rn from
Boston to Berwick, found himself
Durnear Southwest Harbor, in Maine.
director of a system that touched the
ing the Rebellion he served as lieutenant Hudson and Lake
Champlain on the
in 'Nims’s Battery.
west, the Canada line on the north, and
Portland on the south and east. And he
are made throughout.
Coupled with
lived to see the ^president of his road
They Want Free Wool.
the above fact, we employ none but the
in a Maine Central meeting that
most skilled workmen to make this
Boston, January 27.—The American cast,
famous brand of cigars.
Why, then, Wool and Cotton Reporter will tomorrow majority vote which the haughty directors
of the old Eastern had acquired in
smoke other and inferior goods when
print a petition to Congress in support
yon can get this superior article at the of the Springer bill, changing schedule the days of their might.
AH dealers.
same price.
K, relating to wool and woolens, in the subordinates. He used to say to His
tariff act of 1890. The petition is signed
men, “As long as you are right I will
by the executive committee of the Wool stand
by you as" long as I have
It claims that
Consumers’ Association.
At the time of the lease of the Eastern
the act of 1890, as applied to wool and
Mr. Furber was made general manager
Milk St.,
woolens, aggravates some of the worst of the Boston & Maine
system. Two
and most oppressive features of the forlie was elected a director and
years
ago
lciwuug
THE GALE ON THE COAST.
the road, and re-elected
The petition vice president of
favors free raw materials.
Mr. Furber was married
of the tariff on this year.
“Readjustment
says:
to Jane Knox of Chelsea,
Fears for Long Island Mariners—How the basis of free
wool, is perfectly sim- twice, in 1S51 to
and in 1872
Mary L. Drew of Great
One Crew Escaped.
ple, and it needs but the removal of the Falls.
He
His last wife died in 1S70.
duties on wool and a corresponding reMrs. John E. Poor
duction of the duties on goods, put on to leaves one daughter,
L.
27.—BrigI., January
for the
Patchogue,
It is of Lawrence. The arrangements
offset the cost of the wool duties.
antine Harvey and Aubrey, which was absurd to
funeral have not yet been made.
say that because the duty is
driven ashore off Blue Point, Monday, taken off one article, free trade must
Feet to Stand On,”
Her cargo of co- follow. High duties for a quarter of a
has been abandoned.
One of
was as good as his word.
he
and
have
failed
to
carcentury
produce
any
There is said to be
coanuts was saved.
in this country, and also failed them said last night: “It will be hard for
wool
pet
Sloop
no insurance on vessel or cargo.
to produce an adequate supply of wools
them to find a man to fill his place.”
Annie K., driven ashore this morning at needed
for woolen and worsted manufacHer
filled.
Port Jefferson, L. I., quickly
There seems to be mueli doubt as to
and reached ture.”
crew jumped overboard
his su ccessor. The Boston & Maine has
hour
tolate
a
to
shore exhausted.
Up
a number of capable division superinBRIEFLY TOLDnight nothing has been heard from a
tendents from whom a general superinnumber of sloops sailing from this port
There is
tendent might be selected.
and fears are entertained for their safeCounsel for the Pittsburgh Post have John W. Sanborn, superintendent of the
tymoved for a new trial of Senator Quay’s Northern Division(the Conway and Wolfboro branches) who has President Jones’s
libel suit.
Cold at Highland light.
well along in
A post office has been established at confidence; but is getting
Highland Light, Mass., January 27.
to take
years, perhaps too far along
—The northwest gale, with very low Hastings, Oxfox-d county, Me., and Bar- added
responsibilities. His brother, D.
ker L. Burbank appointed postmaster.
continues.
temperature
W. Sanborn, is superintendent of the
The six story building of West & Tice, Southern
Division, (the Boston & Lowell
Work.
of
Fine
Piece
A
importexs, Cincinnati, burned last night. and Central Massachusetts) and is
Then there
“Line.” Daniels, the taxidermist, has Loss $140,000; insuied.
younger, being about fifty.
Emperor William’s thirty-third biidli- is Superintendent George W. Hurlburt of
placed in Owen, Moore & Co.’s window
day was celebrated in Berlin yesterday the Worcester, Nashua and Portland
as fine a specimen of the|Rocky mounwith the customary festivities.
division, H. E. Folsom of the Passumpwas
seen.
It
we
have
ever
tain elk as
Cal McCarthy of New Jersey knocked sic, W. 1-. Perkins of the Eastern, (the
shot in Colorado, and sent to Mr. Dan- out
Tommy Callaghan of England in the old Eastern with Sangus, Marblehead,
iels to be mounted in his best style, and fourteenth round of a featherweight Dover, Essex and Amesbury branches)
aud Wa. Merriit, of the Western Divihe has made a great success of it.
| fight in New Orleans, last night;

IRWIN

Washington, January 27.—The House
today resumed the consideration of the
Mr. Dearmond of
new code of rules.
Missouri spoke in favor of the committee report, and criticised the rulings of
last Congress. Mr.
Speaker Reed in the

cunoipoo
upon any speaker, whether his
With unfailing courage, Mr. Furber !! ferred
i.nine heerrm with “C” and lie
came from
stand
no
until
could
to
life
nature
clung
Georgia, or whether it began with “K”
more.
The end was very peaceful and and he came from Maine. [Applause],
apparently painless. The crisis in the
Debate upon the rules was continued
illness was hastened by a severe attack
by Mr. Dingley of Maine, Mr. McCreary,
of pleurisy, which commenced abont the Mr. Davis of Kentucky, Mr. Bynum of
middle of the afternoon. The shattered Indiana, Mr. Simpson of Kanras, Mr.
condition of his system would not per- Funston of Kansas, and Mr. Lodge of
mit the necessary stimulant, and con- Massachusetts, after which the House
sequently it was impossible to render adjourned until tomorrow.
much needed relief. Kailread friends of
Mr. Martin Wants to Know,
Mr. Furber, and his family were at his
he
when
died.
Washington,
January 27.—Mr. Marbedside
tin of Indiana in the House today offered
a resolution calling on the President to
SKETCH OF MR. FURBER’S LIFE.
transmit to the House all correspondence

The death of James T. Furber will be
learned w’ith sorrow by thousands of
men whose connection with the great

CURED BY TEN BOTTLES!

parilla

System—The Story of the Hoad’s Early
Struggles and the Final Triumphs of
Its Superintendent and His Associates.
—Respected by His Subordinates.

No. 13 Preble Street.

Eight Years’ Standing
The following from a gentleman
SO WELL-KNOWN AS THOROUGHLY RE"
DANA’S IS THE
LIABLE PROVES THAT
KIND THAT CURES.’’
South Peabody, Mass., Sept. 30; 1891.
To the Proprietor of.Dana’s Sarsa-

Manager of the Boston and Maine

eral

UCilSCU,

of liabilities

including net surplus.$9,278,220.00

“

Until He Became tlie Gen-

Lawbence, Mass., January 27.—General Manager James T. Furber of the
Boston & Maine railroad, died at 7.40
The crisis came as the
this evening.
Aggregate of all the admitted
afternoon turned to early evening, and
assets of the company at their
actual value.$9,278,220.00 the best medical aid failed to bridge
LIABILITIES, Dec. 31,189*
The heart
critical point.
over the
Amount

YE AGED!

How He Hose

_

Net amount of unpaid losses and

LISTEN,

HIS LONG CONNECTION WITH THE

Penn.

Interrupted a Speech on “Czarism”
the House.
and Brought Down

He

Railroad Manager.

and utter disavowal of any
feeling toward the American uniform
worn by our sailors.
The dispatch in
occurrence

REED REMONSTRATED.

MR.

THREE CENTS.

_PRICE

1892.

sion. (the Boston* Maine proper); Vice
of the Maine Central
President Tucker
ot
course, there
is also mentioned. But,
is nothing more than speculation to sugnames.
gest any of these

Peaceful Close of the Life of the

Sterling Dow,
H. N. Pinkham.

men.

on

JAMES T. FURBER DEAD.

35

Music and Drama.

Leading experts
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Offer of the

tory

Chilian Cabinet So Concilia-

that

Matter

as

wasiungton

Practically

me

itegaras

Settled The

President and Secretary Blaine

Well

Pleased—Allusions to Former Friendly
Acts in

the

Chilian

Message—But

in

Chill, It Seems, the Bower Classes Still
Refuse to Conceal Their Hatred.

Washington, January 27.—The Chilian situation is vastly improved since
The situaearly yesterday afternoon.
tion is now bright. What prospect there
wris for war it is understood is now dispelled. The first cable message re-

ceived by the President from Minister
Egan was not in all respects satisfactory.
It was lacking in fullness and there were
additional
many things in it requiring
elucidation. Another and later dispatch
lias now been received. Its contents rife
such as to leave nothing for Congress to
do with regard to the’ President's message. It not only confirms all that has
been said in the Associated Press dispatches, but goes further, and is couched

The charge
in the most friendly terms.
of hostile feeling on the part of Chili
toward the United States is utterly denied. In effect the dispatch received
says the charge that the Chilians entertain a feeling of enmity toward the United States and its- flag and uniform is ut“We well remember,” it
terly false.
says, “the time when that flag and uniform were in Chilian ports protecting
us, aiding in our struggle for independence” [referring to twenty-five years ago
or more, when the Chilians were engaged in their war for independence. |
The dispatch says that in order to show
the friendly feeiing entertained by Chilians for the United States, and as evidence of their desire to do all possible,
_...Ml!_1_

.1

United States Supreme Court.
A

gentleman

who

saw

the

dispatch

said today that the United States could
not afford to proceed to lengths with a
people who made such a response as
that contained in the message received.
The dispatch was received yesterday
is
it
as
but
long it may
very
be that its translation was not completed
It comes from Senor Pereiuntil today.
ra, Chilian minister of foreign affairs. It
is said to be clear and unequivocal and

that
I-cft of the Matter.

ties arrested—all these illustrations are
given as to their feelings in an attempt
to exhaust the idea that there was any
hostility toward us. While the apology
may not be put in diplomatic language,
the dispatch is just as full and complete
in regret of the whole affair as it could
be. I tell you tlie bottom is out of it,
The administration would
that’s all.
not have a straw to stand on, if it continued to make demands with that dispatch in its face. But I have no idea
they are going to force it any further.
JIo one can read the entire correspondenee. gentlemen, without feeling the
utmost sympathy at the almost humiliating attitude of the Chilian govern-

ment.”
“W ill your committee on foreign affairs meet tomorrow?” the chairman
was asked.
“Acs, but it wall have nothing to do
now, of course.”
There has been much speculation as to
the time the administration received tne
first intimation of Chili's apology and
said:
Chairman Blount
concessions.
“As I understand it, the dispatch from
Chili was received by the administration
At half past
early Tuesday morning.
ten, I had information from the President by a confidential message that the
dispatch had been received from Chili at
tlie State Department but had not been
translated. So Chili’s answer was not received until the morning following the
transmission of the President’s message
to Congress.”
WAR TALK IN SANTIAGO.
Officers

Naval

Would

Tlieir

See

Sunk Sooner Than

The text of

Uncle Sam to Run

Want

roads and Would

Convention

Presented to the St. Louis
—It Is
form

Rail-

Platform Will Be

Americans—The

for

the

Keep American l aud

Signed by People’s, Ifational ReProhibition Party Leadand

ers.

1

Chicago, January 27.—The Reform
today adopted an address and
ippointed a committee to present it to
;lie St. Louis convention on February
:onference

The address states that it expresses
of opinion of the informal
j fathering of the members of the People’s
Prohibition and National Reform paries. It favors the consolidation of all
jolitical elements in behalf of these is!2.

he

concensus

iues:

“First—Money should be issued by the
>eneral government without the intervention of any

private institution,

icient quantity to cary

country,

the

>f

should

on

the

such

autl

in suf-

business
money

be full legal tender for all debts
nublic and private.
‘Second—The saloon is the great enemy
}f reform in these matters and the chief
cause of the fountain of corruption in our

politics.

pernicious
country and demand

We denounce its

fluence upon
suppression.'

our

“Third—All

means

inits

of public transport-

ation and communication should be controlled by the government to obtain for
all the people equal and equitable advantages in such services. If the effort to so
control said means of transportation and

communication shall prove impracticaShips

Apologize.

ble,

we favor
the same.

government ownership

“Fourth—We

Galveston, January 27.
Chili’s reply to President

via

Santiago,

Cliey

is waited on all

Harrison’s ultimatum
sides with intense interest. The substance of it, as indicated in the Associated Press despatch, appears to meet with

from the intelligent
classes. The news that President Harrison sent a special message to Congress
Monday, and the despatches published
here describing the attitude of the American public, have caused no little popuThe various incilar excitement here.
dents in tlie controversy between the two
governments have been the sole topics of
conversation in all circles. The young
and hot-headed portion of thejpublic indulges in much war talk, and declares
that it prefers fighting to apology. Such
talk, it is believed, reflects the opinion
of a large element of the common people. Naval officers, it is reported, say
they would see tlie Chilian fleet sunk before they would salute the American
flag. There are abundant indications
that Senor Matta’s nonularitv will not be
decreased because of his authorship of
that now famous despatch.
Preparations have been actively going on by a
committee of leading citizens to honor
Matta with a grand banquet.

general approval

are

of

speculaopposed
ownership of the
to

tion in land and alien

reasonable limitaland that can be
owned by any corporation or individual.
“Fifth—We‘favor municipal suffrage for
women, with educational qualification.”
The address is signed by Ignatius Donnelly, Frances E. Willard, Gen. J. B.
Weaver, E. G. Wheeler, G. M. Miller, E.
Evans and II. S. Taylor. v
and demand

same

tion of the

a

amount of

PRAISED THE BALM ACEDISTSAn Officer of the

Baltimore

Accused

of

Disobeying Orders.

Baxtimoue, January 27.—Tlie Herald
says that while the cruiser Baltimore
was lying in the harbor of Valparaiso,
her chief executive officer sent daily dispatches to a Yew York newspaper givin
Chili.
of
doings
ing news
despatches uniformly praised
pregovernment,
The
dicting its ultimate victory.
These
the

Balmaceda

in question, wnen ciuieti oeioro
Commander Schley admitted that he was
officer

paid Valparaiso correspondent. He
susjiended for ten days and ordered
Has MContfc Been Indiscreet?
His acting as corresto his quarters.
Santiago de Chili via Galveston,
pondent was in direct disobedience ol
January 27.—The correspondent of the Commander Schley’s orders.
Associated Press has had interviews w ith
a

was

several members of the Chilian cabinet.
In his conversotion with these gentlemen
he was told that Senor Pedro Montt,
Chilian minister at Washington, misled
his government as to the status of affairs
in

regard to

the

difficulty

between

FISKE VS. FISKE.

Testimony

in

the

Old

Orchard Divorce

Case Heard in Saco.

the

Saco, January 27.—Judge Virgin, in
Supreme Court, has been engaged today in hearing the testimony in the divorce suit brought by Charles H. Fisko
The chief allegation
of Old Orchard.
ment. It, is made as an illustration of the matter was
in a satisfacproceeding
libel
is the charge of criminal inthe
of
the friendly feeling of the Chilians to the
tory manner.
timacy between Mrs. Fiske and a person
United States by showing their willingWashington, January 27.—Minister
at the Gilsey House in Mew
ness to leave the matter to our courts,
to a reporter today that ho unknown,
of Montt said
settlement.
for
Expressions
Among the libelnot been advised by his government York, last October.
had
are
procordialty toward this country
that he has made an error of judgment lant’s witnesses was a detective', who testone
of
the
said
the
whole
fuse. It is
tified that he forced his way into a room
in the present international dispute.
document is apparently so sincere,
in the hotel, and found the pa Hies in
Heath.
for
leaves
the
that
it
and
Kiggin’s
Indemnity
manly
friendly
question. Mrs. Fiske denies the charge.
matter in such shape that it is hardly
Philadelphia, January 27.—John I. She admits that she was found in the
fail
to
to
bring
possible
Riggin of this-city, brother of Charles room in the Gilsey House, but not in
the two countries closer together aud W.
Riggin, the boatswain’s mate of the compromising circumstances, She says
result in the amicable adjustment of the cruiser
Baltimore, whose brutal murder that the man with her was a dotective,
lu this adjustment,
■“whole difficulty,
the Chilians in the streets of Valpa- Walter S. Sherman of Bo'ton, who had
by
congressional action may bo necessary if raiso was called to the attention of Con- witnesses in the room at the time, and
the offer to have our own supreme court
in President Harrison’s message, who had resorted to this strategy to spoil
take charge of the matter be availed of. gress
consulted Attorney Kerr yesterday with Fiske’s plot. Detective Sherman corrobwell
informed
it
is
believed
Otherwise
by
regard to the indemnity that would be orated Mrs. Fiske’s testimony, and said
persons that the only-thing remaining exacted from Chili for the taking of his he had been previously hired by Fiske to
for the committees of Congress to do in brother’s life.
The result of the inter- watch liis wife, but, becoming satisfied
reference to the President’s message is, view wm oe me
eariy ming wim me sec- Silo was Deing wrongeu, piauueu uus
perhaps, to make some report of a for- retary of State of claims for damages on scheme to trap the husband. Sherman’s
mal and not very important character behalf of the brother and two sisters of testimony was corroborated by Mr. and
Tlie correspondence on tne
upon it.
the deceased, Mrs. Mary Seimmelman Mrs. Provost of New York, who claim
subject since the message of the Presi- and Mrs. Ella Matthews, both of this they were his witnesses in the Gilsey
to
dent will probably be sent
Congress city.
The testimony was finHouse affair.
tomorrow. Secretary Blaine, it is unMore ^London Wisdom.
ished tonight, and a decision is expected
and
with
satisfied
is
it,
entirely
derstood,
London, January 27.—The Chronicle tomorrow.
feels relieved that the controversy is now
Hon. M. P. Frank of Portland apsays that President Harrison’s message
almost over.
the libellant,
of diplomacy peared as counsel for
Chairman Blount of the House foreign asserts the novel doctrine
sailors are en- Boardman Hall, Esq., of Boston, and H,
affairs committee, this afternoon made a that a band of swaggering
B. Virgin, Esq., of Portland, representas an ambassastatement regarding the present status titled to the same redress
America is ed Mrs. Fiske.
been attacked.
Nothing

Whatever Is

affair, the most sinThe offer to
cere regret is expressed.
refer to the Supreme Court is said to be
be more than a proposition for settleFor the Baltimore

He stated
of the Chilian controversy.
the information
that he had received
had
from Mr. Blaine, who
given him permission to disclose it to others. Mr.
Blount said: “As I understand it the
telegram which the State Department
Senor
has received is frcftn
Peireira,
Chilian secretary of foreign affairs, and
is

Perfectly Satisfactory to this Government
Mr. Blaine seemed very much elated over
the dispatch as indicating that the whole
controversy is now at an end. I do not
mean

at an end as to minor

details, but

at an end as a grave international

ques-

tion.”
“You

mean that the apology was ample?” interrupted Congressman Springer.

“No; I don’t say that at all in

so

many

“I mean
words,” replied Sir. Blount.
simply so far as the whole question is
concerned, there is complete compliance
with our wishes as expressed in the final
demand of the State Department. I cannot quote the exact language of the dispatch, a translation of which was shown
It covered six or sevme by Mr. Blaine.
en pages of foolscap, and was expressed in
terms of great regret, indeed the whole
spirit of it was regret at the Baltimore

From stateUnited States and Chili.
ments made by the cabinet ministers referred to, it appears that the Chilian
minister at Washington sent a cable despatch to his government on Friday last
in which he stated that the settlement of

the

dor who has

__

big country and there is no doubt that
ours would scarcely
even this globe of
have room for it if it were seriously prepared to push the Civis Komanus Sum
a

doctrine thus far.

It Was Only a Bumor.
New York, January 27.—The stock

market fell off this afternoon on a rumor
that Minister Egan had been shot in Chili.
[Nothing which in any way confirms
the above has been received and the re-

port

canard.]

was

undoubtedly

Tlie

Additional Correspondence.

a

Washington, Jan. 27.—Private Secre-

tary Halford said tonight that the
tional correspondence between the

addiUniwould
be sent to
ted States and Chili
It
will
not aggreCongress tomorrow.
gate more than about two thousand

words.

Not To Be Published Till

Saturday.

London, January 27—A despatch from
Santiago says the text of Chili’s reply to
the American ultimatum will not be published until Saturday.
John L. Putnam of Maine was elected
president of the New England Poultry Association formed at Worcester,
vice

Mass., yesterday.

A cream

of tartar baking powder.

Highest a

all in leavening strength.-Xcitcst U. S. Government food Henmt>

i

ANNUAX

LORDLY PINES-

MEETINGS.

Annual Meeting:.

A Grove of

Annual Meeting of the Maine Steam
Ship Compauy, for the choice of officers
and the transaction of any other business that
mav legally come before them, will be held at
their onlce, Franklin Wharf, on WEDNESDAY,
the third day of February, 1892, at 10 o’clock
Per Order,
A.
HENRY FOX, Clerk.
jan22dtd
January 21, 1892.

Masts That War Prices

Could

Profits of the Dairy Business,” which
The diswas followed by discussions.
choice.
is
of
products
very
dairy
play

Not Touch.

THE

Sagadahoc

[Special Correspondence.]
Hallow-ell, January 27—About ten
miles from here, in the town of Vassalboro, there are located six or seven pine

Farmers.

Brunswick, January 27.—The SagadaSoAgricultural and Horticultural
The
today.
its
annual
held
meeting
ciety
following officers were elected:
President—T. E. Skoliield, Harpswell.
I.
Vice Presidents—W. S. Bngers, Topsham,
hoc

State, the trees are straight
and tall, some exceeding a hundred feet, S. Adams, Bowdoin: j. 11. Cobb. Bowdomnam
Secretary—W. S. Kogers, Topsham.
stockholders of the Fort Payne Invest- their circumference being in good proExecutive Committee—B.N. Patten, Popsliam,
ment Company are hereby notified to meet
THE
BrunsThese
their
,T.
T. Buker, Bowdoin; C. F. Peterson,
groves
height.
at the office of said company at Fort Payne,
portions to
E. W. Carr, Bowdoinham; S. K. Iiamwick;
Alabama, oil Wednesday, February 17, 1892,
farms of well-to-do dairyman
the
adjoin
Richmond.
orne,
at 2 o’clock p. in., to act upon the following
Corresponding Secretary—Eev. S. 1. Dike,
business:
and notwithstanding many of the lumber
1st. To elect a board of directors for the
to
endeavored
gain possession
kings have
Treasurer—Lyman E. Smith, Brunswick. m.
ensuing year.
Auditors—I. p. Booker, Brunswick; L.
2nd. To act- upon any other business that of them, it has been an impossible thing
for any reasonable sum, until a few days Brown, Topsham.
may come before the meeting.
By order of the Directors.
It was voted not to change the date of
since, Colonel Elias Milliken was fortuW. P. RICE, President.
lot for the fair.
the
the
of
to
secure
nate
pride
TRUE P. PIERCE, Secretary.
$2800, and will cut, as the Colonel says,
Jan27d3t
In Court in Auburn.
Annual Stockholders’ Meeting of the
JPayne Investment Company.

Fort

groves in the

three hundred

thousand feet of as line
one
would care to look
upon. This grove is on the old Snell
place and has quite a history. It seems

pine boards

Pure

golden

as

that in war time, when old Mr. and Mrs.
Snell were alive, a naval contractor was
down through this section looking out
for some good sticks to be used as masts
in war ships and some one directed him
to the Snells, stating that they possessed
a grove which couid furnish him with as
fine spars as he wished.
Encouraged
with this report the contractor secured
the services of a man to take him first to
the grove that he might judge for himself,
as to the value, and quality of the timber
before seeing the owners. He found the

oil from ball of snow,

And simple suet of Beef—doth go
To make up Golden COTTOLENB
Of cooking art the royal queen.

n-nrwl

new cooking material for all
kinds of frying and shortening, to
take the place of lard.

it the

Testimonials from
CATHARINE OWEN,
MARION HARLAND,
EMMA P. EWING,
ELIZA R. PARKER,

CHRISTINE TERHUNE
HERRICK,
AMY BARNES,
Mrs. F. A. BENSON,
Mrs. S. T. RORER,
MARGARET WISTER,
and all the prominent teachers of cooking in this country.

Order it from your grocer.
Manufactured only by

N. K. FAIRBANK & CO.
CHICAGO, and
5 Central Wharf, Boston.

6TT&wnrmlycT

ps

The C. P.

a

The C. B.

a

AND AN ODD

Corsets,

la

Sirene,
la Spirite,

Will

Then

Be

state convention for the nomination
the national convention

can

delegates to

and electors will be held at Bangor,
April 27th.
The Republican district committee of
district, met toaay
that the district convention for the nomination of delegates and one elector,
shall be held at Waterville the day folstate convention.

LARGE SIZES.

The C. P. Corsets, in Black, White,
Pink, Blue and Gold, will be closed out

Congressman Milliken addressed the
Blaine Republican Club of this city tonight, his subject being “The Tariff.”
Judge Libbey

Was Not

Registered.

the amount the
uinrks.
The

Mow to Put

a

in

Yearling

Good

Condition.

thoroughly,
A

Compact,

to

One

light
His

Built Colt Is FreferabV
Shows Too Much Day-

Well

That

Coder

Him—Give

a

Colt

First I.esBon When Tired.

[COPYRIGHT, 1892.]
To lay down any arbitrary rules for
training a race-horse would be as futile
an
undertaking as to lay down such
rules for
rearing a child. From first to
last, from the moment you first slip the
bridle over an unbroken yearling’s
head till you lead him from the track
after he has run his last race, everything that you do depends on the horse.
Kace horses are as varying in individuality, disposition and constitution as

1

Auburn mineral spring company was adjudged insolvent today; first meeting
February 10.
.,

Caught, After a Long Chase.

27.

—

I take up my horses and begin getthem ready along from the 1st
to the l&th of January; usually about
the 1st, for I put great faith in a long
It gets their flesh hard

ting

preparation.
and substantial, and when they are put
in hard training they don’t lose flesh so

NEW

ONS! UTTONS!
we
To continue our CLOSINC OUT SALE of Buttons
lots of
shall offer for the remainder of the week two

Buttons

AT THE SAME TOW PRICES ADVERTISED FOR MONDAY.

When I take them up I trot and canter them at first, always giving them
their exercise outdoors, instead of under
As
cover, when the weather permits.
the spring advances I work them faster
and further, but the amount of work to
give any horse depends entirely on the

Lot I consists of Horn, Braid, Rubber, Metal and Smoked
Pearl Buttons that we have been selling at 50c, 38c
25c and 20c per dozen

MARKED DOWN TO 3 CENTS PER DOZEN.

horse. One must take his disposition
and constitution into consideration.
No two horses can be trained just alike;
it is the individual you must train. Some
horses require a great deal of work to
fit them for racing and a great deal to
them

fit,

and others

require

Lot 2 consists of Jet, Crochet, Serge, Soutache and Rubber Buttons that we have been selling at 75, 62, 50,
38 and 25 cents per dozen

very

little.
When they are in racing condition I
don’t think it is well to ask too much of

MARKED DOWN T010 CENTS PER DOZEN

horse in the way of trials before his
races.
They don’t need so much strong
work, and a trainer frequently makes
a

Ladies’ should make
above

the mistake of having his horse run his
Unless a horse is
race in his trial.
gross and sluggish, when he is racing
twice a week he won’t require much
exercise beyond trotting and cantering.
His
So it was with Charlie Gorham.
races served him as work, and I never

sition.
The Death of Mr. Gilman.

Bangor, January 27.—Frank Gilman
Bangor, who was killed on a Canadian
Pacific railroad train, Tuesday, held
$70,000 life insurance and $5000 accident.
A question relative to the $5000 accident
policy already arises. If he died of heart

PORTLAND
Fall

Bangor, January 27.—At a special
meeting of the city government tonight a
committee was appointed to confer with
the directors of the Bangor and Aroostook railroad in regard to the proposition
to acquire the Bangor and Piscataquis
railroad.
Scalded to Death.

Lewiston, January 27.—At Danville
tr.
Junction today, the young child o
and Mrs. G. M. Cassavant fell into a tub
of boiling water. The mother heard the
little one’s cries and snatched it from the
water,

but not soon

child’s life.
and a half.

enough

to save the

Death ensued in
Reporter

of

an

hour

Decisions.

Augusta, January 27.—A petition has
been in circulation among the lawyers
for

the

re-annointment

decisions.

of

Gen.

Bangor reporter of
unanimously signed.

of

It was

MEN Or MARBLE.
Dealers of New England and the Provinces Choose Officers.

Boston, January 27.—The Betail and
Wholesale Marble Dealers’ Association of
New England and tbe Provinces held its
annual meeting today. The election of
officers resulted as follows:
President—William G. Gorman, Manchester,
N. H.

T

Secretary and Treasurer—James F. Brennan,
Peterboro, N. H.

ARRIVAL

human beings, and the training that
horse will thrive on will kill another.
In view of this I can tell you only in
a general way what I, as a trainer, do
with a horse to fit him for racing.
The first thing to do is to get your
horse, of course. In the selection of a
yearling there are as varying tastes
among horsemen as there are yearlings. It has become a truism that
“race horses come all sizes, shapes and
colors,” and the history of the turf
shows that many a weedy colt that
went a-begging for a buyer has turned
out well, while many a good-looker
that was knocked down at a high
price, turned out a no-account.
In selecting a youngster I go a good
deal on looks. I want a compact, wellbuilt colt, with good legs, and I don’t
want him too leggy; don’t like to see
too much daylight under him. As to
weight carrying qualities, I’ve seen
them carry weight in all shapes. I'm
not so much of a stickler for size as
many horsemen are, because some of
the very best horses I’ve trained were
Luke
size.
small or only medium
Blackburn, which I consider the best
horse I ever trained, was a little fellow,
only fifteen hands one and a quarter
inches high. Charlie Gorham was a
little chap, and La Tosca as a yearling
was only a little over fourteen hands.
“Blood will tell,” and it pays to get
well-bred ones. Naturally, I am prejudiced in favor of the get of St. Blaise.
I have never yet seen a St. Blaise colt
that wasn’t worth something, that
could not run some kind of a race. 1
liked the get of The Ill-Used, and always

RACELAXD.
"Is

delicate, and you oan’t take liberties with
him.”

and cantering when he was in running
form.
Then, again, when I am preparing a
horse for a race and he doesn’t work to
suit me in his trial two or three days
before the race, if he leads me to believe he needs a little more work I take
him out and work him again the day

before the

It has been my experience that the
great horses that have really done something have been the easiest to train. It
has been so with those I have trained.
Luke Blackburn, one of the best, I
might say the best, horse I have trained,
He was
was an easy horse to handle.

hearty and sturdy, a good feeder, aud
was kept racing so constantly he didn’t
require much work.
George Kenney could stand more hard

work than any other I have trained,
Hinand was as tough as a pine knot.
doo was the easiest horse to get ready
for a race I ever saw. He was a good
doer and didn’t fret.
Miss Woodford was another one ea^y
to

train;

she was a

light feeder,

hut

Charlie
strong and even tempered.
Gorham never required any training.
He got all his work in his races, and
seemed always ready for a race. After
we got
through cantering him, we
would take the things off him and turn
him loose and he’d run all over the
Fides, the good
track like a dog.
first
the
won
that
mare
little

11.45

C

O

-—

A book on careful living will tell you what it is to
get there, and when Scott’s
Emulsion of cod-liver oil is
useful. Free.
Scott & Bowne, Chemists, i32South 5th Avenue,
New York.
Your druggist keeps Scott's Emulsion of cod-liver
oil-all druggists everywhere do. $1.
27

AREWIRD0FS25

is nereby offered by tlie Megantlc Fish ami
Game Corporation for information leading tc
conviction of any party taking tisli or game or
the Megantic preserve in the -lose season.
j. o. WOODRUFF. President.
Attest; A. W. ROBINSON, Clerk.

aug22

dlawSiy

mal School. Rev. William Rader of the
Second Congregational church and Rev.
J. B. Carruthers of the Saco Congregational church officiated.
Dairymen’s Meeting.
Acts tray, January 27.—The cold and
storm made the attendance at the dairy
convention small and nothing but the
testing of dairy implements was done
The

this forenoon. In the afternoon, Hon. E.
R. French of Chesterville read a paper or

“The Business Side of the Creamery.”
Ex-Governor Hoard of Wisconsin gave
what he termed “Dairy Pointers.” Ir
the

Cook, secretary
Vermont Board of Agriculture,

evening,

of the

Prof. W. W.

read a paper on “Variations in Milk ant
its Products.” C. V. Knight of the Turner Centre creamery spoke on “The

The Boston & Maine net earnings increased $80,000 for the month of December

Minister Reid denies that he has been
authorized to offer reductions in the
American duties on silks and wines in return for reciprocal concessions on the
part of France.
The proprietors of Salvation Oil will pay a
large reward, if any certificate published by
them is not found genuine.

FOR.SALE!
-THE-

A-cadian

Hotel,

C A STINE, ME.
Nearly new, and well furnished throughout ; ha9 52 guest rooms ; is finely located,
and specially adapted to Summer Guests.
Owing to decease of large owner it will he
J. E. MOORE,
sold cheap. Address

jan22FM&Wtf

Thomaston, Me.

4,

—

Counsellor at

DEPARTURE OF MAILS.

WlLll

mm—nave

iaj

stuuy

mm

the
but on

in the

good, fast track a good yearling should go in 37 seconds. The best
a

trial I ever had was in 36 seconds, over
our track at Babylon (Mr. Belmont’s
farm), done by a filly that was sent
abroad, Magnolia, by The Ill-Used, out
of Mamietism. She carried 122 pounds.
i nna tnat a coit tnat can snow a tnaj
in 37 seconds can generally beat a filly
racing. After I’ve tried them I let up
on them and turn them out for the winter. I always take their shoes off—off
all the horses, old and young. It is
beneficial to their feet, giving them a
chance to spread and grow.
As to bucking—it is better for their
shins to “buck” while they are yearlings; they get sore sooner or later, anyhow, and it is
as well to get all the

just

little troubles and hindrances one can
ever before the rasing begifiS, If their

a. m.

au2B____

a.

m.

1.45 and

Cumberland, Mills—Arrive at 8.40 a. m„ 1.45
close at 6.30 a. m., 11.45

Eastport, (tri-weekly) via steamers International Steamship Co.—Arrive at 6.00 a. m.,
Tuesdays and Fridays; close at 4.30 p. m., Mondays and Thursdays.
Chebeague, Long and Bailey's Islands—Arrive
at 9.15 a. m.; close at 1.30 p. m.
Peak’s Island—Arrive 10.00 a. m.; close 1.45
p. m.

Duck Pond, Westbrook, Windham, Raymond
Casco—Arrive at 12 m.; close at 1.45

and South
m.

Bowery Beach (Ocean Bouse) and Knightvitte
—Arrive at 10.00 a. m.; close at 2.45 p. m.
South Portland (Ferry Village) and Willard
—Arrive at 8 a. m., and 2.15 p. m.; close at 8 a.
m. and 2.16 p. m.
East Deering—Arrive at 7.00 a. m.; close at
6.30 p. in.

uaj

It
to day to know wtSit he rapiires.
takes very little work to fit him for a
race.

The Billets and St. Blaises are usually
They don’t require
easy to train.
much Work. Potomac is a fine feeder
and a rarely intelligent horse. When I
broke him he was like a child. I put a
boy up on him and he walked ofE with
him as if he’d been used to carrying

dilm

MILLS,

H. E.

Tuner.
Order Slate at Chandler’s Music Store 431
leboeodtf
Congress Street.

STEPHEN

BERRY,

Rnnk Manil Card Printer.
NO.37

PLUM STREET.

B. D. & H. M. VERRILL,
Counsellors at Law,
191

Middle

Street.

Harry Mighels Verrill.
Verrill,
Portland, January 1,1892.
janldlm

Byron

D.

"

J. R. LIBBY,
Will Offer One More Lot of
the Famous

BLACK SILK WARP

Henriettas
At

Reduced

Prices.

m.

6.00 and 8.20 p. m.;
m., and 5.30 p. m.

p.

Law,

Exchange St., Portland, Me.
Organization' of Corporations a specialty.
88 1-U

a.

Toboggan Slide, was an easy thing to
handle. She had the nervous temperament that all The Ill-Used’s have, and
had to he kept quiet and free from excitement and she was all right. Raceland is a peculiar horse to handle. He
is delicate and you can’t take liberties

HOPKINS,

C.

GEORGE

Com-

1891.

City Westbrook—Arrive at 8.40

OFFICE HOOKS.

Cashier’s Office, (Sundays excepted), 7.30 a.
m. to 7.00 p. in.; Money order department, 9 a.
m. to 6.00 p. m.
Eegistry departinont, 9.00
a. m. to 6.00 p. m,
General Delivery, (Suudays excepted) 7.S0
a. m. to 7.00 p. m.
Sunday 9.00 to 10,00 a. m.
Carriers' Deliveries, (Sundays excepted)—In
business section of the city between High and
India streets, at 7.uu and a. o a.m., ia.au, i.ou,
and 6.16 p. m.; in other sections at 8.00 a. m.,
1.80 and 6.15 p. m.
Sunday delivery at Post
Office window, 9.00 to 10.00 a. m. Collections
from street boxes at 7.00 and 11.00 a. m., 4.00
and 8.00 p. m. Sunday, 6.00 p. m. only.

These goods are manufactured expressfor Arnold, Constable & Co., who
have been working for years, testing
materials, color and finish, in order to
obtain the best goods possible for their
fine retail trade, and as the result, have
produced a Black Silk Warp Henrietta
which is guaranteed to be superior to
No other Henrietta
any in the world.
will prove so satisfactory or useful to
the wearex-. Some ladies have had them
cleansed and made over for the thiid

ly

time without

any

apparent change

in

color or lustre.
We make these special sales, under
piice, in order to introduce them very
extensively, knowing full well that every
sale we make will bring us continued
patronage and a very favorable recommendation of the goods to their friends.
The prices for this sale will be as follows, which is about 25 cents per yai-d
under price; 8a

cents, $1.00, §1.15, §1.2o,

$1.35, $1.50, $1.62, $1.75, $2.00, $2.25.
The numbers

we

would mention

as

the

popular and selling more freely
than any others, and extra value, are
those at $1.15, $1.25, $1.35, $1.50.
Samples sent to any addi ess in America when requested.
most

Congress

Anrn

Arrangement

October

BUSINESS CARDS.

OFFICE.

POST

m.,

б. 00 p.

the

BROTHERS.

and 1.00 p. m.; close at 12.20 p. m.
Auburn and Lewiston—Arrive 2.00 and 9.00
а, m. and 1.00 and 6.15 p. m.; close 6.30 and
8.00 a. m., 12,20, 4.15 and 9.15 p. m.
Bangor—Arrive 2.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6. p. m.;
close at 6.15 a. m., 12.20 and 9.15 p. m.
Biddeford and Saco- Arrive 10.00 a. m. 12.30
5.30 and 8.30 p, m.; close at 6.00 and 8.00 a.
in., 12.00, 2.45 and 5.15 p. m.
Canada, intermediate offices and connections
via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive 12.25 p. m.;
close 6.30 a. m. and 1 p. m.
Gorham, N. H., intermediate offices and connections, via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at
8.40 a. m. and 12.25 p. m.; close 6.30 a. m., 1.00
and 4.30 p. m.
Swanton. Vt., intermediate offices and connections, via Mountain Division M. C. E. B.—
Arrive at 8.20 p. m.; close at 8.00 a. m.
Bartlett, B. B.. intermediate offices and connections via Mountain Division M. C. E. B.—
Arrive at 10.00 a. m. and 8.20 p. m.; close at
8.00 a. m. and 2.45 p. m.
Rochester, B. B„ intermediate offices and connections, via Portland &Bochester railroad—Arrive at 1.45 and 6.00 p. m.; close at 6.30 and
a.

both

styles.

Skowheqan, intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00

race.

as

Colors and in every way

Black and

12.20 p. m.
Itocklo. nd, intermediate offices and connections
via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive 1.00 and
6 p. m.; close at 0.15. and 12.20 p. m.

J. R. LIBBY,

^'

early selection

Western, via Boston and Maine
railroad (Eastern division)—Arrive 12.30 a. m.,
6.06 and 11.30 p. m.; close 8.00 a. m., 12 m.,
5.15 and 9.16 p. m.; Sunday, arrives 1.15 p. m.,
closes 3.30 and 9.15 p. m.
Boston, intermediate offices and connections
via Boston & Maine railroad. (Western division)
—Arrive at 12.30, 5.30 and 8.30 p.m.; close
8 a. m. and 2.45 p. m.
Eastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive
2 a. m. and 1 p. m.; close 12.20 and 9.15 p. m,
Augusta, intermediate offices and connections
via Maine Central railroad-rArrive at 2.00 and
9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 8.00 p. m.; close at G.lo a.
m., 12.20, 4.15 and 9.15 p. m.
Farmington, intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive at
1.00 and 6.15 p. m.; close at 8.00 a. m., and

one

li
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AND
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Southern and

Augusta, January 27.—The Augusta
Among the vice Presidents is Samuel
as follows:
board of registration today rendered a Bryant of Bockland, Me.; A. P. Copp. felt sure of getting a good one among
at
$1.50
$2.00 Quality
the Bonnie Seotlands and Billets. The
on a matter of great interest. It
“
Cernish, Me., is one of the directors.
$1-75 decision
$2.50
influence of the dam counts, too, and I
“
“
$2.00 will be remembered that Artemas Libby,
$3.00
Weather.
Sardinian Reports Rough
like to get colts out of mares that have
beThese famous French Corsets are too judge of the supreme court, appeared
not been drummed to death racing. I
[Special to the Press.]
*
demand
to
the
in
the
board
fore
and
response
well known to need any comment,
Halifax, N. S., January 27.—The think that a mare that is retired when
but refused to
the above prices are simply to close out for personal registration,
steamer
Sardinian, which arrived from she is four or five years old, and has
save one and reanswer the questions
much before, has
what we have in stock.
this
morning, at S o’clock, left not been raced too
all who reg- England
success in the stud.
The C. B. a la Spihite, a perfect copy fused to sign as required of
better
this
o’clock
foreat 9.30
then tabled. It for Portland
I believe in buying yearlings in the
of the Popular French Corset that sells istered. The matter was
She met with very bad weather
noon.
the
and
and breaking them early, not
majorwas
taken
today
at
up again
spring
only $1.00.
for $2.50, will be closed out
run
across.
on the
later than August 15. While I was with
The P. N. will be closed at 75c.
ity of the board voted not to put the
the late August Belmont I always broke
New York’s World’s Fair Money.
They judge’s name on the list.
The No. 4 Hundred at 39c.
them about the middle of July, that is,
holdin
Auburn
now
senis
27.—The
Judge Libbey
Albany, N. Y., January
have been considered a Great Bargain at
that he has ate finance committee has decided to re- got them accustomed to saddle, bridle
known
not
is
It
court.
ing
50c.
,
made any statement why he refused to port favorably without amendment a bill ^nd bit. I never bothered with a roller
An Odd Lot, in sizes from 27 to 30,
comply with the rules of the registrars. appropriating $300,000 for the state’s ex- or breaking tackle, but would put a
worth from $1.00 to $1.75, all to be closed They were given to understand that he hibit at the world’s fair.
bridle on at once, take the colt out of
did not deem it necessary to answer all
the stable and put a boy right up.
at the One Price, 50c.
MAINE TOWNS.
their questions when he appeared before
Black Sateen Corsets, very
1 case
My favorite practice was to take them
Mr.
the
board,
them,December 3d. Of
as soon as they arrived.
50c.
the
at
favored
price,
Casco.
superior
registerWilliams, Republican,
I always gave them four or five
ing Judge Libbey. Col. Morton, Demoa
Association
The Casco Library
gave
weeks’ work, trotting and cantering,
crat, and Chairman Bangs voted against
it. They say: “If the rules are unreason- supper at Hencock Hall last Wednesday and, in all, about three months’ trainable or unjust a mandamus from a justice evening and it was well attended and en- ing before they were tried.
Hurryof the supreme court can be obtained,
ing youngsters is, in my opinion, apt,
joyed by all.
St.
instructing the board wherever they are
They can’t
crazy.
Mrs. William Scribner of Portland has to make them
dtf
jan22
wrong. If reasonable, of which there
and nervworked
it.
stand
up
get
They
week.
here
the
been visiting friends
past
seems to be no doubt in the minds of
and if you hurry them right along
those who have registered, then there is
Frank M. Smith of Burnside, Conn., is ous,
at their work they get no chance to
no reason for this board to suspend them
in town for a few days.
The loss of flesh is a trifle.
in this one case.”
quiet down. If they are broken in the
are
in
this
Several people
put- middle of
vicinity
F r ey-lLeavitt.
July, a good time to try them
You think you need not
in ice. Peter Jordan is filling Burn- is the latter
part of October. I always
Saco, January 27.—At the Congrega- ting
mind it..
ham <fc Morrill’s ice house.
tried them thoroughly as yearlings so
tional church this afternoon occurred the
Can-making in Burnham & Morrill’s as to weed out those that didn’t give
But, if you go on losing wedding of Miss Luella Leavitt, daughter
will commence at once.
good promise of being race horses. I
factory
of
this
Leavitt
city,
of
Benjamin
Capt.
for some time or lose a good
usually tried them two or three times
Deering.
ure
jra1.
Artnur
to riev.
riey, pamuim
at three-eighths of a mile, and after
deal in a short time, you are vilion
in
the
Free
Church
near
Those living
church, Biddeford. Rev. F. W.
that I’d breeze them along for a half
T
f
O t
are to have the opportunity of
>****■*£,
Fraser of Harvard was best man; Miss Deering
If the first trial
lessons
in
of
20
a
course
sing- two or three times.
attending
Mabel Leavitt, a sister of the bride, was
me I’d give tnem a rest ol
didn’t
trifle ?
that
at
satisfy
to
be
church,
begingiven
ing
maid of honor and the bridesmaids were ning this evening at 7.30, by Mr. Bow- a day and try them again, and if that
Get back to your healthy
The didn’t do, I would wait three or four
an
Miss
Kate
of
Leavitt
experienced teacher.
doin,
Alfred,
Miss Ida
will be low, and the electric cars days or maybe a week and try them
weight and generally you get Nash of Brookline, Mass., and Miss Mary prices
passing the church will give facilities for again. Of course the track makes all
Con well,, a teacher in the Fairhaven Norback to health.
world in a trial,
attendance._____
difference
—

Winter

and

mencing;

ore

Sale.

in

RINES

disease and fell from the train the insurIf he fell
ance company would not pay.
off and then died of disease the company
would be liable.
Railroad for

are

desirable

did anything with him beyond trotting

of

Bangor’s

_NEW ADVERTISEMENTS._

ADVERTISEMENTS.

fast.

keep
Walter

Skowhegan, January
Palmer and John Tierney have been arrested in a camp about seven miles from
this town in Cornville, by Sheriff Pi.slion
and Deputy Sheriff Mitchell, at the instance of Sheriff James H. Joyce of Great
Falls, N. H., who has been tracking them
since December 20th, for larceny.
They
return to NewHampshire without requi-

ana ueciueu

tne tnird

on

tholv

.i-..lrVif
—J

here

lowing the holding of the Republican

Hundred,

LQT_0F

valuation commission

Augusta, January 27.—The Republi- Charles Hamlen
of

Thp P. INI..

The No. 4

Convention

Held—Third District’s Gathering.

TO CLOSE OUT

French

place of Judge Bibbey. The
Auburn aqueduct company appeals to the
in

For

Republican

Sale

The Celebrated

wiil have to float without masts for not
a tree will I contribute for any price,”
And so the grove has remained unmolested up to this date. But now the
woodman will not spare those trees
which are considered so valuable that
saws will be used to cut them down thus
The timbers
saving every foot of wood.
will then be hauled to Five Mile Landing from which place they will be rafted
to the Colonel’s mills in Hallo well.
“The two mammoth trees are still as
sound as a nut,” said Mr. Milliken’s
foreman to a pbess representative today.
AT BANGOR, APRIL 27.

J. R. LIBBY’S
Corset

mifflltV

-f-xxr/S

pines towering above their neighbors
struck his espioial fancy as well as admiration. Here was just what he had
sought for without success up to that
time, and if it were a possible thing, as
he told ,his man, he intended to purchase them. He immediately made for
the farm house, where undoubtedly he
expected to be able to buy these grand
old monaichs at a very meager price,but
found he had counted without his host,
for when the Snells were asked if they
would not like to dispose of a few pieces
of timber, they informed him with indignation “not a stick.” Every inducement diplomacy could bring to bear was
used but without avail. A request was
made that a price should be placed
upon two pieces of timber with the
privilege of choice from the grove. This
would not work, and tinally the exorbitant sum of $300
apiece was offered
for the two best pieces, which had
already been viewed by the would be
purchaser. But this oifer was refused
with the remark, it is said, “If there
never is a spar in the American Nayy
without cutting down my trees the ships

CoTmuHE,

K

ou.l

Auburn, January 27.—The supreme
court opened today. Judge Haskell was
present

(Oi;r TO RACER.

shins threaten to buck before they have
seen tried, I put a little iodine or a
ight blister of some sort on to take
she soreness out and tide them along
intil they have been tried. If they get
to stop
-ery sore, however, it is best
continue
working
;hem, for to
shem with sore shins makes them
bad tempered, and the temper of
i colt is an important thing to guard.
After they are tried I blister their shins
when they are turned out.

STEVENS & JONES
coivir»^.3vr'V,
LUKE

Manufacturing

BLACKBURN.
trained.”

“The best horse I have

boys all his life.

He did somethin# for

me I never had a two-year-old do before.
he won the
About a week before

Stationers.

Futurity he ran three-quarters of a mile
the Sheepshead bay track in 1:14.
I felt sure of winning the big stake,
and I told Mr. Belmont that if nothing
happened to him he would win It.
over

Take it all in all, the work of trainone has a good stable of horses,
is the pleasantest I can imagine, and
the
regret of my life as trainer

A

greatest

—

James Rowe.

the

Near

Specialty.

,jan27eodti
IS IIMVALUABLE FOR

Kail.

about to add to our laundry business
WE aare
stock of Chinese and Japanese Fancy
All goods
Goods, and also a choice line of tea.
are Imported direct from China, and are of the
Siainm open for business Monday, December 21, and shall sell our goods at the lowest prices.
Please Call and See Us.

35c. and $1

fllWe

WONG & LEE, PROPRIETORS.
dec21

Portland^

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

—

MIKADO
LAUNDRY,
City
Myrtle Street,
5

Congress St.,

Orders for BLANK BOOKS and
CHECK BOOKS promptly attended to.

denied the pleasure of
training Mr. Belmont’s horses the past
was

season._

LIBBY,

LITHOGRAPHING,
PRINTING AND BINDING

ing, if

is that I

J. R.

d3m

at all

Druggists.

£. MORGAN & SONS,

Prep'*

PROVIDENCE, H. I.

|

nov»

eod&eowSm

aplS

eod&wly

Pine Tree State lust Do

Well at

Chicago.

topographical

BUILDINGS.

Location Fronting On
Lake Michigan.

by

heads of moose, caribou, &e., promised
by Pason Tucker and others. The San-

BROWN

tion rooms on each side.

CAGO SONS OF MAINE.

PORTLAND, MAINE.
lliyi'Ocotltf

'ilSSirW/THURSToI"

Great

Bargain

Teacher of the Violin

week.

PUPIL OF EICIIBERO,

Sa3?^i.ElES^T,,.

will receive pupils September

ADDRESS 53 MONUMENT

6.

HANSON
Jan2G

Thurston’s Piano House, 3 Free
Street Block, Portland.
aug27
_cICm

LARRABEE,
(ltf

*

PIANOS.

E. T. Burrows

Many

ought

State

Citizens

of

tlie

Ten Thousand

Bol*

think

People
to

give

lars More in Order to Bo Maine
—

Description

I SM J Sis Co.

—What Maine
Come

Planned.

Firms Have

Already

Forward—Granite to be

a

Promi-

nation.

The hundredth anniversary of the Declaration of

Independence

was

that of itself could not

an

occasion

help awakening

patriotic sentiments: but the great

dis-

Philadelphia of our national retaught everyone who saw or
heard of it, to think more than ever of
his country.
It is probably no exaggeration to say
that the Paris exposition of 1889 saved
the trembling French Republic; for it
taught every provincial Frenchman how
great France really was. The American
Republic is stable and sure; but a great
exhibition that shall be a place of pilgrimage for men and women who do not get
many opportunities for travel, will give
to people of all classes a truer and
prouder idea of the greatness and prosperity of this nation.
The Columbian Exposition at Chicago
play

at

sources

SKETCH OF

MAINE

An ample lot nas Deen
secured beside the lots of the sister New
England States. Wide avenues bound
two sides of the lot; while full in front
lie the broad waters of Lake Michigan,—
determination.

after.

BUILDING.

i nis win snow to ine
single pieces,
visitors the class of stone that can be obin

tained out of the Maine quarries.
The two pillars on either side of the
centre

arch,

are

to be

of

red

granite

to

appropriate accompaniment to be furnished by the Bed Beach Granite
the great mari- Company, of Bed Beach, Me. The two
time States of the Union. Upon the one columns on the outer side of the arches
side are the English Buildings, and upon are to be of black granite, furnished by
the other the broad space reserved for the Addison Granite Company. These
the Art Annex. Across the avenue and are to be polished columns. The three
also on the lake front will be Iowa’s arches between these pillars are to be
building. New York’s building will be made of different kinds of granite, fura

most

the exhibition of one of

On each side of the main entrance are
the rooms for the executive commission-

and quarters which will be devoted
On each side of the
to the Maine press.
rotunda is a reception-room, 16x25 feet.
Adjoining these in the rear part of the
ers

building comes a smoking room for
gentlemen on the side of the gentlemen’s
reception room, and a ladies’ retiring
room on the side of flie ladies’ reception
room, and opening from these are a lavatory for men and a lavatory for women,
and at the

:
'•
■■

cles belonging to citizens of the State of
Maine, of interest, to be placed there for
t#c purpose of decoration; nothing goes

•.

can come

poses of

Greatest Exhibition

m

ness

attempted
plan is any

world,

if elaborate-

indication.

of

Where
Held and
Year.

Square

London, idol
Paris, 1355
London, 1862
Paris, 1867
Vienna. 1873
Philit., 1876
Paris. 1878
Paris, 1889

Chicago,

Feet Under

AC.cage.

i{00f

Open.

vuu.uuu

lit

200
121
217
186
159
191.
183

1,291,800
3.371,904

1.683.858
l’SGSATS
1,000.000

5,000,000

11,037

|

/Ml

/>nr>

hhhhi
PLAN

«

179

OP

FIRST

avenue from the New

just across tlie
figures probably give a fair idea England group, opposite Massachusetts.
of flic extent by which the Chicago show
To get this excellent location the
will surpass the Philadelphia Centennial
Maine men in Chicago had to promise
Exposition and all other expositions.
that
At Philadelphia, Maine did not have a
Not Less than S25,000
particularly
should be expended on the building.
Remarkable Exhibition.
The legislature has appropriated $10,000.
Our State had no building of its own, Privated firms have tendered to the
and Maine men and women bad to find
Commision about $10,000 more in maheadquarters through the hospitality of terials for the building. The commision
other States. This will not be repeated have estimated that to build what Maine
at Chicago. Maine is to have a building;
ought to have, there must be raised
and the only question now is: How good

nislied by the different quarries of this
State, and the outer side is to be polished. That is, they will represent all of
the different varieties of granite in the
State, each company cutting one or more
pieces, and the outer face to be polished.
The main building from the ground tobe
the second story is IS feet. The granite
work is to be carried up one story.
This building is surmounted by five
towers, one on each corner of the building, and a high tower in the centre to
covered with Monson slate, which has

bobbery

a

icking
ou

be

to

up
need is

All

sure.

Indian

Kickapoo

agwa ; that will put new life
ito
you and purify your
>lood and act

your
and liver.

tch, kidneys

Sagcures

wa

Constipa-

Scrofula,
Rheumatism and Chills and

K

S

The Indian says disease is the beginningof death.
Very true. How many die

1

from-their

4i

l/UiillU IUU

ous

l/J

1UU

UO»u

uxxvy

1

‘According

tion

IUUI

doing

as

Well

to meet

dollar

perfect
epidemic

to

put

condi-

We have just received a large and varied
Stock of Upright and Grand Pianos for the

Holiday

trade.
All of our instruments are
an expert.

gestion,
Without injurious medication.

by

Late Pastor Bloomingdale Reformed Church.

540 CONGRESS ST.
McGOTTIjDRIO,

T. O.

Edwin F. Pardeb, M. D.,
“The Winthrop,” 125th Street and 7th Ave.,
New York City.

dec2

Ai

Salve is made of Real Buffalo Tallow, combined
•vith Medicinal properties of healing Herbs,
•toots, Barks, etc. Only 25 cents a package.

wm.

mTIarksT

SiOlETSiOKirslOlE!
Now Is Your Chance For

BARGAINS
IN

l,/solvency

-AND
SECTION

OF

GBOUNDS

INCLUDING TIIE

MAINE

810,000 more.

Tins

must

come

trom

products
by selling
States; and when did good advertising private subscription, however; and it is
A respectable dis- thought that there will be no difficulty
ever hurt anybody?
play by this State at Chicago will make in raising it.
The accompanying sketches shew the
our young people more satislied with the
State, and therefore more ready to stay plan of building which it is proposed to
erect. Mr. Charles S. Frost, formerly of
at home; and will bring extended patron•
Lewiston, but now an architect in
age to our industries.
The Press lias been enabled, through Chicago, has finished the plans, from
The
the courtesy of Messrs. Mattocks, Bass which the sketches are taken.
aud Bixb.v, of the commission to give building is to be octagonal, with two

oeen rendered

ay

kjwro

at a

DISCOUNT

GREAT

AT

—

ARTHUR W. BEALE & CO.’S
177 Middle

Two Boors Above Post Office.

Street,

eod3t

jan23

Fire, Smoke and Water!
ENTIRE

STOCK

jan21S28

Messenger’s Notice.
Office of the sheriff of Cumberland County, State
of Maine. Cumberland, ss., January 20, A. D.

1892.
mills is to give notice that on the 20th day
X of January. A. D. 1892. a Warrant in Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against
the estate of

OF

LYMAN P. HASKELL, of Portland,
to be an insolvent debtor, on petition
of said debtor, which petition was filed on the
20th day of January, A. D. 1892. to which date
That the
interest on claims is to be computed.
payment of anv debts to or by said debtor, and
the transfer and delivery of any property by
law. That a meetiug of
him are forbidden
the creditors of said debtor, to prove their
debts and choose one or more assignees of his
to
estate, will he held at a Court of
be liolden at Probate Court room in said Portfirst
of
on
the
in
said
Cumberland,
-County
land,
day of February, A. D. 1892, at ten o'clock in
the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
SAMUEL I). PLUMMER,
written.
Demiti/ Sheriff as Messenger of the Court of
Insolvency for the said County of Cumberland.

adjudged

HATS, CAPS, GLUES,

by

Insolvency

Gents7

Furnishings,

To be closed out in 30
regardless of cost.

jan21&28

days

lOa? 253. 23. 3FL©ec3L.
BOTANIC ANB CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN
No 399 1-3

IKI. S. FiSHi & CO.,
181

Middle

Street.

a cure.

j

pany for this building. Tlie height from
the eaves to the top of the flagstaff on
the central tower is 55 feet. The roof

>

TVOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the
ll subscriber has been duly appointed

Executor of the Will of
JANE E. H. TOME, late of Pownal,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
has taken upon himself that trust by giving
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
the
to
exhibit
same; and all persons
required
indebted to said estate are called upon to make

will be in the form of
An Octagonal Pyramid.
On each side of the building is arranged a verandah 28 feet long and 10 feet
wide. There are two of these verandahs
on eacli side, one on the first and one on
the second story.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
by mail
__

Police

or

telephone promptly

at-

__novlleodtf

Examining

UNION MUTUAL LIFE INCOMPANY is now in the
forty-third year of its existence. It
has already paid more than Twentyfive Millions of Dollars to its policyholders and their beneficiaries and
possesses assets of more than Mix
Million Dollars and a large surplus
wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.

Board.

fTlHE regular quarterly meeting of the Police
_E_
Examining Board will bo held in the Common Council room. City
Building, Tuesday

JSSaSS* FejOHjf£ THOMPSON, Chairman.

KNOWLTON, j

Execatoi.

XT S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Office
U • Marine-Hospital Service, Portland. Me.,
January 25th, 1892. Sealed Proposals will be
received at this Office until noon of Saturday,
January 30th, 1892, to furnish 75 tous of lee,
more of less, for the use of the Marine-Hospital
Serviee at Portland, Me. Schedules and further
information may he obtained upon application
The right is reserved to
to the undersigned.
waive informalities, and to reject any or all proSPENCER
C.
DEVAN, Passed Assistposals.
|
I ant Surgeon, M, H. S., In command of Hospital.
i

The

SURANCE

to
A. K. P.

of Lewiston, Me.
,
jan21dlaw3wTU*
Pownal, Jail. 15,1892.

EXCHANGE,

97 1-3 Exchange St., Portland.

All orders
tended to,

payment

cod&wly

marls

PRINTERS’

Dr. ilteed will not ask you any questions in
any way in regard to your diseases and after

will tell you if you can be cured. Dr. Reed’s
medicines are striekly pure and put up to suit
each case, he thinks he can tel! the difference
between a person afflicted with a disease or a
person becoming an entranced medium. There
lias been a great many people who have lost
their lives bv making the above mistake. Examinations at my office every day including Sunday from 9 a. m., to 9 p. m. Examination by
letter stating their name, place or residence and
age and one stamp. SI .00.my22d0m

dim

jau23

Congress Street, Portland.

For the treatment of all chronic and complicated diseases that fiesli is heir to. all cases
given up as incurable, I will take them to make

—

turn-

c.uinuci tui/si.

Messenger’s Notice.

LOT.

rue juvusuh

coa/uy f/j

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County.
State of Maine. Cumberland, ss. January
20th, A. D., 1892.
•
mHIS is to give.notice, that on the 20th day of
X January. A. I).. 1892, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency
for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of
•
CHARLES H. SCOTT, of Portland,
on petition
adjudged to he an Insolvent Debtor,
of said Debtor, which petition was tiled on the
20th day of January, A. D.. 1892, to which date
interest on Claims is to be computed. That the
payment of any debts to or by said Debtor, and
the transfer and delivery of any property by him
That a meeting of the
are forbidden by law.
creditors of said Debtor, to prove their debts
and choose one or more assignees of his estate,
will be- held at a Court of Insolvency to he holdon at Probate Court Room, in said Portland, in
said Countv of Cumberland, on the First day of
February, A. D., 1892, at ten o'clock in the
forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
SAMUEL D. PLUMMER,
written.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of
Insolvency for said County of Cumberland,

Maine
in other

Tor saui

jai)21&28

Card

Book,

eodtf

Office of the Sheritf of Cumberland County
State of Maine. Cumberland ss. January
20th, A, 1).. 1802.
mins is to give notice, that on the 20th day ®f
JL January, A. 1).. 1892. a Warrant in Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency
for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of
THE COLUMBIA FALLS BRICK COMPANY,
a corporation, established, and existing by,
and under the laws of the State of Maine and
its office and place of business in the
having
city of Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor Corporation, on petition of said Debtor Corporation,
which petition was tiled on the 20tn day of
January, A. D., 1892. to which date interest on
claims i's to be computed. That the payment of
any debts to or by said Debtor Corporation, and
the transfer and delivery of any property by it
That a meeting of the
are forbidden by law.
creditors of said Debtor Corporation, to prove
their debts and choose one or more assignees of
its estate, will be lifeld at a Court of Insolvency
to be holden at Probate Court Room, in said
Portland, iu said County of Cumberland, on the
First day of February, A. D., 1892, at ten
o’clock iu the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
SAMUEL D. PLUMMER,
written.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messcnr/er of the Court of

S&Tlilynrm

deel2

JMCauagcr.

Messenger’s Notice.

The Centaur Company, 77 Hurray Street, New York.

GREAT

carefully selected

TUNING, REPAIRING AND POLISHING.

For several years I have recommended

your4 Castoria,4 and shall always continue to
ao so as it has invariably produced beneficial

or ex-

Excellent Dressing for Fever Sores. Cancers
Piles, and all kinds of Indolent Ulcers. Tlii-

people in Illinois; 8,000 in Iowa; 5,000 in
Kansas; 8,000 in Minnesota: 5,000 in the
Dakotas; 8,0C0 in Washington State; 1,000
in Montana, and 20,000 in California.
Many of these are coming to the Fair, and
they ought to know that the old Stqte is

her

a

1/1CKAPOO IMOIAH SALVE.

as

alive and up with the times.
This is not sentiment merely.

neglect just

posure.

Any
of them, and I am proud of her.”
The Maine building will be hcadquartera also for all natives of Maine now living in other States who may visit the
fair. There must be ten thousand Maine

lives

spend

will

to her size

3Iaiae is

to

themselves in

tell his neighbors
what he sat.-. It will be much better if
the returned traveller can truthfully say:

coming home,

own

lit

In ’93 everyone in Maine will be talkSomeone from
of tlio great show.

UlCiy

P/\neHnat?An

Fever.

0

PC

ing

Appetite,

<

importance than
some suppose.
Nothing is of more advantage to a city or a State than for its
citizens to believe in it and be proud of
it.

oiiroa

results.”
CARLOS RLARTYN, U. U.,
New York City.

o m-

Loss of

z
z

R.

C

plaint, Indigestion,

X
tu

al and manual progress wherein we rival
In the first
or surpass other States.
place there is the sentimental consideramore

flnetnria.

Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea. Eructation,
lulls Worms, gives sleep, and promotes cLU

stom-

on

er

tion, and this is of

J

are

you

sentiment that it should bo one of the
best on the grounds. Of course we cannot rival the larger States in expenditure
of money, and this is not necessary. The
structures that mcn.nost admire are not
always the biggest and the costliest.
What Maine wants at Chicago is a
building that shall be in every part, design, construction and furnishing, suggestive of the old State, and emphatic in

departments

of ‘CastoriaMs so universal and
well known that it seems a work

—

What

tion, Liv-

of those

use

intell
with!

DER.

one? We think there will be very little
hesitation in the State in endorsing the

praise

•‘The

MUR-

MURMUR,

MOAN,

FLOOR.

an

of intellectu-

nTitT^raTi t>iaf. ■

Damaged by Smoke, Which Will Be So!d

spruce, &c.

_

These

,

kn iM.ndnorwl

fn

mwwwi—rtminun-MiiiwnriiwiwM

that these rooms should be
anxious
finished to show the finishing woods of
Maine, such as beech,- maple, pine,

days

1,86(5,000

87
208
23(5
100
173

1803

No of

24%
23%

L/.AM

4 L-4.

«nnm tn sa waII n/Inn+arl

ii

I recommend it ns superior to any prescription
H. A. Archer, M. D.,
known to me.”
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Its merits so
of su

WEBSTER and
WESER BROS.

Infants and Children.

■'I

Leading from this story is a
stairway to be run to the observation
cupola on top of the central tower.
A great many people of Maine are

of

21%

-_

in under the

for

iii Maine.

Compare

fits estimated dimensions with those
Ahe other great shows of the world:

Curiosities, Ac.,
rules, for the purexhibition and of showing the
premiums.

in here for
♦

.*
in the

of a mantel is a room fin-

rear

ished off for a store room. There is an
octagonal opening from the low'r story
to the top story, 22 feet wide.
The upper floor will all be left in an
open space in which under the rules of
the exposition, are to be arranged arti-

is to be the

ever

the construction of the

building has been all tendered to the
building committee as an exhibit by the
granite companies of Maine. The names
of all these companies will be given here-

Tlie

ten wlxat an event it was for this

STEINWAY,
WEBER,
HARDMAN,
C ABLER,
HENNING,

Bock Granite
for

necessary

nent Material in the Structure.

“Great Centennial,” as it was
called, was a summer’s wonder sixteen
years ago. People have not yet forgot-

.me

Utilising.

Bar Mills Lumber Company lias offered
to furnish doors for the executive commissioners’ room. The

Honor

Building

of the

CUM1U

tiio

ST.,

or

Co., and the Portland Screen Company
have tendered screens of their best man1U1

1st,

*

&

macture

BROCK, 537 CONGRESS ST.,

Send for circular.

ford Manufacturing Company of Sanford,
Me., are to make a special pair of plush
portieres for the two wide ten foot spaces
opening from the rotunda to the recep-

PATRIOTIC EFFORTS OF THE CHI-

Typewriting

Teacher of Shorthand and

12

feet, which will be
walls of the rotunda.
hung on one of the
On the left of the mantel will probably
be a large picture' which has been tendered to the Committee by Payson Tuck"
On the other small sections of
er Esq.
wall space in the rotunda will he the

to be some 10

«

Splendid

flflSSS A. L. SAWYER,

Poland Springs

and surrounding scenery, to place over
this mantel.
The board at its next meeting will
with the parties makprobably contract
for the making of a
ing the best oilor
map of the State of Maine,

PLANS OF THE GROUNDS AND

A

iUiU«

oi

entrance is
On each side
floors. A plan of the first floor is here
to the second
story.
given; and the second is somewhat simi- a stairway leading
Just inside the entrance is an octagonal
lar, being intended for exhibits.
wide. Opposite to the
The entrance to this building is on rotunda 281 feet
is an
open firethe
stairway in the rotunda
with an elegant
furnished
he
Avenue Fronting: the Fake.
to
place,
mantel from the architect’s drawings
And is approached by a wide flight of
to the committee by Messrs.
tendered
Old Pine Tree State
granite steps, 28 feet long. The two top Morse & Co. of Bangor. Mr. E. P. Rickone
the
inand
as
outer
should have
steps
good a position on the steps—the
Hotel has told the
er, of Poland Springs
grounds as any State. The accompany- side the porch—are six feet wide. The committee that he would have a $1,000
ing sketch of a portion of the grounds company with which Payson Tucker is oil
painting made, representing
shows how well they carried out their connected are to quarry these two steps

this morning a sketch of what it is proposed to do for Maine at the exhibition,
and unfold some plans whereby this is to
be done. The organization of the Sons
of Maine in Chicago are a very enterprising and loyal body of men, and they early
determined that the

Insurance Company and as a
Institution.
the
UNION
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY is deserving of the support of
Maine Citizens.

As an
Hume

1

jan2G

iUit

MISCELLANEOUS.

bringing about a peaceful settlement of
the Chilian difficulty, as is undoubtedly
AND
the case, we have been amply repaid for
MAINE STATE PRESS.
the cost of the improvements, for a war
with Chili, small and weak though she
Subscription Rates.
would have entailed an expense to
Daily (In advance) SO per year; S3 for six be,
this nation of a great many millions of
months; $1.60 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by dollars, to say nothing of the loss of life
PORTLAND DAILY

PRESS.

city limits
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advauee), invariably

carrier

anywhere within

rate of S7

a

the

and at

at

the

year.

Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year;$l for six months;
60 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or

short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Rates.
In Daily Press $1.60 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three inserEvery other
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special notices, on first page, one third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
square each week. Three insertions or less
$1.50 per square.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a
column and one inch long.
Want, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance,
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adtisements not paid in advance, will be charged
regular rates.
State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and 60 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address *11 communications relating to subscnptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.
at

In Maine

TTTTH

PRESS.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 28.
England,

the

greatest bully

on

earth,

the natiion that battered down Chinese
ports to compel permission for her merchants to debauch a half civilized people
with opium, the great nation which recently bullied poor, weak Portugal out of
her African claims by threatening to attack her at home, rebuking the United
States for intimidating “little Chili” is a
spectacle for gods and men.
arncnl
Mr. Breckinridge’s
the rules so that a general tariff bill can
be tacked on to an appropriation bill as
a rider is pretty conclusive evidence that
Mr. Springer’s plan of confining tariff
legislation to a few separate bills for the
reduction of the duty on certain articles
like wool and salt, is not going to be acceptable to all his brethren. It also has
a tendency to show that the kickers
against that programme are the old time
motion

to

leaders whom Speaker Crisp so gingerly
ignored in the make up of the committees. Perhaps they may be animated

quite
men

as much by jealousy of the new
who have been promoted over them

to the cause of tariff reform,
but that will by no means tend to make

as

by loyalty

their kicking less vigorous.
The Argus points to the steady increase in Massachusetts of commitments
during the last ten years, and to
the
gradual movement during that
toward properiod of the towns
when taken
evidence'
as
hibition
prohibition has no
together that
diminish
to
drinking
tendency
Tins looks piausime
and drunkenness.
at first glance. But there are two facts

which render the deduction of the Argus
valueless. The prohibition of Massachu-

Adjoining a town
general.
prohibits the sale of liquor may be

setts is not
that

another town which licenses the sale.
This kind of prohibition amounts to
nothing or very little in diminishing the
temptation to drink or the facilities for
getting liquor. Prohibition under such
circumstances does not have a fair trial.
It the second place the table of commitments which the Argus gives does not
show from what places the increase in
commitments has come.
Pi'obably a
*ery large per cent of this increase comes
rom the large cities, like Boston, which
without
almost
exception, have the
Far more significant
license system.
than these figures of the increase of
drunkenness, is the fact which we pointed out and which the Argus admits,
namely that each year more of the
people of Massachusetts are coming to

too, after
prohibition,
That fact, the
having tried license.
Argus must see, instead of supporting
its assertion that experience has shown
that license is superior to prohibition,
tends directly to its subversion.
favor

OUR

and

that

DEFENCELESS SEA COAST.

But while
that would have attended it.
our navy is far more efficient than it was
a few years ago, it is not yet efficient
enough. We have not a single battle
ship of a pattern that would permit a
voyage around Cape Horn without serious danger of destruction by the wind
and waves. Vessels of the Monitor class
like the Miantonomah are not fit for sea
service. For coast defence they may be

admirable,

but that is about the

We must have at least
of the modern type
provided with guns of the most approved
pattern before our navy will be as efficient either for attack or defence as it
We do not want to attempt
should be.
to rival the great navies of England or
France, but we do want and ought to
have a navy sufficient at least for our
few battle

own

defence.

Another thing of scarcely less
of even more

imporimportance,

should imis the need of better coast

which the Chilian business
us

press upon
defences. Our weakness in this respect
has been patent to everybody for many
___3_4-

j

jl cl

cax a.

ao

uui

wx

u*

co|/viiviviiu

yesterday pointed out, very little lias been
done to remedy it. The condition of
Portland i§ the condition of a great many,
indeed the majority, of our cities on the
Atlantic seaboard. Today there is absolutely nothing to prevent a vessel of war,
with modern
or unarmored,
guns, running within easy shelling distance of this city and bombarding us till
its ammunition was exhausted. In our
present condition we could not offer the
slightest effective resistance, and it
would probably require months to remedy even in a small degree this state of

armored

way will be found to

arrive at

an

Chilian affair that should not pass unheeded. And perhaps the fir st and most
obvious one is the necessity of a great
commercial nation like ours having a
navy big enough and efficient enough to
command respect. It is very doubtful if
the Chilian affair would have been settled
so easily had our navy been in the condition that it was only a few years ago—
devoid of modern ships of war and
modern armament. Preparation for war
is a powerful persuader of peace, and will
continue to be until the advent of the
millennium which is still probably a
good many years away. If the fact that
our navy is now in a comparatively effective condition has been instrumental in

edly

an

“OHflOW” you

Mecklenburg-Strelitz.
Orleans, celehundredth birthday re-

Mrs. Julia Reza,n of Hew
Her

father, Joseph Oaken, was
Washing-ton

one of the men who rowed
across Hew York harbor on the

occasion

her husband
made the boiler for Fulton’s first steamof his

iuauguration,

and

boat.
Senator Gordon of Georgia says that
when he was wounded at the battle of
Gettysburg he thought his head had been
It then
carried away by a cannon ball.
struck him that if his head was gone he
could not think, and eventually he discovered that the wound was not so serious
after all.
One of George Kennan’s hobbies has
been for many years the collection of
newspaper accounts of suicides,

from

which he will

book

probably produce

a

day that will make a sensation. He
theories on the physical phenomena

some

has
which

fried

have
We’ll fake our chances
favorite brand in future.
SI' you

one

once.

induce self-destruction that

are

do

at

so

interest allowed

We have

a

complete

r

Very superior workmanship, styles,
materials, are combined in
the production of these goods.
High cost Night Robes with low
shoulders at a discount of 25 to 33
are

JOCKEY CLUB, CASHMERE
ROSE, YIOLET, HELIOTROPE, MAY
BLOSSOM, LILY OF THE YALLEY,
FRANGIPANNI, CLOYE PINK,

YLANG YLANG, WHITE ROSE,
WILD

LILY,

AND NEW MOWN HAY.
these

patrons feeling that they
handsome stoppered bottle con

perfumes

recommending
pleasure
give entire satisfaction. They are put up in a
taining a half pint, for only $1.50 each, or sold by the
We take

in

will

to our

ounce

at 20 cents.

|-3

per cent.
Odd Lots of Cotton Underwear of all
kinds at about cost of material.
We give below a brief description of a
few numbers, but we cannot do justice
to the goods in this advertisement, or

Embroidery,
hand made button holes and pearl but-

FRYE,

320 Congress Street.
dec23

Lot 1. Ladies’ Night Robe with
12 tucks, 2 rows insertion, ham$|
burg neck and sleeves,

the very dickens.
The cat started it, the baby made

PIANO CLASSICS NO. 1.
A
vn

tremendous success; 44gems by the great

aefppa

YOUNG
A

CLASSICS.

PEOPLE'S

series of classics for beginners; 61 pieces.

CLASSIC FOUR HAND COLECTION.
Contains Moszkowski’s Spanish Dances, Bachmann’s "Les Sylphes,” Beethoven’s Polonaise,
Godard’s Canzonetta, etc. 144 pages.

papa

tripped

up

on

it

and said swear words, whicli
caused
his
oldest daughter
to blush and retire, but mamma
like a sensible woman decided
that it was time fora new carpet.
When you can buy Carpets at

retail for wholesale prices, bi|y
them. You can do so now.
mean to say that
We don’t
every carpet in our store is sellat these big reductions, but
we have rolls and parts of rolls

1.00
1.25

corded
yoke,
hamburg neck and sleeve,

1.25

36 tucks, four rows insertion, hamburg neck and cuffs,

1.50

Cluster

(For Mezzo-soprano, Contralto, and baritone.)
In English, German, Italian, and French; the
forty best modern songs known to tiie world.

MUSIC. WOOLS AND COTTON AND AYOOLS

SABBATH BAY

Forty selections from the great oratorios,
cred songs and hymnals, etc.

sa-

Fftllno-o fimnre for
--CJ --O

first compilation ever made of the songs
of Vassal', Smith, Wellesley, and other univerThe

MOSTEEL SONGS, OLD AND NEW.

1.50

Andover and tuck yoke,
low neck, hamburg sleeves,

1.50

Lot 7.

that are what you would call off
they don’t sell as
patterns,
quickly as others, but the quality is all there.
If any of your Carpets are
getting a little threadbare, you
can’t do better than buy now.
The whole lot we offer would
not cover more than seventy-

“Ian

Rules and Orders will,

aught

Be more beautiful,

more

pleasing,

appropriate, more greatly desired by WIFE or DAUGHTER than a
really good

more

piA-isro p
NAUGHT CANT.

can.

THURSTON’S

If

PI ANO HOUSE
Supplies

these in perfection.

ALSO ORGANS
rnino onidl

coo

oi>

COIlA fAl' f^Sk#•»_

logue.
TUNING TO ORDER.

S.

THURSTON,

unill.

Committee
THE
til Saturday the 30th inst. at 5 o’clock p.
stitching and binding
receive bids for

Hamburg
JUOU1 txvu

and
iixtui.

Before placing your Life Insurance
Companies outside the State of
Maine, send to the UNION MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY for
pamphlets explanatory of its plans, and
tor list of claims paid under the Maine
oct24eodtf
Non-Forfeiture Law.

a

range
treat yourself to a new Chamber
Set. We’ll make the price low
nniiic

von

lirAiid

nf

your purchase.
Naturally this announcement
will bring a large number of

people to our store.
The first to come will get the
cream, but every purchaser this
week will go home with this idea
fixed in their minds.

TaxableProperty

1.75

sleeve,
hamburg yoke,
Very
double hamburg sleeves,

1.75

36 tucks, 4 rows insertion, broad hamburg neck and
sleeves, Lonsdale cambric,

1.75

fine

elaborate inserLot 12. Very
tion and feather stitch front,

plaited black, hamburg ruffle,
2.00
hamburg and tuck sleeve,
Lot 13. 36 tucks, 4 rows very
fine insertion, yoke, neck and
sleeves
elaborately trimmed
with
fine hamburg, plaited

2.25

black,

Lot 14. Very fine allover yoke,
neck and yoke elaborately
trimmed with hamburg, all
over and hamburg cuffs,
3.00

J.

R. LIBBY,

Congress Street.

jan26__dtf

Mass. Real Estate Co.
246

Dividend Per Annum.
$82,000,000
Capital
1,200,000
Capital paid in
100,000
Surplus (June 30, 1891) over
*98
Price Stock to-day
next.
Jan.
31st
cease
Sale of Stock will
after
ORGANIZED IN 1885.

Authorized

Paid Dividends of 5 per cent per annum for
4 1-2 years.
Paid Dividends of 7 per cent per annum
since July, 1890.
Average Dividend since organization over
6 per cent per annum.
Surplus at close of last fiscal year, over

*100,000.
Send to or call at the office for Information.

BAlISTKEBS,

Cuisine unexcelled, and
every attraction for both permanent and transient guests. Located in the commercial centre
of the city and provided with large sample
rooms for travelling men.
and

REELEK & FOCOCK, Proprs.

jan4

Portland,

PIANO TUNING.
Having just received Tuning Forks from the
Secretary of the Piano Manufacturers Association, we are prepared to tune pianos to the
International Pitch as adopted by the Associawith
Having three first-class tuners connected
to fill orders
our house, we are prepared
promptly and guarantee satisfaction.

JONES,
MB.

Me.

is

see it.

Write
particulars, or call on
1 for 1
S. H. & A. E. DOTEN.
494 to 504 Fore and 279 Commercial Sts.

SeplOeodGms*_Portland, Me.
UNION
The Policv plans
mutual Life insurance company embrace among others, Ordinary
Life, Ordinary Life with an Adjusted
Premium for 10 years, Limited Payment Life and Endowments.
of

jLjra.nclio.s-—auburn,

ban-

cor, bath. BIDDE-FOBD, GARDINER,
NORWAY, OEDTOWN, ROCKLAND AND
WATEKVELLE.
ISAAC C.

lm

STS.,

jau26

ATKINSON.

General. Manager.
dti

Half fare on M. C. R. R., G. T. Ry. and P. &
Late
R. R. R. to all holding “Opera” tickets.
trains on all above. Librettos on sale.
ian26dlw

GIIiSERT’S.

AT

ASSEMBLY
THURSDAY EVENING.
J-mlddtf

ROSSINI GLU3 CONCERT,
1 firtflo

f-

Fartniinrtim

R.

R.

dllA

1896.
Portland Water Co. 6’s, due 1899.
Portland Water Co, 4’s, due 1927.
Biddeford and Saco Water Co. 1st 5’s,
1905.
Knox County 6’s, due 1894.
Eastnort, Maine, Water Co. First
Mortgage 6’s, due 1918.
New Philadelphia, Ohio, Water Co.
First Mortgage 6’s, due 1901.
Ml. Vernon, lnd.. Water Co. First
Mortgage 6’s, due 1906,
Jamestown, N. Y., Water Co. 6’s, due
1908.
Arknusaw Water Co., of Little Rock,
Ark., 6’s, due 1909.
Johnstown, Pa., Passenger Railway
Co. First Mortg ige 6’s, due 1910.

H. M. PAYSCN & CO.,
32

jan9dtf
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VIOLINIST,

Kotzsolimar

Hall,

JANUARY 29tli.

FRIDAY EVENING,

including Reserved Seats, 50 Cents.
sale at St-ockbridge's.
fan22dlw

Tickets,

Now

on

CLASS

FIRST

PIANOS
FOR SALE OR REST; ALSO

o>:o.c3rj&-:Krs»
Very Fancy

or

Plain at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.
—

AT

—

Exchange Street.

PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK,
FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier.

in

P. HASTINGS’.

W.

tlR

deol7

BOILSTEAM ENGINES,
ERS, STEAM PIPE, PIPE

FITTINGS, VALVES,
HANCERS,
SHAFTING,
PULLEYS, LEATHER and
RUBBER BELTING, LACE
LEATHER, HOSE,&c.,&c.

our

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

GENERAL MACHINE WORK PROMPLY
DONE. ORDERS SOLICITED.

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.
jly25dtf

CHASE & SOI & CO.

FAHNESTOCK & CO.
2 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.
investment bonds for cash
Supply selected
frtl- morkotohld QAAliritlAS!

57 & 59 KENNEBEC STREET.
janl9

or

Execute commission orders for investors at
the Stock Exchange or in the open market.
Furnish information respecting bonds,
jane

Offer, Subject
Sale,

dbm

All “errors of refraction" of the
eyes which cause so many headtired
wftak n.nd fifthinff

jiphps

ONDS.
We

Portland Me.

DEFECTIVE SIGHT.

in Avnhiinrro

dec29eodlm

one

& MIDDLE

Admission
Reserved Seats 30 and 73cts.
35 cts. On sale at Stockbridge’s Music Store.

WALTZING CLASS
MONDAY EVENING.

Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

Deposits

who
building and thinks of using
fl0Every
Southern pine should

HEADQUARTERS COR. PEARL

T MOULTON,

Special Scenery, Elegant Costumes, Superb

Company, Beautiful Music.

Washington St. Boston.

it will not sliver
Tins is a rift sawn flooring,
or splinter and will out-last three ordinary

Rooms $1.00 per Day and Upwards

MICNON.

BANKERS,

Fairford Southern Pine Flooring.

Under new Management. Both Amer'n & Europ nPIans

145,000

The Village of West Duluth becomes part of
the City of Duluth January 1, 1804, by Legislar
tive Act of 1891.
The law under which these bonds were issued
has been passed upon by the Supreme Court of
the State of Minnesota.
The Constitution of Minnesota limits the indebtedness of Villages to 2 1-2 per cent, of
assessed valuation.
We reeommeud these bonds for investment.

I

a.pi-21_euul>1

BOSTON, MASS.

following Principals in Ambrose
Thomas’s Charming Grand Opera
in English,

the

Miss Lillian Durell, Prima Donna; Dr.
G. Rob Clark (of the Knggles) Basso; Mr.
J. C. Bartlett, Tenor, Miss Lauella Wagner,
Soprano; Miss Mary Bosley, Contralto; Mr.
W, H. Dodd, Baritone; Mr. Alex Emslie,
Baritone; Mr. Leon Reach, Director.

plaited

PORTLAND,
TUB

3vcxjjsxcija.3Nrs.

INTEREST JANUARY AND JULY.
at the National Bank, New York City.
Real value of Taxable Property.. $15,000,000
Assessed value of
6,126,000
Total Indebtedness (including this

Orchestra of Ten

Selected Chorus,

35 Artists,
and

WOODBURY

Company,

Opera

15, 1911.

DUE JULY

DURELL

muuuuig

Yon Don't Want to Miss the
GRESSEY &
Sale at Atkinson’s this Week

AMERICAN HOUSE

LILLIAN

1.75

394 Congress St.,

Appointments

in

you don’t want
tn

3 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.
dtf
dec24
Open evenings until Jan. 1st.

*
Title and outside page to be counted.
The bidder must agree to keep the type standorder
to
facilitate
in
of
the
for
the
use
city,
,
ing
the printing of further revision.
Bids may be left at the City Clerk’s office, i
directed to Charles R. Lewis, Chairman ot Committee.
January 26th, 1892.Jan27dtd

The best ranges made that are
actually to be sold at $6 to 810
below regular prices. What for?
Because
No wonder you ask.
they are in our way and are a
little rusty. We had to move in
a hurry, the ranges stood out in
a sleet storm for a few hours.
They are piled up now on the
same floor with elegant Chamber Sets aisd we really can’t
have them there.
Take a big bargain while you

Dull,

Jan5dtf

Low neck, hamburg and
Lot 8.
cluster tuck yoke, hamburg
and tuck sleeve,
Lot 0.

Two Performances of the

General Fund Bonds.

and

collar

Lot 11.

YELYETS,
KIDDERMINSTERS,

FOR LOW VOICES.

back,

cuffs,

Lot 10,

SONG CLASSICS FOR HIGH VOICES. BRUSSELS,
A collection of the choicest lyrics of modern
TAPESTRY BRUSSELS,
times.
SONG CLASSICS

broad hamburg

ing

of good

.00

Lot 3. 24 tucks, hamburg neck
and sleeves, with yoke,

Lot. 6-

Thursday Evening, Feb. 7th,
(EXTRA.)

dtf

LONDOS.

nov24

HALL.

CITY

Principal and Interest payable in Gold Coin

Lot 2. 32 tucks, hamburg neck
and sleeves,

Plaited front and

Or the Flowers of the Forest.

Wednesday Evening, Feb. 3rd.
(IN THE POPULAR COURSE.)

issue).

Lot 5,

CYNTHIA;

SECURITIES.
Agents of the Cheque Bank, ‘Ed,’

tons.

Lot 4.
but it raised

fine

January SOfch and 30th,

INVESTMENT

SIX PER GENT.

FINE NIGHT ROBES,

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, SATURDAY MATINEEf

Prices 15, 25, 35 and 50 cents.
jan25dtf

will be closed ont rapidly.

very

Prices 25, 50 and 75 cents.

218 Middle Street, Portland,
Issue Letters of Credit, available In all parts of
the world. Buy and sell Exchange on principal
European Cities.

ill West

made of Londsdale Cambric and Fruit of

C.

GEORGE

dtf

J.B. BROWN & SONS, Bankers,

We solicit an expropose to offer.
amination of the goods at your earliest
convenience, as the most attractive lots

Cotton,

Laugh.

Cashier.

President.
febl4

we

Loom

time

Stephen It. Small, Marshall It. (hiding,

and the fmest

line of these Standard Odors among which
the following:

on

The Play That Has Made All America

deposits.

HATHAWAY & GO.

RBMIRJf

DIRECTORY!

THE CITY

eodtf

janl9

Comedians

-OF-

CO.,
mannfactiired by
FOUR SIXTY-THREE
KING & GO. and
COXORESS STREET.

AM©

command.

printing,
in paper, one hundred copies ot the Revised
Ordinances of the City of Portland, about two
hundred pages, small pica. The bid to be per
page, size ot the “Auditor’s Annual Report.”

THURSDAY,

Bussell’s

Incorporated 1824.

Company,

on

ME.,

—

Accounts of individuals, firms and corporations received on favorable terms.

PARERS

TO PRINTERS.

Lessee and Manager

January 27 & 28,

-OF-

to your

as

extremely novel, though, as he himself
All the old-time favorites, brought together in
says, they are as yet immature and part- one volume, including Foster melodies, and the live or
eighty rooms.
famous
songs of Hays, Stewart, Christy, Bryant,
ly tentative.
Are you interested, if so the
etc. 215 pages.
Ferdinand Ward, the ex-Hapoleon of Bloodgood,
the
better
come
sooner you
finance, who wrecked the firm of Grant CHOICE YOCAL DUETS. choice you will have.
& Ward, will be a free man in a short
instantaneous success; thousands of
An
time. His term in Sing Sing will soon ■copies already sold. 144 pages.
Agents for Decker Bros.. Fischer, and ShonTHERE’S
expire. Ward has learned the printer’s inger Pianos, Wilcox & White Automatic Or- AM) THAT'S NOT ALL.
Pianos exchanged, or sold on installtrade in Prison. From the prison print- gans.
ments.
120
ing office Ward issued on Hew Year’s a
For Musical Instruments, Strings, etc., send
beautiful and artistic souvenir calendar, to John 0. Haynes & Co., Boston.
He
himself.
designed and executed by
AID
Ditson
has been a quiet prisoner and shortened Oliver
behavior.
his term by good
453-463 Washington Street, Boston.
IEW TARIFFS
lawTh&weowtf
A. C. Miller, associate professor of pojan27
litical economy and finances at Cornell
university, has been tendered a similar
position in the new university of Chicago.
He has presented his resignation to President Adams of Cornell, although it is
understood that he will remain at that
institution during the present college
year. The new professor has been an associate professor at Cornell for about a
year, going to that institation from Harvard.
It is rumored in England that General
Booth of the Salvation Army will designate his own daughter as his successor in

THEATRE.

PORTLAND

—

FORTLAKTD,

FOB

C. H. RUPPY &

6t bigger,

A great granddaughter of George III is
living in Chicago. She is a decendant of
the first daughter of King George’s third
son by Hannah Lightfoot, the Quakeress,
whom he married two years previous to
his alliance with Princess Charlotte of

cently.

—

TIEIEE X>AYS

never

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

one

undoubt-

are.

things along our seacost to continue
longer without some effort to remedy it.
At least let us hope so.

brated her

T2IE

G. E. LOTHROP,

Sale!

Clearance

satisfied smoker?

condition of

ad-

justment without letting loose the dogs
of war. We may therefore reasonably
assume that the danger of war is past.
There are some lessons taught by this

a

If yon smoke

Congress
things.
again and again been called to this lack
of coast defences, but heretofore with
but little effect. Perhaps the Chilian
affair has brought the danger of war
near enough to convince that body that

«\/ ..**

a

Are you

has

The attention of

it is not safe to allow this

—

s i s iimv’q
y b II a ILilllfi f w

WEDNESDAY &

ships

tance, perhaps

AMUSEMENTS.

FINANCIAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.
__

“Tho’ short ray stature, yet my smell extends
To Heaven itself and earth’s remotest ends.”

their usefulness.
a

MISCELLANEOUS.

limit of

By the constitution ot this
organization he is permitted to bequeath
his office to whomsoever he pleases. His
tion of the dispatch from Santiago anThe
son is already his chief of staff.
general is expected to return to England
is
to
make
and
subhorse
her high
ready
on Feb. 13, and he will immediately begin
stantial compliance with our demands. a “tour of inspection” throughout that
are beWhile Chili’s answer may not be satis- country. Elaborate preparations
ing made for his reception in London.
factory in one respect, it indicates a disposition to settle the difficulty amicably
CITY OF PORTLAND.
and if this disposition continues no doubt
The prospect of a war with Chili has
pretty nearly vanished with the confirma-

__

eyes, imperfect sight, etc.,
rected accurately by

cor-

A. M. WENTWORTH, OPTICIAN

to

648 1-2

CONSULTATION FREE.

City of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
City of Portland 6’s due 1907.

City of Saco 4’s due 1901.
City of Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City of Bangor 6’s due 1894.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 5’s due
1906.
St. Croix E. L. & Water Co. First
Mort. 5’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Railway First
Mort 5’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort.
6’s due 1908.

SWAN &BARRETT,
BANKERS,
186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
dec20
dtf

Congress St.

eodtf

jan24

The Non Forfeitable and Incontestable

features

of the

policies

of the

UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, places them In the.
front rank of Insurance Contracts and
causes them to be unexcelled in liber-

ality.

Maine Central Railroad Company.
A dividend of $3.00 per share has
been declared, payable Feb. 15, 1892,
to Stockholders of record Feb. 1,1892.
GEORGE W. YORK,
Treasurer.
d2w
jan21
The Premiums upon the Policies of
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY vary in accordance with the plan of Insurance
selected aud the age at issue; they
therefore cover a wide range and
hence are suited to all circumstances.
the
*
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THESE BIMESS MEN.
Discusses

Conference

Cumberland

to do without it.
They need business
men with the grace and perseverance to
relieve them of the details of such work.
As it is, much of the work falls not upon
the business men, but the women of the
church. There are churches in this region where nine-tenths of the churchworkers are women. It is
Pitifully True

Their Condition.

that, to a great extent, the men
standing back, leaving to the women
the work of managing the finances of the
If
religious enterprises now going on.
energetic, consecrated business men
would give their capacity to this work,
our colleges, churches and missionary
enterprises would leap forward until it
would seem as though the millennium

in Maine
are

IS CHURCH WORK LEFT LARGELY
TO THE WOMEN ?

Resolutions Relative to

the

Conduct of

Conference Adopted Williston Ladies Serve a Fine Collation—Mr. J. R.
the

Libby Gives His Views
Business Men to

on

Relations of

Religion—Other

Exer-

cises of the Conference.

The one hundred and forty-ninth session of the Cumberland Conference of
Congregational Churches assembled at
Williston church in this city yesterday.
Rev. Dr. J. Gr. Merrill was chosen moderator.

There

was

quite

a

general

representa-

tion of the churches composing the conference. The religious services and discussions of the forenoon took place in ac-

cordance with the programme already
published, Rev. G. 0. Wilson, G. W.
Kelley, J. H. Cogswell, J. A. Anderson,
E. P. Wilson, E. E. Bacon, A. H. Wright
and others taking part.
At noon a very fine collation was served
by the ladies of Williston in the vestry of
the church.
The afternoon services began with a
sermon by Rev. Wm. T. Jordan of the
Free Churoh, Deering, who preached
from the text: “Tarry ye in Jerusalem
untill ye bo endued with the Holy Ghost.”
Following the sermon came the commu-

at hand.
There are three things that the church
needs of the business man:
1. Enthusiasm. Talk to a business
man about his business and his eyes will
sparkle at once and he will be all interwere

matter.
I believe there was never an hour when
there was a greater need of Christian
spirit among business men. There are
too many of them who forget that there
is a God, and that there is a Sabbath day
I always like
which must be kept holy.
to think of the stand taken by one
Bold and True

business man. When they were talking
ft opening the Philadelphia Exposition
on Sunday Corliss declared that he would
win the
great engine which bore his name

and furnished power for runningithe machinery every week clay and every weekday night if they wished; hut it should
not run Sunday.
Mr. Libby hoped
some

business

man

that t here would be
with the power and

will to say that the Chicago Exposition
shall not he run Sundays. Mr. Libby
thought that while at work for missions,
foreign and domestic, we should not forget the business men right in our own
community. “This class,” said Mr. Lib-

Absolute consecration. In this connection Dr. Merrill spoke of the suspicion with which the integrity of business
men is
often regarded.
There was
ground for this in the way in which business is often conducted. Go into a store
and ask for information about an article,
and you could rarely be certain, Dr. Merrill thought, that the answer would be a
IlUC
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such as to facilitate the sale of goods.
Men engaged in business were
Suspected of Being Tricky,
and hence they lost influence often when
they engaged in religious work. Yet Dr.
Merrill believed that thero were business
men and women in Portland who were

absolutely honest in

transactions;

their

and if we could have more of them the
millennium will seem to be at hand.
The discussion was continued by
Rev.

Geo.

Kelley,

W.

recommended the abolition of
the midwinter meeting of the conference
leaving the June and Oetober sessions.
The first

After some discussion this was adopted
There was some opa vote of 9 to 3.
position by those who thought it might
look like a sign of weakness, but the argument that other conferences had only
two sessions carried the day.
The second resolution recommended to
ntViA.r fhiiTV.hPiR ill a hosnitahlfi AXTi.mnlA
o£ Williston in providing a collation
around a common board. Dr. Merrill

by

thought the
Collation Feature

wholly approved by experience, since
in some places many attended conferMr. Wilences simply for the collation.
not

son

said the collations worked well in

Boston

bo

would

A

conferences.

simple spread

sufficient; the main feature
enjoyment of meeting at a

was the social
common board.

Mr. W. H. Scott of
the view, and the res-

Deering supported
olution was unanimously adopted.
The other resolutions approved the
by, “I believe, are
present programme, with the recommenMore Neglected by Religious Workers
dation that evening sessions be devoted
than any other class at thepresenttime.” to the various church societies; recommended that pastors make greater efforts
that
the
business
men
Mr. Libby thought
to get more members to attend the conwere not opposed to the influence of the
ferences; that greater efforts be made to
that
the
of
He
said
Christ,
■kingdom
get the laity interested; and that the serbusiness men of today have learned by mon be preached and the Lord’s supper
the experience of the world and by the observed at the close instead of in the
influence of the kingdom of God, which middle of the afternoon session. These
has been built up in the hearts of so were adopted.
Mr. J. R. Libby moved a resolution
many people, that it is the survival of the
fittest and not the survival of the tricki- expressing it as the sense of the conference
that the Chicago Exposition should
that
the
rule.
is
est in their business,
The business men appreciate religious not be opened Sundays, and this resoluinfluence, and if the pastors will feel tion was adopted unanimously.
business men on
more free to approach
THE EVENING SESSION.
religious topics, the latter will respond
sooner or later.
At the close of the afternoon exercises,
The discussion was continued by
a supper was served at the church.
Rev. Dr.

J, G. Merrill,

The

Dr. Merof the Second Parish church.
rill said there were two points upon
which he wished to dwell. The business
man needs the kingdom, and the kingdom needs the business man.
Dr. Merrill did not think there was
any doubt of the business man’s need of
the kingdom, since all mankind need the

kingdom.

To get the business man into the kingdom it is necessary, Dr. Merrill said, to
begin with him when he is a boy. Look
out for him then, for in after years his
envir onments and cares all tend to drag
him away from the kingdom.
It is also necessary to look out for the
r.1.

1
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this country is carried on by women as
Since the war there has
well as men.
been a great change in this respect, and
now numbers of women on their way to
and from business are seen regularly on
our streets.
Dr. Merrill said he had been saddened
on returning to New England to find
So Great

a

Skepticism

church membership and
religious professions on the part of the
young. The divine injunction suggests
the filling of churches with young people. In this way they are started early
I would not despair of
in the Kingdom.
a business man who has got absorbed in
business before getting into the KingWe can reach them, turn them
dom.
to the Kingdom. It lias been one of the
greatest pleasures of my life to meet
such men.
The Kingdom of Christ needs the business man. Dr. Merrill said he had no
sympathy with the idea that clergymen
were not competent to transact business
affairs. He thought they were as able to
build churches and manage church finanYet business
ces as most business men.
men were needed in the church work.
More money is now being used in church
work, and the field of that work is widBusiness enterprise,
er now than ever.
sagacity and wisdom an needed to carry
The
ministers
on all this.
ought not to
be expected to do all this.
They are
competent to do it, but they have enough
in

regard

City Directory.
half hours of solid fun,
Like
that’s what the City Directory is.
the rest of its brethren its plot is of no
consequence, the story serving to introduce a number of very clever dancers
All the men are named
and singers.
John Smith, and the women belong to
the Smith family. One John Smith is an
Irishman and he does some wonderful
high kicking; another is Henri Laurent,

evening

was

devoted to the Chris-

tian Endeavor societies, the programme
including short addresses by representatives of various societies in the confer-

closing address by Rev. E. M.
Cousens and a testimony and consecration meeting.
ence, with

Art

Society’s Annual Meeting.

The annual

of

meeting

Portland

the

Society of Art was held last evening.
The reports showed that the affairs of
the organization have assumed a shape
which promises well for' its continued
and usefulness.
elected:

These officers

success
were

President—H. B. Brown.
V

x xuoiucubo-o

uaan/i, UGUigu

x

ajuve

x

Morse.

Secretary—Nathan Clifford.

■,

Treasurer—Geo. S. Payson.
Librarian—Fred S. Bullard,
Executive Committee—John E. Dewitt, Fred
A. Tompson, F. M. Lawrence, J, Calvin Stevens,
F. E. Boothby, C. F. Kimball, Geo. M. Moore,
M. B. Gilbert, Edw. A. Noyes, Theodore C.

Woodbury.

to

so

well known at

time as the tenor of

one

third
John Smith takes o£E Carmencita admirably. The women are pretty and do
some excellent dancing
especially the

the Laurent-Corelli opera

troupe;

a

trio,

a

double

There will be another

encore.

performance at Portland Theatre tonight
and everybody who didn’t go last night
will want to go tonight.
The Rossini

The proclub will be

seats at

Stoekbridge’s
gramme provided by the
Of Miss Yon
peculiarly attractive.
Stosch, the Brussels (Belgium) Star says:
now.

Mile. Von Stosch

played

with supreme
elegance; her bowing is flexible, her style
pure. Her tone is limpid and never deviates. Her playing, in short, is always
correct and always charming.
Lillian Durell Opera Company.
Mr.

Stoekbridge promises

holders of the Popular

the ticket-

course a

treat in

performance of “Mignon” by the
Durell Company Wednesday of next
week, and he will also repeat the opera,
the

as an

extra entertainment the next eve-

The opera will be
ning, Thursday.
prettily staged, beautifully costumed,
have a good orchestra of ten pieces, and
a strong chorus.
Good seats can be

secured

now.

Paderewski.

Paderewski, the great pianist, will be
February 29th and March 1st. Mr.
Stoekbridge wishes to ascertain as far in
advance as possible the number of those
who will take tickets and therefore they
should secure their seats as early as posPaderewski’s concert will be the

event of the season, because he is not
only a magnificent artist but he is also

Wherever he apday.
pears he crowds the concert hall, and
the best musical critics are unstinted in
the “lion” of the

their

praises

of his abilities.
Cynthia.

But the

years ago.

this company
will suit his
this

all
John J. Mulkern

was

occupied

day yesterday in trying
committing a rape upon
L. Geary, a domestic,

for
ret

one

MargaMay.

last

General C. P. Mattocks and J). A. Mealier appeared for the prisoner, and Coun.
ty Attorney Robinson for the state. Mulkern was indicted last September, but
couldn’t be tried at that term because
the complainant was sick with typhoid

fever.

The

jury,

utes, returned

after

.being out ten
of guilty.

min-

a verdict

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Wednesday.
Joseph H. McGuire.
Intoxication. Thirty days in county jail
and fined $3 and costs.
Assault. Six
Joseph H. McGuire.
months in eonnty jail.
William H. Smith, Larceny. Thirty
—

play

seems

manager of
to know just what

days in county jail.

stand

for them.

andduets

One

Coat,

Cheviot

black

breasted, with shawl
collar, $3.60, marked down to
double

Plenty of fun, music, dances
interspersed throughout the

are

Notes.

There will be
tainment tonight.

no

Stockbridge

enter-

MARRIAGES.
Old Orchard, Jan. 27, by Rev. S. H. Beau,
Appleton Webb of Waterville and Miss Mildred
G. Haines of Old Orchard.
In Lisbon, Jan. 24, Ozias B. Cotton of Lisbon
and Mrs. Lydia Elwell of Brunswick.
In Rome, Jan. 21, Herbert L. Berry and Miss
At

Lydia Frost.
In Edgecomb, Jan. 25, Frank W. Adams of
Boothbay and Miss Annie B. Lawson of Westport.
In East Poland, Jan. 23, Chas. L. Edwards of

Poland and Miss Katie D. True of Minot.
In Riverside, Jan. 23, Alfred W. Hustin and
Miss Mabel Higgins.
In Orrington, Jan. 21, Chas B. Keller of Islesboro and Miss Lucy F. Higgins of Orrington.
DEATHS,
In this city, Jan. 26. Margaret, daughter of
John and Kate O’Connor, aged 1 year.
[Funeral this afternoon at 2 o’clock from No.
74 Chestnut street.
In this city, Jan. 27, Hattie May. daughter of
E. M. Harlow, aged 2 years 4 months 4 days.
[Funeral on Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
No. 97 1-2 Middle street.
In Saco, Jan. 25, Mrs. Lydia H. Durgin, wife
of Obediah Durgin, aged 70 years 2 months.
In Biddeford, Jan. 25, Moses Dolly, aged 69
years 1 month.
In Biddeford, Jan. 26, Miss Mary H. Bryant,
aged 65 years.
In Springvaie, Jan. 19, Leonard Drowns,
In Springvaie. Jan. 15, Mrs. Arsenath Chad.In Springvale,
82 years.

Jan. 19. Elder Wm. Quint, aged

In Sliapleigli, Jan. 18, Hiramywinn, aged 86

years.

In West Bath, Jan. 25, Lydia A. Higgins, widHiggins, aged 07 years.
Capt. John Geyer, aged
58 years.
In Bristol, Jan. 14, Samuel Curtis, aged 57
5
Bristol, Jan. 14, Mrs. Eobert Martin, aged
ow ol the late Simeon
In Bristol, Jan. 13,

_

Jan. 25, Winborn Adams, aged
75 years.
In Wells, Jan. 16, Mrs. Caroline, widow of
James Gowen, aged 88 years 9 months.
In York, Jan. 15, Mrs. Elizabeth, wife of Eufus Simpson, aged 74 years.
In Southport, Jan. 21, Silas Pierce, aged 63

yTn Southport, Jan. 21,

style and
plush pipings

with

material,

years.

Hiram, Jau. 1G, tMrs. Ivory Wentworth, aged 80 years.
In East

in Lynn, Jan. G, Miss Susannah C.
of North Limingtou.

Greenlaw,

[The funeral of the late Mrs. Catherine C. E.
Galvin will take plaee this morning at 8.80
o’clock, from her late residence, 210 Newbury
street. Requiem High Mass at the Cathedral of
the Imaculate Conception at 9 o’clock.
[The funeral service of the late David B.
Ricker will take place on Friday afternoon at 2
o’clock, «t his late residence, No. 53 Eastern
promenade. Burial private.
service oi

ihe late

Dyer will take place Friday
o’clock at his late residence,

Christopher

afternoon at 2
Lincoln street,

a

lot of

These

the

the

are

lot.
In Men’s
offer

Garments

Rubber

seven

cloth coats with

cape’at $2.38 were—$4.75, and
twelve others which have been

selling at all sorts of prices varying from $1.25 to $8, at half the
marked dow n to $1.88.
and
present marks. Every coat in
finer
little
a
others of
navy.
Ten
A lot of Infant’s fine Cash- this lot is a big bargain which
cloth and trimmed with silk
in will never be duplicated again.
piping, have been $6.00, are mere 3-4 length Stockings,

$4.50,

front and round collar

marked for this sale

$2.12.
Jackets,
collar, and

beaver

Eight heavy
double breasted, roll
puffed sleeves at $2.38,

were

$6.50.
Twelve

front

made

others

colors

heavy English Cheviot,
and
blue
black, at

$2.88,
$8.00.

seal and navy, at half the marked prices. And the balance of
the lot of Children’s Scotch Iron

Stockings advertised a few days
ago at 25 cents will be sold to-

Iron stands at

for 12 1-2 cents.

of

Warner’s

Dr.

Hair

Camel

sets, bouillion cups
and Indian baskets at exactly
commode

half the regular marked prices.
These goods are in perfect conis
indeed
as
nearly
dition,
everything offered in this sale.
The linens counter will sell
lot of about ten dozen

mid

worsted

blue

serge Coats with black Astrachau fur collar silk frogs, were

$11.00,

are now'

light

Three
hair

Beaver

$4.00.

Besides
are

these

bargains,

two

lots of

several other small

Men’s

Shirts and

better

qualities,

brown

Camel’s

Coats,

stitched

marked

to-mor-

Norfolk

which

are

to

prices
tickets,—and a

the

ou

in

the

half

for

sold

be

Drawers

Towels

damask
uuruvis

hlnrb

wrought

on

$6.—yesterday’s

price $12.
Three upright Umbrella stands
at 75c. marked from $1.50.
Russian Bowls, Candle sticks,
The Men’s Underwear departbalance
Japanese Plates, baking dishes,
ment will close out the

morrow

mixture.

$3.7 o.

The basement will sell Two
brass tea kettles

diagonal serge Coats
Health Underwear at $1.38 per
Astrachan
with
facing and pipThe regular price
ing, trimmed with frogs and garment.
at all stores is $2.75—only a
buttons, were $9.00 yesterday,
few sizes left.
to-morrow the price is $3.00.
Twenty dozen Men’s extra
Two light gray serge Jackets,
Merino
Shirts, in all
heavy
trimcloth
Astrachan
gray
down
at 25c., marked
sizes,
mings and black silk frogs,
and
from
gray
50c.,—brown
were $10.00, marked down to
Four

ciuu

with

ttuuucu

ai

a

fancy
deep

tugt

37 1-3 cents

each, formerly

and 75c and

a

*»i>

62

lot of brown bath

towels with red borders, large
size, at the same price—were
50c.

All the fancy border hemstitch
lot of Boys’ Norfolk and New
edges and Silk lined sleeves,
which
have
handkerchief’s
Brunswick Shirts at 20 and 25c.
were $12.00, now $4.50.
been selling at 12 l-2c. A AD
marked down from 90c. and
Three
light brown Vienna
WORTH IT, go into this sale at
These are the genuine
Coats, real sable collars, pipings $1.00.
6c. and the line includes hun-

$20.00,
price $7.25.

and frogs,
row’s

were

$25.00, marked down to $0.00.
Two German blue, Cheviots

Brunswick

New

and

dreds of styles and patterns.
goods, and there’s no better.
Other items scattered round
The
Paper Vests for cold
the different departments and
weather wearing have been cut
marked for

to half.

Dr.

Hair

Camel

Warner’s

Night Downs for Women and
Children are to be closed out at

a

sacrifice

are:

Gold Plated Bracelets marked
from 50c to 25c.
Corn brooms marked from

50c

to 25c.

and $2.00, former prices
Dressing Combs marked from
$2.50 and $4.00.
10c to 5c.
Among the other items in this
most
silk frogs—the
elegant
Hair Brushes marked from 25c
laid out for a sacgarments of our entire line— department
to 18c.
rifice are an odd lot of Baby’s
were $27.00, are now $10.00.
liair
Silver back
brushes,
Women’s Union Suits
mo such sacrifice of new goods Shirts,
boxes
and
mirrors
puff
combs,
with light gray fur collar and
facings, silk lined fronts, heavy

has

ever

made

been

in

this

$1.25

and Cltildren’s Union Suits, all

prices.
Two

or

in

items

three

Hosiery department will

the

do to

IIU1JL

IV

1 CWUCCW

market before.

JVI3IVI u«j

Puff boxes (slightly imperfect)
25c.

_

A few days ago
hundred of

our

we

laid out

a

highest grade
with gold and

silk Umbrellas

down there.

silver handles and marked them

lot

One

of

Women’s

fine

slates

and

Stockings,

fleeced

one-third off the regular prices.
Of this lot forty are left. We’ll

tans, in size 8 1-2 only, marked sell them now for half, and the
12 1-2 cents, former prices 25 old prices run from $3 to $13.
and 36 cents.
One lot of of Women’s extra
long “Trank” Hose, fleece lined,
mode colors, regular 50 cent
sort, marked down to 25 cents.
One

lot

Women’s

of

in odd

but

sizes

and

broken lines—to be sold at half

price.

old

prices were
$1.50 the pair,—

The

KOW.

There

the “clear

card,

and
Sale

HAEF

WHAT

OFF

we

imported

section

English

Inverness

are

ten

Macintosh

Storm Coats (Women’s)

popular

in the

shape, which

$5 and $8, they’re
marked now $10. and $16.

we'll sell at

other

all

Rubber hot water bags marked
from $1.50 to 75c. and from
down to

A lot of S fold Germantown in

colors, reduced
formerly 23c.
All crewels lc.
Knitted

$1.62

a

a

skein,

skein.

Worsted Skirts

duced from
from

to Sc.

$2.00

to

re-

$1.00, and

to 8lc.

Toboggan Caps 18c.
Worsted Hoods

from

$1.25

down to 50c.
down from 25c. to 15c.
Bill Books marked down from

$1.00 to 25c.
Visiting Lists

marked down

from 25c. to 10c.
Leather Music Bolls,

marked

down from 50c. to 25c.
One lot of Silk Beaver Trim-

ming for wraps at 25c. a yard
—formerly $1.00 to $2.00.

to be included in
many other small lots of desirable merchandise
which we have not mentioned.
They will be marked with a big

are

up”
they

$2.

$1.

Leather Pocket Books marked

In this same

garments,
Thirty-live
styles, which have been selling at from $3.50 to $13, are cut
shall to half those prices and there’s

from 25c. to
HALF BUYS THEM TO-MOBIn Children’s Hosiery

BREEEA, REAEEY WORTH
TWENTY ROUEARS FOR SIX

Fancy MEANS.

Stockings, in cotton, lisle thread
and silk plaited, — all high
class foreign goods of the best
quality,

THINK. OF A TWENTY EIGHT
INCH SI EVER HANDLE UN-

—THAT’S

—the prices cut in half.

•'*

indicate the size of the mark-

AifrediPierce, aged 61

y'l1!SSouthport, Jan. [19, Ephraim Pinkham,
aged 76 years.
In Buckfield, Jan. 10, John Glover, aged 81

old
prices.
highest, finest
grade goods imported, and this
offering includes nearly a complete line of sizes—colors, seal

we

same

diagonals, with black bear collar and facings, trimmed with
were
and
naiiheads
braid,

of

a

sell

QUARTER

Three others

complete line of sizes in the

fine, heavy English
Cashmere Stockings with double
spliced knees and feet, at ONE-

$1.50.

Three black and blue worsted

revival

play, and the scenes and costumes will
challenge the criticism of the most fastidious. The last two performances will
be on Saturday afternoon at 2.30 and on
Saturday evening.

Woodfords.

following partial lists give a meagre notion of what we are to do, but description
The terms of
falls far short of showing you the extent of the sacrifice we are to make.
the sale will be strictly cash, and no goods to be returned.
It should
The deepest cut of all has been made in the Cloaks, Jackets and Coats.
be borne in mind that our entire stock of these goods is new this season; no old styles in
the line, and all fresh and in good condition.
The

interest and in-

a

funeral

ever seen.

audiences,and he predicts for

creased satisfaction at the feast prepared

[The

NEXT

Ton

Paige’s World’s Fair Company has already won favor with the patrons of the
This week they will
Portland Theatre.
be seen again in a popular play, in which
they will doubtless win new laurels. On
Friday evening “Cynthia, the Gypsy
Queen,” will be staged, and the event
promises to be one of much interest.
Few of the present generation of theatre
goers know anything of this play, which
used to delight audiences of twenty or
more

Monday, February 1st, the Store will be closed for the
time we shall make
to bring the stock down to its lowest possible notch before that
these last two days of our business year the most interesting ones, from a bargain
point, of the whole twelve months.
It will be an opportunity to get the biggest dollars' worth that the Store has

marked down from

here

sible.

January 28, 1892.
annual inventory, and

PORTLAND,

Concert,

Those of our readers who have not
secured seats yet for the Bossini Club
concert, Friday night, should get their

°SIA iXrarick,

The Superior Court

_NEW ADVERTISEMENTS._ _NEW ADVERTISEMENTS._

ADVERTISEMENTS.

The weather
today Is likely
to be fair and warmer.

Misses Julia

and Florence Marion.

Til

BEFORE JUDGE BONNET.

NEW

a

_

SUPERIOR COURT.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

The

Two and

Glover, MayMountford
Miss Kate Foley
The gentlemen
as Kanon, sings well.
est. Turn the subject to religion and
who are so happy in the various charachis face will at once fall.
ter's are Wm. Canan, Ben. F. Grinnell,
2. His good sense. As time goes on
Charles Kirke, John Wilcant is being elminated from our ideas of Will Heather,
There was a
the Christian. It has been found that a son and Joseph Felan.
man may be a Christian without putting
crowded audience, and almost every
on a solemu face.
thing was encored, some things receiving
3.

pastor of the Cape Elizabeth church.
nion.
men
were
He thought the business
of
the
main
discussion
Then followed
If there was a church
splendid
givers.
the afternoon on the subject of business
fair, or a church to be built everyone
men in relation to the kingdom of God
went first to the business men.
They
The discussion was begun by
on earth.
had found this so in their work of repairs
a well known business man of Portland,
The business men
at Cape Elizabeth.
Mr. J. K. Libby,
were also good hearers, able often to
who said he was reminded in coming be- bring the pastor down from his bookish
of reaching
fore them that it would have been better fancies to the practical ways
sinners.
had he followed the injunction of Paul
The discussion was continued by Rev.
wherein the apostle said we should abide James A. Anderson of the West Church,
in the calling we are called. He thought Rev. G. W. Reynolds of Gorham, Mr. W.
he might have done better had he re- B. Varnum of Cumberland Mills, Rev.
mained at his place of business; yet he A. H. Wright and Rev. D. M. Pratt.
had been called upon and felt it his duty
The Resolutions.
to respond.
Yet, said Mr. Libby, the
A
committee,
composed of Revs. G.W.
business men have a certain relation to
the building up of the kingdom of God; Reynolds and E. P. Wilson and Mr. J. R.
and I regret that there are not more of Libby, reported a series of resolutions.
have an active interest in this
them who

NEW

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

will

be

worth

hunting for.
begins Friday morning and lasts through Saturday.
OWEN, MOORE & CO.

HAVE YOU PARESIS ?

dress it

of Modem

Life—Civilization’!
Canker
Strange New Curse and How to Escape

flic

Ayer’s Hair Vigor

It—A Disease Wiiioh BaGles
Medic-1 Science.

It cleanses the
and stimulates
new

[COPYRIGHT, 1893.]

humors,

growth

of hair.

Gr. J. C. Ayer & Go.

personality of

among them?”
Dr. Allan McLano
the most famous
American expert in diseases of the
brain and nerves, the government expert in the historic Guiteau case and
the head of Hew York’s professional
had
He
specialists in neurology.
answered a question by asking one. It
was entirely natural that in my search
[for the secret of paresis, the strange

paralysis

eral paralysis.

“Paralytic dementia.
“The peculiarity of paresis is that it
is complicated by insanity, and while I
have spoken of ‘softening of the brain’
as being the term once popularly applied to it, the actual fact is that a
paretic’s brain becomes, if anything,

QifODEif's Syqup.

in

a

on

a fair meal, but it would
my stomach—it was with

more

for

me

icine that I have
it to be

a

disease.

than any other medused, and I believe

ever

valuable remedy for that terriblo
Yours respectfully,
Fbajtk J. Savage,

Fairfield,

TO PRfiVF

Maine.

Mass

ette and W. J. Scanlan.
Dr. William A. Hammond, retired
surgeon general of the United States
army, and president of the American
Neurological association, says that
paresis is now probably the best known
in its symptoms, pathology and morbid
anatomy of all the forms of mental de-

unquestionably

from the psychological point of view, on
account of its remarkable increase of
recent years as well as by reason of the

deadly* persistence

with which it drags
its victim, no matter how high or how
humble bis station in life, how wild or
his previous habits, down
how

TTS&W

quiet

into the grave.
“General paralysis,

Sore Throat
Lameness

rangement.

“General paralysis,” says Dr. Hammond, “is the most common of all mental affections, perhaps. The most sus-

general parespoken of simply as
or

sis, familiarly
paresis, has been known to medical science about fifty years, but the fatal sig-

pieious ox all tne circumstances wmcn
may indicate tlie inception of general
paralysis is a gradual but obvious alteration in the mental characteristics of
He forms relations,
the individual.
often with women, which are matters
of surprise to those who have long
known him; lie makes investments such

nificance of the term and the individuality of the awful thing it stands for,
seem only to have begun to dawn on
the public vision very recently. You
are probably right in surmising that
ten or fifteen years since the word ‘pare-

Byt

Sorem
Cat*
Bn

sis’ was now to newspaper readers,
and from the first its victims seem to
have had their melancholy fate ag-

as

and feeling,
may exist for several months, or even
years, before any more obvious symp-

*

great
regardless of his personal appearance.
Neglects to change his linen and
appears in public half dressed. Hismemeccentric
ory fails rapidly and his acts are
and absurd. A patient of mine sent
comes

Inflammation
bottles.

Ail druggists.
&K only In our own
POMP.'?. PYTRACT CO.. 7fi 5tk An.. N.Y.

EMT11ST

^OiHTlElT.
ZZZ,

DI5.

fire was sent even from Heaven.
“A great deal of melodramatic nonsense of that hind has been retailed
about town by innuendo and in stage
audible almost from oue bar-

whispers

TX&Snrmt-t&wcwG4

wrote: “The very soul

Liebig Company’s
Extract of Beef.’

!

^
J9

—*

jan2G

o

am l

t

j*

to another.
“And it is all wrong; to have paresis a
outman needn’t necessarily have been
breakingly wicked. It is no reflection
to fall a
on a man’s family for him
victim. Its chief cause, primarily, is
indissipation of some sort; it may he
tellectual, it may he physical, but not
necessarily disgraceful per se. Yet a
ca ses of paresis
very large proportion of
are due to a malady unmentionable,
except in professional treatises.
“How does drinking, pure and simple,
result in paresis? Simple enough. Excessive use of alcoholic stimulants produces repeated congestion of the brain,
and so weakens and diseases the blood

Genuine only with sij
nature. Invaluable i
improved and econon
ic cookery. For Soup.
Sauces
and Mad L
Dishes.
eodlm

science.”

they

An account of the ceremonies
attending his morning toilet is laughable in the light of our modern AmeriWe read of one set of high
can life.
dignitaries after another being admitted to the royal chamber; one party to
witness the sublime ceremony of assuming the shirt; one great lord being
permitted to draw on the august silken
stocking, another presenting a collection of wigs for his majesty to choose
be seen.

■&«!*. *4W»tV>

,

heavily-scented

grance of musk and orange-flower
water *pon the air. The macaroni of a
later day was accustomed to carry two
watches, which seldom agreed; “one to
“what
tell him,” as Walpole said,

o'clock it was, and the other what it
was not.”
At this period there lived two beaux,
one of whom Lord Byron called the
greatest of the three great men of the
nineteenth century; placing himself
third, Napoleon second and Beau Brummell first.
Possibly Byron was correct in one
in his
sense, Brummell was as great
own line as the Corsican was in his.
Both rose from obscurity by unlimited
it

and

may

merely the best dressed
fop,
We would all have
man of his day.

from, while still another enjoyed the

privilege of carrying away the slippers.
A throng of less-favored courtiers stood

meanwhile in awe-struck

silence

to

witness these thrilling scenes.
One of Thackeray’s most amusing
caricatures shows the old king shorn of
his ambrosial periwig, his high-heeled
shoes and robe, embroidered with fleursde-lis. By his side stands the same fig-

decked out in all the royal plumage.
The first is only little bald, plain, insignificant Louis Capet. The second, Louis
plus his clothes—Le Grand Monarque!
ure

granting the luxurious
Frenchman to have been unduly devoted to self adornment, we must admit
that the fashions he set were artistic
and graceful. Enough so, at least, to
have been since revived from time to
even

time; reappearing now in a waistcoat,
now in a ruffle, or again in the decoration of a room, as in the case at the
present time. The same cannot be
said of the attire worn by English
“antieke” of the Restoration period.
This gay youth was clad in a fashion
which roused the indignation of the
satirists, one of whom declared it imto know from men’s appearance
“who is noble, who is worshipful, who
is a gentleman, who is not;” adding,
with due solemnity: “God be merciful

possible

unto us.” The lace ruffles strengthened
bv “tbe devil’s linuor, stare he,” make

but

dressed like him if we could.” This
statement may be considered along with
the fact that, the Bean never removed
his hat even to a lady, as it might have
iliRn.-rranc'ed the hairs of his wig, and
besides might not have been replaced
His boots,
in the same exact position.
which he blacked with champagne, were
on the bottom of the
All are familiar with his famous
snub of the prisce of Wales, when ho
audibly inquired upon the prince’s bow-

always polished
sole.

his companion and ignoring
Brummell: “Ah, who’s your fat friend?”
Beau Nash, the McAllister of the past,
He was
was styled “King of Bath.”
the son of a humble glassblower, but
rose, by the power of impudence and a
fine coat, to a position which enabled
him to refuse Princess Amelia another
dance and to snatch off the white apron
of a duchess, with the remark that only
kitchen maids wore aprons.
Neither Brummell nor Nash had the

ing

to

to die soon enough; but while the
former ended his days in slovenly poverty and imbecility at Calais, Nash was
He was claimed by
more fortunate.
death (“and much good it got of him,”)
says his biographer, at the good old age
of
having retained his
sense

eighty-eight,

sway

so

well

he

that

thought

was

worthy of a grand funeral at the expense of the corporation.
Emma M. S. McDowell.
LOVE !N

POVERTY.

That
Fact
of
the
Another Evidence
Thorns Do Grow on Mistletoe.

She was sweet looking and had considerable style about her, but the quality of her clothes indicated that her
purse was not plethoric. She seemed
out of her element in a jewelry store
and as the clerk set out before her a
of gold-plated cufE buttons and

selection,

T-»vrvn nnnpp

t.TlftlYl

lift

concentrates his whole attention on the
act. Headache is generally a symptom
It is a notafrom the very beginning.
ble characteristic of paralysis that remissions in its intensity generally occur, during which the symptoms abate
in violence and the patient’s friends
Imagine he is certainly recovering. The
duration of general paralysis is variable. Sometimes death results in a. few

naturally develop

J. P. B.

xeu

wu»

me

“I haven’t dot any

pain.”—Harper’s

I dot

symptims.

a

Bazar.

OF

CROMWELL’S

TIME.

this zealous saint absolutely boil ovei
with wrath; while nothin# gave him
more righteous joy in those umbrellaless days than to behold his dressy eneshower.
my saturated in a sudden
The fop in question, Sir Percy Westbrooke, let us read his name, when he
went abroad, wore a tall hat with a
hunch of ribbon on one side and a
drooping plume upon the other; Ins face
was spotted with patches; a lovelock on
eaoh side of his head hung upon his
bosom and was tied with ribbon bows.
His broad collar was edged with lace; he
wore a tig-lit vest partly open and short
in the waist, with his shirt protruding
above his breeches, 'til® latter gar-

BE LET—The elegant residence of the
late N. C. Sawyer, in Deering. is offered
for lease for a term of years; possession given
immediately. Inquire of E. A. NOYES, Treas.
Public Library, 85 Exchange

TO

St._2-tf

sufferer from catarrh for fifteen years
/ith distressing pain over my eyes. I used
: ily’s Cream Balm with gratifying results. Am
; pparently cured.—Z. C. Warren, Rutland, Vt.
I

was a

mO LET—One or two flats in building No. 21
6
A Portland Pier. Enquire WM. SIIEA,
oct7-tt
Danfortli streat.
FOR SALE.
SAI.E-Horse seven years old, weighs
925 pounds. In good condition; kind m
and
every respect; will stand without lutcliing,
no use for her and will
easy driver. Owner has
tor
*>110.00, or
sell horse, harness and sleigh
for $85.00. Can be seen at 203
horse

For

separate

Fra nklin

street.

___

Four
SALE—And Storage To Let.
single second hand sleighs, some old com;
from
$15
forts in plusli and green cloth, prices
to $36:1 set light driving harnesses at a barand
for
sleighs at
carriages
gain; also storage
FERNAL1) Sc
stable. 097 Congress street.
SAWYER.28-1

ftOK

SALE—One of the best wholesale and
markets in the city of

Best iodides and vegetable alteratives make
Iyer's Sarsaparilla the best blood medicine,

FORjobbing provision

Pat’s Attack of the Grip.
Pat had been suffering with a severe and proonged attack of the grip. “Well, Pat,” said a
rieud, meeting him on the street. “I hear
-ou’ve been having a pretty hard time of it.”

refrigerator having

The neatest and best preparation to color the
vhiskers is Buckingham’s Dye.
Versed in Bings.
Gwendolin—Have you got the ring?
Harold—Yes, but I’m afraid it’s too large for
[our dainty finger.
Gwendolin—Never fear. That’s what Billy
Knowles aud Horace Fassett said.—Jewelers’
Circular.
cold in my head for
nonths and could get no relief. Was advised to
lse Ely’s Cream Balm. It has worked like
nagic in its cure. I am free from my cold after
ising the Balm one week, and I believe it is the
jest remedy known.—Samuel J. Harris, Wholesale Grocer, 110 Front St., New York.
I suffered from a severe

“What I would like? Well, now, I
think I would like to have a pair like
these,” and he reached into the ease and
brought out a pair of solid gold with a
very small diamond in the center.
“What are they worth?” she said.
The price was far beyond her means.
“Ye3, they are very pretty,” and then
on the tray that
she turned her

In this hotel the wines leave the traveller

she

replied,

“I

very
“Thank you,”
much obliged to you and sorry to have
put you to so much trouble. If I don’t
see anything I like better I will come
am

back.”
As she went out she had a very disappointed look on her face, and I wondered whether her sweetheart would
a Christmas token of love
fail to

get
from her just because a man incapable
of appreciating a present from any
standpoint except intrinsic value had
led her to believe that all

to

hope for.”—Exchange.

men

were

himself.—St. Louis Post Dispatch.

lilts

tone

months; good

as

of 7 years. Will be sold at a
owner is going away. This

great sacrifice as
is a genuine bargain. Address C., this office.26-1
SALE—At a great bargain, a modern
1
lot; 11 rooms,
Mansard roof house
13011
hot and cold water, bathroom, hot water heaton corner

ing and all modern improvements; situated in
best locality on Munjoy Hill, near Fort Sumner
Park. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42% Exchange
St.

_25-1

SALE—Whitney

The

Bev. Mr. Blank (at the rehearsal of the
ceremony to

the

groom)—And

now,

Canvass, have you the ring?

Mr.

Canvass—Yes, sir; three of them.
‘•Why, you don’t need tluee rings.”

Mr.

“I know it; but you see I’m in the circus biz,
in’ I thought ’twould be a purty good ad. for my
show to have three rings used in the ceremony,

see?”—Medina Gist.

GET THE

gallon.

challenges any
match his 50c Tea for the money.
for Arabian Coffee.

lief.
If you cannot sleep, try an Allcock’s Plaswen

up

uctnccu

me

ouvuiuui

uxuuv

>

often relieves—sometimes cures. Try this before you resort to opiates.
if any of your muscles are lame—joints stiff,
[eel as if they wanted oiling—or if you suffer
with any local pains or aches, these plasters
will cure you.
If you use them once you will realize why so
many plasters have been made in imitation of
them. Like all good things, they are are copied
Don’t be duped
as closely as the law allows.
by taking an imitation when it is as easy to get
the genuine.
If you always insist upon having Allcock’s
Porous Plasters and never accept a substitute, you will not he disappointed.
Educated Egyptian—You have no wonderfuj
hieroglyphics in your country, sir; no mysterious inseriptionscuo undecipherable relics of an
ancient literature whose sects the wise men of
the world have tried for ages to discover.
American Citizen—No, we havn’t any of those
tilings, imt (brightening up) we’ve got our ‘railway

Sole

agent

_25-1

SALE at cost I have a few imported
domestic overcoatings, suitings and
left which I will sell at cost, to
make room for Spring goods. Perfect lit or no
FRED W. GROSSTUCK, 10 Frca
money.

FORand

trouserings

street.23-1

Boyd’s fine New York Boots
price $4.50.
$3.00, former
street.
Sign Gold
Congress
BROWN,
Boot.22-1
to close,
SPECIAL—1
461

lot

Lot Dongola, Foxed. Button,
Boyd’s make, only $3.00,
price $4.50. 200 pairs Dongola Kid
Button to close, $2.00. BROWN, Sign of Gold
22-1

Boot.

GOODS—Headquarters for
Men’s Dress Arctics, Ladies’. Misses’ and
Children’s High Cut Button Overshoes, Men’s
Dress High Cut Overshoes. Misses heavy High
Cut Overshoes at BROWN’S, Sign Gold Boot.
Branch, Union Station, 944 Congress Street.
fine residence, No. 41
Modern and first class in
its appointments.
Inquire of S. B. KELSEY',
No. 243 Commercial street.
janl2-tf
—---7&T
SALE—A two storied house, cornii
streets.
Monument
SlierMan and
Appj, at
the house. 87 MONUMENT STREET.

SALE—'The

FoilThomas

street.

FOIt

$2.00 Kid Button Boots a specialty.
Our $2.00 Boots are the best toil earth for
BROWN. 461 Congress street.
the money.
Branch, Union Station, 944 Congress st. 22-1

LADIES’

SALE—At cost, rather than carry over
my Fall and Winter Woolens. Trousers
from $5 up, Suits from $20 up, Overcoats from
$20 up, for cash only. Good tit or no money.
jan2-7
F. W. GROSSTUCK. 10 Free street.

Foil

GENUINE.

If you suffer with lame back, especially in
morning, Allcock’s Plasteks are a sure re-

liLlt,

Con-

291

the

grocer,
for 12c qt., 40e
roilgressHeSt., sells Saur-Kraut
dealer in the city to

|22-1

Taken after dinner, Ayer’s Pills promote easy
digestion. Have you seen Ayer’s Almanac?

redding

Cabinet

Upright
SALE—Elegant
Grand Pianoforte, 7 1-3 oetoves; used hut
Foil
six
new; warrantee from maker

SEASONABLE

iiothing

restrictions; new
of one car beef;

no

capacity

1613, Portland, Me.27-1

jlowcd.”
That announcement sufficiently prepares
;he visitor for the following entry in the wine
1st:

a

and hatcher’s wagon if wanted. Best
given for selling. Address P. O. Box

Arch Instep,
SPECIAL—1
former

guides.’—Chicago Tribune.

Brown—What do you make out of Bearington?
he makes of his home a veritable
hell upon earth.
Gray—What do I say? Why, I should say
either that lie is a mighty greedy man; or possibly he is only anxious to acclimatize himself, so
that the change of temperature when lie makes
a permanent move shall not affect him too seri-

They do say

ously—Boston Transcript.

WANTED.
A young lady. IS
years of age, wants a situation in Portone of the family,
come
as
can
she
land,
to assist about the house or in the care of an
old or feeble person, and where she can have a
portion of her time to study. References given
Address Miss I'., No. 36 Brown street, Port28-1
land, Me.

XVanted.—Situation.
VV

where

_

general housework.

girl
WANTED—A
Apply atonce at DR. IVHIDDEN’S.
for

Congress

633

street.__28-1
of about

American

boy,
bright
18 years, to learn the apothecary’s busiWANTED—A
A
chance, both for learning and
good

ness.

Address with
advancement for the right one.
reference, “CAPSICUM,” Press office,

Cit^a

the
XX7"ANTED—An assistant bookkeeper inbusiV T
Portland office of a manufacturing
Address Assistant, care Carrier No. 8,
ness.

38-1

Portland. Maine.

WANTED—For general housework
Apply at 40 1'INE ST.28-1

GIRE

X7t7'ANTED—Two Scandinavian girls, would
Vv
like situations. would prefer places together i£ possible, doing table and chamber
work, either city or country. Apply at rear of
103

28-1

GREEN ST.

energetic

WANTED—An
solicit. Good references
57

Exchange street,

STANSFIELD, Supt.,

roon»28.

to ooilect and
wanted. CHAS.

man

_37-1

thoroughly
WANTED—A
understands the business to take the
of
flrst-class resort hotel,
hotel

man

who

one

management
with from $5,000 to 10,000 preferred.
a

right party

a

salary

of

$2,000

dress A. B.. Press office.

to

To the
§3,000. Ad20-1

XXL ANTED—A
We are not surprised that people will not take
a new cough remedy, when they know the value
of Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup.

manufacturer having more
business than he can attend to wishes lo

v v

part or all of his business or take new
capital in. Business established and goods in
demand.
Pays large profit. Address U-55,
sell

a

26-1

Press Office.
AGENTS.

\srANTED.—Agents

wanted for reliable life

Liberal terms to canvassers;
tive features.
previous experience not requisite. CorresponPROVIDENT AID SOCIETY,
dence invited.
roruana,

juuzu-o

m e.

of
* GENTS WANTED to sell the
_/ V tile Dr. Graves, Savvtell and Almy
profusely illustrated, all in one large book.
Sells for 10 cents. Send 10 cents for sample
JOHN J. LANE, Publisher,
and terms.
11-4
Laconia, N. H.

history
murders,

LOST AND

FOUND.

cat with white throat and
whoever returns the
to 209 STATE ST. will be rewarded.

striped
LOST—A
white underneath,
same

Congress street, between Elsworth
street and Monument square, lady's gold
watch and chain, marked on inside of buck ease,
Vesta. C. Whitton. Fairfield, Me.
Please leave
at GEO. M. YOUNG’S, Monument square, and

LOST—On

receive reward.

23-1

the greatest cure on
and Neuralgia in
forms; I suffered twelve
years and tried every known remedy. Sufferers write to me and enclose stamp.
MISS E. S.
Oltlt, East Harpswell. Mo.jan9d£w2m»
have found

earth for Itheumatism
FOUND—I
their worst chronic

only place
city
FOUND—The
you
get every description of gold,
silver and nickel
in the,

where

can

plating done; we give special
a ttention to cleaning, repairing and reflmshing
old plated ware, hand plating on carriage
work, polishing, buffing, etc.; lowest prices
guarantee satisfaction.
STEVENS, WOODMAN & 00., cor. Fore and
Union Stsjanl8tf

for

office accountant bv
WANTED—Position
shorthand writer

tine

work;

we

stenographer

and

a young man who is
and bookkeeper;
expert
in newspaper
some
had
also
experience
have
work. Best of references. Address Lock Box
Me.
1640, Saco,
_25-1
an

XX^ANTED—A young lady desires

a

position

TV
in a store or to do writing in an office.
23-1
Address M.. 70 Foss street, Biddeford.

XXTANTED—All persons in want of trunks or
\ Y bags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS, 556
and 558 Congress street, corner of Oak; as we
and can therefore give
manufacture our goods,*-Y*nY-»lr<i
ronaii’Pil
nnpn

evenings until

i)._j*"13-3

TVTOTICE—Wanted to buy from 61000 to $15,lN 000 worth of cast-off clothing; I pay the
highest cash price for ladies’ dresses, gents
and children's clothing, and gents winter overto S.
coats; call, or address letter or postal
LEVI, 97 Middle street.

auglOtl

MISCELLANEOUS.

28-1

■

_

as

V v
insurance, cheapest known: only 25 single assessments' total since 1885. Reserve
fund, responsible management, no “endowments,” "partnership policies,” or any specula-

eyes

contained the cheaper class.
“You see, those are rather common,”
he said, “not the thing for a present.”

also horse
of reasons

In the hotel on the top of Bigi the following
mnouncement gives satisfaction:
•‘Misters and venerable voyagers are adverised that when the sun him rise a horn will be

,y«u

like.”

“AlfTICKE,”

“Now my little man, describe your

lymptoias.”

name they give to it, too. tor when it
takes holt of a man it’s no mind to let go.
; took me tliraa wakes to fale better after I was
ntoirely well.”—Harper’s Bazar.

under the Stuarts was pretty only in
respect to feathers and velvet doublet.
His language was coarse, his manners
coarser, his vices coarsest of all.
When the prince regent was posing
as the “first gentleman of Europe,” the
dress of a dandy was a matter of constant study and care. “In black velvet
breeches lie put all his riches.” His
garments shed the fra-

no

B0ra3 STV. BEFOBE AND AFTEB DBESSUTO.

rent—The spacious and well located
241 Middle, now occupied by
goods
Clienery & Co., as a wholesale fancy
establishment; also a manufactory connected
therewith. Frontage about 26 feet, depth So
I3Eii J AMIN
feet. Possession Feb. 1, 1892.
SHAW, 51 Vo Exchange street.janlfe-ti
mO LET—Very desirable rooms at 457 Cuml#~xt
A berlanu street.

Forstore No.

ight

have required as much administrative power to
subjugate the arrogant though disordered British society, as to take the
lead of the French at a time when they
One of
were fairly crying for a leader.
Brummell’s defenders declares “he was

But

SARGENT,

corner

streets; live year lease and

self-assurance,

—-

rents Nos. 142 and 148 CumEnquire of W. H.
street.
Smith and Cumberland St.

LET—Two

TO berland

“How is that? Didn’t the hero and heroine
in the last chapter and live happily forvev after?”
“No; that's the unexpected part ot it. I have
hem marry in the closing chapter and forever
it,er lead a cat and dog life.”
‘•It won’t go,” said his friend gloomily.
“Why not?”
“It isn’t fiction.”—Detroit Free Press.

of the most thorEven
known.

when forced to wear the mourning
dress of violet velvet- which court etiquette prescribed, he took care to cover
his garments so effectually with jewels
that the color of the material could not

u/

street._____________1

ince

ever

desirable tenements, cen$12 per
near Union
J C WOODMAN, 105 1-2 Exchange

Station.

aarry

fact have been slov-

was one

street.___-.
T.FT_Two very

“I’ve just finished another novel,” said a
iterary man to a friend, “and it lias a different
nding from any I have ever read.”

appears

lurrinff

I

after another, until they could
safely take their minds from their boots
and hats and walk about intent upon
their business. Let us hope upon tlieir
behavior also, for the “pretty fellow”
lace

clothing

TO trally located; Price $10 and
month- also for sale 0 houses

ties, dropped

pression
ginning

months and at others it may be deferred
tor five or six years. The average pecurse of our modern
is
the
It
paresis.
three years. General parcivilization, the most fatal and mys- j riod is about
fatal.”
tcrious of any now known to medical alysis is almost invariably
vessels that

A very serious matter was a gentleman’s toilet, in those times; so serious
that it grew tiresome to the wearers,
the
who, after becoming sobered by
plague, the great fire and other calamione ribbon and yard of

ens.

Louis XIV.

gress

cidents.

”■

oughy dandies

er.

cate bed hold of the ruffle of my boot,
which being of Spanish leather and
subject to tear, [overthrew me.” They
therefore “walked wide” to prevent ac-

Now I will were I cannot tell what.
The popularly accepted definition of
the term dude is a male individual
whose abilities concentrate upon dress.
The partial injustice of this is attested
by the number of those historical characters who, while noted for great at-,
tention to their attire, have shown
marked powers in other lines of effort.
Alexander, of Macedon, for example,
of the first water; few
was an

exquisite
great generals in

fine

right
“played with,” as he “straddled” along
the streets, “singing.”
The
straddling was necessary. A
character in a well-known old play
complains: “One of my silver spurs

tray
gave her the prices, she looked appealing at him and said:
“1 don't know much about these things
and I would like you to help me make a

any evidence of mental derangement,
is a slight defect of articulation due to
paralysis of the lips. The words “national intelligencer’ are almost impracticable to the general paralytic,

_

c

...r

:..

T

flights,

LET.—The entire floor, up two
store. I'wo
over A. FHill & Co.’s
or togothcorner rooms will be let separate
& CO., 500 Con
HILL
T.
A.
of
Inquire

nno

cl ribbon of various colors, liis legs
encased in wide lace-trimmcd
were
boots provided with jingling spurs and'
having the toes two inches too long.
On his left arm he carried his cloak, and
hand a stick, which he
in his

Now I will were
tins, and now I
were that,

reaching to the extent of satyriasis, and a
marked increase in sexual appetitu and
power are often witnesses. In my experience the first sign of loss of' power,
one which is sometimes observed before

room

was

wero.

of
general paralysis, diseither suddenly or gradually, and exaltation takes its place. A
tendency to erotic delusions, almost

guilty of some fearful excess,
indescribable indulgence, as a
punishment for which, in ancient times,
some

A Famous
French Chef

/

A.

have hoen

It’s remarkable specific
action upon the affected parts
L
"“
gives it supreme control over
e. J Files, however severe.
Also for Bums, Scalds,
E333®^ Eruptions, Salt Rheum die.
Testimonials from all classes
/eat
fynssFft prove its efficacy. Price 50c.
Sold by all Druggists or sent by mail
on receipt of price. Put up only by
OTD’SEZTSAST C0„ 70 SthAve.,N. V.

f

WILLIAM

■i-iit.

man, and naked
I stand here,
Musinge in my
what
m y n d e
raiment I shall

home a wagon load of snow shovels,
another purchased all the turkey eggs
he could get, and the other drained the
florist of tulip bulbs. In the vast majority of cases the slight mental dewhich exists in the be-

PBM'S

cooking is the stock-pot,
the finest stock-pot is

manner

tom makes its appearance.
Among
the earliest of the mental symptoms
generally noticed, when the disease is
fully established, is an excessive anxiety
in regard to m atters which are really of
no
importance. The patient be-

and all

once

commit

patient’s ordinary

Rheumatism

no77

or

circumstances
der
to
certain
most

Files
Female

Complaints

prudent man would make. He
perpetrate frauds of various

obscene acts unare
alwhich
in
deresult
tection.
Many distressing instances of
general paralytics of the highest respectability being arrested for petty
thefts have been reported. A general
state of exhilaration, different from the

kinds,

wasting

rfj§

no

may

gravated, if possible, by the vague suspicion, if not the open accusation, that
in order to have been overtaken by
this curse of our nerve-wearing, tissuecivilization, they must first

cum/A^

ancient English
work, which
stood above this
stanza:
“I am an English-

highly developed cerebral processThe disease has fortunately
es go on.
Fortumarked physical symptoms.
nately also, it is not hereditary. That
is one of its peculiarities.
“Although there may be a popular
impression to that effect, I do not think
actors have fallen victims to paresis—
the accent, itrictly speaking, is on the
first syllable—in greater numbers than
members of other professions.”
This is a noteworthy opinion in view
of the roll of such names as Bartley
Campbell, John McCullough, Tony Hart,
Hawley Chapman, Charles E. Blanch-

It doesn’t strike our foremost men down
over night, or clutch its victims in the
market place. And, as mysterious as it
and
appears to the laity, its nature
symtoms are now thoroughly well understood by the expert. But there is
a fascination about it,

WATERVIIXE, MAINE.

t i m e-w o r n
theme, is shown
by the accompan yi n g little
sketch from an

most

“This plague of our newer civilization is not infectious like that wonderful malady which Thucydides describes.

THE GRODER DYSPEPSIA CURE COMPANY,

as

I believe cures have been effected.
“Paresis is comparatively a new medical term, and in popular parlance the
word has not been in use much, if any,
more than ten years, I believe.
“It is a disease of the brain tissues,
those
you may say, of the mind tissues,
outer portions of the brain in which the

the mysterious awe it might dispel
from the minds of those to whom the
fear of paresis blots the fairest prospects in the world, Dr. Hamilton did
consent to make this statement;

On and after October 1,1891, we give every
person selling our medicine the privilege of
selling six bottles for $5.00, and guarantee
that in case it does you no good you can
receivo yourmoney back. Head guaranty
■with everv bottle. We claim to cure Dyspepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
Kidney Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after
eating, Palpitation of the Heart, Colic, Nervousness, Loss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregularitv of the Appetite, Pleurisy Pains, Bloat,
Wind on the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and
Constipation. And why will it cure? Because it i3 Kelaxing, Purifying, Soothing,
and Healing. It is compounded from tho
purest roots and herbs, free from Alcohol
It i3 harmless to the smallest
or Morphia.
child; children like it, and it is far superior
and
all other preparations,
Oil
to Castor
Call for Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia
None
genuine unless bearing our
Syrup.

Sore

M’LANE HAMILTON.

Robert Garrett, once president of the
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company;
John McCullough, Bartley Campbell,
Tony Hart, and now poor Soanlan, have
been treated. “Professional etiquette,”
that barrier which tradition maintains
between oommon sense and the medical
practitioner, forbade Dr. Hamilton, of
course, to speak of these and others of
his patients of whom the reading public might learn with profit. But for the
sake of the good that it might do, and

difficulty that it digested. But Groder's
Syrup helped my digestion, and it has
done

the surface of the brain
tissues becomes inflamed and congested.
“I do not hold that p^'esis is an incurable disease. While the fact that a
patient recovers may be thought by
some to invalidate the diagnosis of paresis, it does not follow, to my mind, for

hardened,

while I ate

not set well

worth

insane.
“Progressive paralysis of the insane.
“General paresis and

It tho well-known proprietor of the grist-mill
at Fairfield, Maine. He is another
gentleman who testifies os
to the merits of

once

Indeed these synonyms

remembering:
“General paralysis of the

are

the

[Special Letter.]
1 HAT the subject
of personal
adornment is a

eases.

portion of the body, or a total paralysis of the muscles of all parts of the
body. This last is often called ‘paresis.’
“Now paresis, the popular name of
which used to be ‘softening of the
brain,’ is the term applied to a stage of
the malady which results in this gen-

as

Ionia XIV. and His Toilet—A Dandy oj
Cromwell's Time—Beau Brummell
and Bean Nash-TUo Dove for
Gaudy Wearing Apparel.

physician becomes
importance with every

“Great confusion exists in the public
mind,” said Dr. Dana, “about the meaning of paralysis or paresis. There may
be a partial paralysis of the muscles of
of the muscles
any part of the body or
So there may
of all parts of the body.
of the muscles of a
he a total

Silly

Chappie.

the

public eye
passant and other

and deadly curse of contemporary
civilization, I should go to the expert
by whom such noteworthy paretics aa

DE. ALLAN

as

indeed of more
new advance of medical science.
Dr. Dana agreed to speak of this subin the
ject now so powerfully focused
by the Scanlan, De Mau-

new

£o tol’om ft mag concern:
I have used Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia
Syrup with good results. Having been
dyspeptic for the past ten years, 1 am able
to appreciate the value of any medicine
for that disease. My trouble was as all
other dyspe^lcs, such as Headache, Sour
Stomach; my appetite was generally poor;

Just

Modern

manners
the court
No doubt the biain
of a cavalier.
will
specialist of the next generation
be expected to hypnotize his patients,
to begin with, in order to demonstrate
mental strength enough to warrant
their submission to his counsel. The

suddenly broken out
The speaker was
Hamilton, perhaps

Lowell, SVSass.

They Were

pastmaster with

“Do you remember the blanched
faces, the furtive glances, the trembling
limbs and the strange mysterious horror which Thuaydides describes in the
Athenians when that highly civilized
race first became aware that an incomprehensible and incurable malady had

a

E.

that
first began to make up their minds
Banker Field had lost his mind when
dark
he had lost their money, is a tall,
broad,
man of sedate manner and a
behind which mental
calm brow
seem likely
processes of moment would
to proceed to unbiased and unei ring
conclusions. Most mental experts, incalm
deed, seem to be tall, dark men of
acuteness of demeanor. Dr. Hamilton
a
combines the intuitive precision of

daily

cures

L. Dana, one of the psycalled in to see
H. Field when his friends

nuries

Banker

Five Leading Experts of this Disease Discribc its Symptoms.

with

scalp,

peated,
end in paresis!
hi

beauty,

ant:

if

TO LET.

WIT AND WISDOM.

adorned with dozens oi points
at the knees, besides two g reat bunches

v,lt'

chological experts

may retain
its youthful color,

fullness,

U'-o’*1

Ivatzenjammer migilt actually

Hair

That Your

»V ■lii

L'C

11

MISCELLANEOUS.

CARD—Mr John H. Grant is this day admitted as a partner in our ilrm. HAS-

Kporti^d!<aie^ January 1,1892._2S-1
the responsible parties that
of the Market Lot
foot for that lot of land
on
easli
of
the
same,
with the plan
delivery of
the deed if t he price is accepted. To the City sf
No.
Ill State
l’KLEG
BARKER,
Portland.

NOTICE—Will
give good deed
price per
give
can
me the

a

street.__27-1
TJICTURES! PICTURES! Those in want of a
good picture, for a small amount of money,
Pictures framed,
would do well to call on us.
Plush goods and albums, skates and skate
Oak and ConCor.
strans. E. 1>. REYNOLDS,

jt

gress streets.12-3
beware of the many worthless substitutes of Flora A. Jones’ famous
Blush of Roses. Get the genuine article. Price
75 cents. Take no substitute. YOUR DRUG25-1
GIST.

CAUTION—Ladies

o; powdered a(+
pf @2 5-16e. 81Pejl"'
4@4>* c; Cubes at 4 3-lb@4
dnttedatatOiyq..
145% troleum quiet and steady, :Beel
quiet, heel
Pork steady with fair demand
17
cut
31 % I hams steadyand dull; tierced beef.quiet;
and easy'.
meats firm and quiet middles dull
72
at
closed
steam
Western
dull
;
108% Lard lower and
6 75: citv steam 6 40; refined quiet and steady;
is
Butler
A
7
70.
3
00®7
15;
321/2 Continent at 7
18
In moderate demand and firm; htate dairy
122
at
at
ln@23%c;crm
764e ,®26c; Western factory
Cheese
110
2l@32c; Elgin at 32; rolls 16(®21c.
104
moderately active and firm; State at9@12c;

Chicago. Burlington & Quincy. 109%

108%

■

of Staple Products in the

Quotations

Leading Markets.
Stocks and Bonds—Money Easy

Sterling

Exchange Quiet and Firm Government
Bonds Dull and Eesler—Kailroads Active
andFirm—Stocks Closed Active and Firm.
New York money is easy, ranging from
iy2@2; last loan IV2, closing at lVa per cent.
Prime mercantile paper 4S5V2 per cent. Sterling Exchange is quiet and firm with actual
business in bankers’ bills 4 84 for 60-day bids
and 4 86 for demand ;Iposted rates at 4 Suit
4 87. Commercial bills 4 83y2@4 SSVa. Gov
Kailroads art
ernment bonds dull and easier.
active and firm.
In the stock market after 12 o’clock, Bulling
ton & Quincy, and Louisville, New Albany an
tin
Chicago were strong feature. The rest of
list, after displaying some strength, develope<
Lackawaua and othei
dm pi g tendency.
weak.
strong stocks of the morning were very
Laekawana dropped to last night’s closing price
t
Kich. & West Point preferred fell from 7214
oth
70. Union Pacific, Koek Island and some
At

scored fractional gains, but later portion o
improvement was lost. Toward 2 a bette
During the las
temper appeared in the list
hour Lack, further retired to 145. Beading t
40%, and Louisville to 74%. Later tradii
showed a stronger tone and Lack, raided 1, timarket active and firm, close to first prices.
rrs

Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.. 12542
Delaware, Lackawana & West..145%
Denver & Rio Grande. 17
Erie. 31 Vs
Erie preferred. 72
Illinois Central.108%
Ind., Bloom & West.
Lake Erie & West. 22%

1 25%

LakeShoro.123

Nash. 7o
Manhattan Elevated.113
Michigan Central.104%
9
Minn. & St. Louis..
Minn. & St. Louis pfd. 21
03
Missouri Pacific.
New Jersey Central.115
Northern Pacific common. 23%
Northern Pacific pfd. 67
LOUIS Si

9
21

62%
23%
66 t.

1184 s
144

114-14
2044

York. Chicago & St- Louis. 20%
do pfd. 784's!
Ohio & Miss. 22%
Ont. & Western. 19%
New

79

22%
19%
16%

North American. 16_
Pacific Mail. 38%
Pullman Palace.187
Reading. 41%
Rock Island. 9iy»
St. Louis & San Fran.
do
do

pfd.

do

pfd.122%

38
187

41%
91%

1st.
it. Paul. 80%

80%
12244

Paul, Minn. & Mann.113
St. Paul & Omaha. 5044

113

■it.

do pfd.
Western Union.
•ugar Trust..
do pfd.
Richmond & West Point.

12

47%
48
13 u
30
83
S3

3044
83
82

,a

15 v,

15

72%
874b

do pfd. 72%
tregon Nav. 91

the

Stank

Trn.nan.f*.tinns nt. flip.

F,X0h?uM0

£L22i

gated 441,900 shares.

Boston Stock Market.

The following were today’s quotations
•-

firm. Teas unchanged i.i price,but commoi
grades of Oolong are rather in favor of buyers.
Eggs are easy and lower. The market for Fresh
Beef is firm; we quoie sides at 6@7%c$>it\
at hinds 8@10c, fores 4&5c, rounds and flanks
7c, rump loins 12@14c, rumps ll@12c, loins
12@17c, rattles 3%@4%c, backs 5y2@6 c,
lambs 9@10c, sheep 7y2®8c, pork ribs 9c, sausage 8c, round hogs 6@G /• c. Turpentine is
without material change Cordage strong and
higher. Tar has dropped 25c.
Retail Grocers*

Sugar

Railroad

Receipts.

PORTLAND, Jan.
Receipts by Maine Central

R.

27.

R.—For Port-

miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 131 cars.
cars

Press Stock List.

Daily
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
126
12
Canal National Bank.100
115
117
CasSco National Bank.100
40% 42
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
100
102
First National Bank.100
115
117
Merchants’National Bank.. 75
Portland

National

Traders’ Bank... .100

Portland National Panic... .100
Portland Trust Co.100
Portland Company.100
Pdrtland Gas Company. 50
X ui

uauu

Jiuiuuou

wuiLiiJtiHj

116
103
114
80

118
105
116
100
85
—

a v-/

110
Portland Water Co........ 100
115
Maine Central 11 K.100
BONDS.
Portland City Gs, 1897.108
Portland 6s, 1907.123
Portland 4s, 1902—1912 Funding. .102
Bangor 6s, 1894, R. R. aid.102
Bangor 6s, 1899, R R aid.108
Bangor 6s, 1905, Water.120
Bath 6s, 1898, R li. aid.105
Bath 6s, 1897, Municipal.102
Bath 4y2s. 1907, Municipal.100
Bath 4s, 1921, Refunding. 08
Belfast 6s, 1808.R. R. aid.106
Belfast 4s, 1802—1.922, Municipal.. 98
Calais 4s, 1901—1011, Refunding. 100
Lewiston 6s, 1901, Municipal.112
Lewiston 4s, 1913, Municipal.100
Saco 4s, 1001, Municipal.100
Maine CentralR. R. 7s.1898,1st. mtgllJ
7s, 1912, cons. mtgl34
“atis.103
gGs, 1900, extens’nlio
“6s. 1805—1905 D’blOS
&
Leeds
Farmington R. R. Gs. 1896.105
.103
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s. 1895.
Portland &Ogd’gg6s. 1900. IstmtgloS
Portland Water C'o’s 6s, 1899.108
Portland Water Co’s 4s, 1027. 06
'•

Grain

116
120
110
125
103
104
110
121
107
104
102
100
108
100
101
114
102
102
115
136
105
112
103
106
105
110
110
98

Quotations.

NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
COERECTEDBY

POLLEN, CROCKER & CO.

Tuesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Jan.

Opening.102%
Highest.102 %
Lowest.102%
Closing...102%

May.

July.

102%

99

103

99%

102%
102%

90

Feh.

May.

99%

COEN.

Jan.
Opening. 48%
Highest. 48%
Lowest.48Vs

48Vs
48%
48V2
48%

WHEAT.

Jan.
Lowest.102

Closing.102

July.

May.
102%
102%

99%
99%

98%
08%

102
102

CORN.

Jan.
Opening. 48%

Highest. 48%

Lowest. 48 “s

Closing.48%

Feb.
48 y2
48%
48%
48%

May.
48%
483^
48
48

n

g

(By Telegraph.)

May.
91%

CORN.

Jan.

May.
39%

Opening..

Closing.
Wednesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Jan.

May.
91%

Opening.

Jl

Lowest.

CORN.

Opening.

Jan.
37%

May.
40

40%

Closing.
New

York Stock and Money Market.

(By Telegraph).
NEW YOKK, Jan. 27, 1892.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations
>f Government securities:
Kew4’s
New 4’s

e

l.

Jan. 27.

United States 2s reg.100
Central Pacific lsts.106%
Denver & It. G. 1st.117
Erie 2ds..106%
Kansas Pacific Consols.109
Oregon Nav. lsts.
Kansas Pacific lsts.107
Closing quotations of stocks:
Adams Express.148
American Express.116
Central Pacific. 33%
Ches. & Ohio. 25%
Chicago & Alton.139
Chicago & Alton preferred.... 160

Coal..

mestake.12 00
•..tario.*4 00

nicksilver. 4 00

Jan. 26.

Ilf
llo%
100

106%
117
106%
109

107(4
148
116
33 %

25%
139

160

rye, 12,000 bsh; barley, 67,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. Jan. 27. 1892.—The Flour market is weak; family at 3 15 q3 25; choice 3 30@
3 40: fancy 3 7oi®3 85; extra fancy 4 06<®4 15;
patents at 4 35 q4 55. Wheat closed lower ;No
2 Bed at 88
(£80140. Corn dull; No 2 at 3614
(®36»/ac. Oats firmer and vervdull; No 2 at
2914c. Eye—No 3 at 74c ;No 2 at 83. Barley is
dull; Minn at 5Glt<®57c. Provisions ve y dull;
new.
pork 9 5@9 50 for old, and 11 02 Vb for
Lard 6 20. Dry salt meats—shoulders at 4 65;
Bacon
6
15.
at
clear
short
long and ribs 90;
—shoulders at 6 25; longs and ribs 6 40; short
1

clear 6 5

Hams 9 00@10'50.

Eeceipts—Flour, 3,000 bhls; wheat. 59,000
bush; corn, 255.000 bush; oats, 30,000 bush;
bush.
1,000 bush ;barle5r. 16,000
rye.
tihuuuanie
hlvlc
n/liont alODOft
■

bush; corn, 186,000 hush; oats, 21,000 bush;
rye, 1.000 hush; barley, 1.000 bush.
"DETROIT, Jan. 27, 1892.—Wheat—White at
92' c; No 2 Red at 92 Vi>c. Com—No 2 at 39c.
Oats—No 2 at 33c; No 2 White at 34c. Rye at
8

Receipts—Flour, 490 bids; wheat 4000 bush;

corn

2648

bu; oats, 4826 bush.

3 00

;>hir.... 8 BO
Bob! on Produce Market.

BOSTON, Jan. 27, 1892.—The following are
i-dav’s quotations of Provisions, Produce, ete.
Pork—Bong cuts 00 00^.14 75; sliort cuts at
I) 00®14 50; backs at 15 OOOtfOO 00; lean lends
100 00@15 00; pork tongues 17 00; butt pork

ii

11 00.

Hams at 9
..

c;

small do 10c; pressed

hams

c.

Lard—Choice 7c p lb in tierces and tubs ;10-lb
ills in cs 7 v»c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6Vie ijp lb; country

foOiC.

Butter—Western extra creamery at —®30c;
fancy higher; firsts and extra firsts at 24®,29c;
extra imitation creamry— ®25c Jactory choicee
22®23e; Northern creamery, choice 30®31c;
few York and Vermont dairy, good to choice
:5®27c; Eastern creamery, good to choice at
25@29e. Tlie above quotations are receivers’
1 rices for
strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese—Northern choice full creams and
twins 12@12%c; fair to good at 8@ll%c;Wes8
• era choice ll%e; fair to good
lalle; sage
at 13c.

Eggs—Eastern extras 25@26c; fancy near-by
higher; firsts 24®)—e; extra Vermont and
New Hampshire at 25®26c; Western 24®25e;

stock

Michigan firsts 24c; lieid stock at 18®20c;
17@18c. Jobbing prices are lc higher.
Poultry—Northern fresh-killed turkeys,choice
—e; do chickens at 16gl8c; fowls 13c; fair to
good at 10@12; Western dry packed turkeys,
•hoice 14®— c; fowls 10®12c; chickens 13®
iimed

14c.

Beans—N Yk liand-sicked pea, 1 95<g.$2; mara
pea, SI 90®1 95; choice screen pea, 1 60

row

low eyes, 185,0,1 90; California pea beans,2 20
® 2 30; band-picked, 2 30® 2 40.
Seed—Timothy, 1 55®1 05 ;red top, 1 75®$2;
Western Jersey, 2 00®2 25; clover, 8®0c ;Huu-

gariari, 90c®$l.

...

Hay—Choice, 19$®19 50; some fancy higher ;
fair to to good at $15®$17; Eastern tine, $12®
$14; poor to ordinary $11@$14.
Potatoes—Choice (natives and Maine stock at
1 37V3@1 50 p bbl; choice Vt and northern 2i
I-I and N Y Burbanks and white stars 45 •» bu;
rose 45c; Houltou He Icons 50c; Aroostook Hebrons 45c.
Apples—No 1 Baldwins, at 1 50® 1 65; Maine
and N. H. choice Baldwies, 1 65®1 76; Greeuugs 1 50®1 62 va ; Kings $2@2 60.
Watertown Cattle Market.
AMOUNT OF STOCK AT MARKET.

Sheep and
Cattle. Lambs.
This week_2,401
9,517
Last week_3,088
10,470
356
Maine. 265
Vermont.
N. Hampshire.
New York-

310

257

640
606

Veals.
659
877
116
125
220

Swine
23,302
2,977
27
J7

190
112

16
198
137
Massachusetts
2,268
Canada.
000
23,230
Western. 1,327
5,420
Brices of Northern and Eastern Beef CattleChoice, at 4®6 p lb; first quality, —c; second
quality,3%c; third quality, cows and coarse
oxen, 2®3c.
Brices of Western Bee.) Cattle iff cwt. ranged
from $4®*6 for choice live .weight; second
quality $3 60; third quality, 2 50®j$3 50.
Brighton hides 6®7V3C p ib.
Brighton tallow 0@3Vfee p ib.
Country hides 4 eo.6c p ib.
Country tallow 3@4t4c p ib.
Calf skins 50 @70e eacli.
Lamb skins 5lie 1)81 25 each.
Dairy skins 25@75c each.
Cow skins 0 p ie p ib.

Chicago Cattle Market.

(By Telegraph)
CHICAGO, Jail. 27.1892.—The Cattle market
—Receipts 12,000; shipments 4000; steady to
higher; good to choice steers at 4 50®5 00; others at 3 00®®4 25; Stockers 1 90®3 00; cows
1 05®2 90.
Hogs—receipts 45.000; shipments 12,000:
closed weak and 10® 1 lower; rough and common 4 00 0.4 15; mixed and packers at 4 30®
4 50; prime heavy and butchers’ weights 4 61
@4 60; light 4 20®4 65.
Sheep—receipts 7000; shipments 200; steady
to strong; native ewes at 2 25®4 06; mixed ai
4 40®4 87y3 ; wethers 5 0.:@5 76; Westerns at
5 10® 5 26
Lambs 3 75®,6 50.

NEW YOBK.Jan.27.1892.—The Flour market-receipts 21,881 packages; exports 5636
bills and 8336 sacks; dull and heavy; sales 19,
0 0 bills.
riuur quuiauuus—u»w oAtiaa at o iuiao ou
city mills extra 4 90415 10; city mills patent
5 10(5,5 35; winter wheat low grades at 3 25 a
3 85; fair to fancy at 3 905 4 80 ;patents at 4 4
@5 15; Minnesota clear 4 00@4 57; straights
do at 4 35:5 5 00; do patents 4 50 5 5 25; do rye
mixtures 4 00 5 4 75; superfine at 2 85S3 45:
fine at 2 40@3 15. Sothern flour dull and weak
at 3 90(55 15;
Rye flour quiet and weak 4 5C
@4 i>0. Buckwheat flour dull and lower at 1 70
51 80. Buckwheat at 53 5,57
e.
Cornmeal i.'
quiet. Wheat—receipts 09,750 bush; export;
100.214 bush: sales 338,000 l ush: lower, un
settled and active ;No2 Red 1 01 @1 02 store
and elev.l 0314(5,1 04% afloat; 1 02% 51 0514
fob; No 3 Red at 98%@99c; No 1 Northern
at 1 04145,1 05% ; No 1 lia.nl at 1 0614® 1 08
No 2 Northern at 1 00%("1 0114. Rye dull anti
irregular; Western at 94 n 90c. Barley dull ant
unchanged; No 2 Mil 70;472e. Corn—receipt!
132,525 bush; exports45,084 hush; sales 340,
000 bush; irregular, closed steadier and active
No 2 at 4814548 c elev, 4914«49%c afloat
c f 0 b; No 2 White 53c: No 3 at 4754714c
steamer mixed at 47%r«.49e.
Oats—receipt!
87,1 5 bush; exports 143.498 bush; sales 93,
000 bus: firmer and quiet;No 3 at 3414 ; Whits
do30!4@37c; No 2 at 34%«30c; White d<
at 37%'“,38e;No 1 at 30c; do White at 3914c
Mixed Western at 34w3fle; Wliite do at 30% ig
42c; White State 36%o42c; No 2 Chicago 36c
Coffee—Rio firm and euiet:No7 at 13 ><* .olSVs.
Sugar—raw quiet and steady; the market loi
outside quo
refined is easy and quiet;
tations are those posted by the trust; insids
figures cover rehate; No 0 at 3% «3%c: No
at 3 9-10@3 J 1-lOc ;No 8 at 3%® 3%c; No 9 a
3 7-10@3 9-10c; No 10 at 33%e; No 11 a
3 5-16&3 7-iec; No 12 at 314vi3
c; No 13 a
3 3-10,@3 5-16; off A 3 11-10 5 3 15-10 ;Moul<! J
41/8®414c; standard A at 4@41/sc; Confec
tiouers’ A 3ys^4cjcut loaf at 5^5Ysc; crushec

Elame....

Duck.

Paints.

....32

No ]

No-J.28

Sfe4^1

YORK. Jan. 27, 1892.—The Cotton
is quiet and unchanged ;sales 177 bales ;
ordinary uplands at 5 3-16c ;do Gulf 5 9-16 ;good
ordinary stained at 4 ll-T6c; middling uplands
7 9-16c; do Gulf 7 15-16c:do stained 7bs.
NEW ORLEANS, Jan. 27, 1892.—The Cotton
market is barely steady; middling 7e.
CHARLESTON, Jan. 27,1892.—The Cotton
market is firm; middling 7c.
.SAVANNAH, Jan. 27, 1892—The Cotton
market is quiet; middling 6%c.
MOBILE, Jan. 7, 1892.—The Cotton market
Is quiet; middling 7c.
MEMPHIS, Jan. 27.1892.—The Cotton market is easy; middlings 7 l-16c.
NEW

market

Foreign Markets.

(By Telegraph.)
LIVERPOOL. Jan. 27. 1892.—The Cotton
market is steady; middling at 4Vsd; sales
8,000 bales; speculation and export 1000
bales.

LIVERPOOL, Jan. 27. 1892.—Quotations—
Winter Wheat at 7s 10V2d@7s lid; Spring
Wheat at 7s lldi®7s liy2d; Mixed American
Cheese

57sOil.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
FOB THE WEEK ENDING Jan. 27.
Grain.
I
Flour.
Superfine &
Corn, car lots... 5G@W
low grades.4 7f>@5 00 Corn, hag lots. 59a*61
X Spring &
Meat, bag lots. .59^*60
XX Tprlng.5 00@5 25 Oats, car lots.. 43«45
Oats, bag lots. .4 (0,47
PatentSprng
Wheat... 5 75@6 00 Cotton Seed,
car lots... S27@27 50
Mich, str’ght
roller.5 37®5 62
bag lots. $28@29 00
clear do... 5 15:e,5 25 Sacked Br’n
car lots.. $21@22 00
StLouis st'gt
rooler_5 50®5 651 bag lots. $23#24 00
37
clear do.. 5 25®5
Middlings.. S22®2 00
Wnt’r wheat
hag lots. *23@26 00
Provisions.
patents... 5 50@6 75
Fisii.
Pork, Bks.15 25®16 00
.15 5l@.l5 25
clear.
Cod—Large
6 25(86 50
short Ctsl5 25i«,15 50
Shore
25
Beef,extra
Small do. .5 00@5
mess... 8 50@ 9 00
3 0084 25
Pollock
Haddock... 3 25®3 50
plate... 10 00®10 50
Hake.2 00&2 50
ex-plate.10 50(o<ll 00
I
box
Lard, tubs. Obi u} 7 be
Herring,
7v,
Scaled....
14@18ei tierces...
! pails.... 6y2(«jll
Mackerel, bl
Shore Is..8 24(g,$26| pure leaf.lO%®ll
10
Shore 2s..$ 14®S10!lIams
(gjloy2
■

....

....

..

..

docovTd.ll

Med. 3s...ll50@S13
Large as..

all%

uu-

Kerosene, Portland ref. pet... 6%

Produce.

Cne Cran’s. 6 f>0@8 50
Pea Beans. .2 00@2 15

I.igonia.6%

Centennial.6
7o@2 101 Pratt’s Astral.. 8%
00
Devoe’s brilliant 8
7E®2
Raisins.
6E©2 751
1 50@2 00
55e
Muscatel....
50®
60®3 00 London lav’r2 00@3 50
Onpura lay’r.8 @9%
6ft©7
65@2 75 Valencia.
Sugar.
14@15c
15@17ib Ex-qual’ty fine
granulated.... 4 7-16
13@ 14c
Turkeys.... 17® 18c Standard do... 4%
C. 37/a
Extra
Apples.
Seed.
No 1 Baldwins.1 75@2 00 Bed Top... 1 90@2 00
ating.2 25®2 50 Timothy... 1 55® 1 60
van fib.
8® 10c Clover.10 ©14

Medium do.

Ger. med... 1
Yellow Eyes.l
.2
Cal.Pea.
Irish Potat’s
2
Sweets
Onions—Natives.2
Geese.
Chickens.
Fowis.
....

..

..

Butter.

I

Lemons.

.4 00@E 00 Creamery.28@30
Palermo
Messina.. .4 00@4 751 GiltEdge Vr’mt.27®29
Clioice.20@21
Oranges.
Valenoia—0 00@4 50, Good.19©20
.2 50@3 25 Store.18® 19
Florida
Cheese.
Malagcr gpesO 50©7 50
N. Y. fct’l-y.12
@13%
Eggs.
Eastern ext.... 2'©26,Vermont.. 12 @13
14
@14 ft
Held.21@221 Sage
Limed.20@21
...

Leather.

Bread.

Piot Slip.... .7%@8
do

New

sq.5%©6
5
Coal.

Crackers

....

@6

Cumberland.4 50@5 00
Acadia.
6 00
Chestnut....
7 50
Franklin....
6 00

Lehigh.

Coffee.

York—

Light.19@20
Mid weight-21@22
Heavy.22@23
Slaughter.31@ 2
(iood d’mg.19@20
Am. calf.G0@70
Lumber.

S’th pine.. .$30@S40
Clear pine—

Bio, roasted... .19@21 Uppers.S58@60

Java do.29@30
Coogerage.
Hlilid shodks & lids—
Mol. city. 1 80@1 90
Suv.count’y 90c@
Country Mol,
hhd shooksl 15@1 20
Jihd hdgml
32 ill. 24@26
Spruec35in 20@-2
Soft pine35 20@22
HardpneSi 25@30
Hoops 14ft.
Hoops 13 ft.
Hoops 8 ft.
Cordage.
Amer’111> 11.10%@11

Manilla
Manilla bolt
■

Select.S4-r-" 52

common. .$38@45
Spruce.$13@14
Hemlock.Sll@12
Clayboards—
Spruce, X.£3G@38

Fine

Clear.S34@35
2d clear.S25@)28
No 1.S15@20

pine.S25@50
Shingles—

X cedar-3 60@3
Clear cedar.3 00@3
X No 1.2 00@3
No 1 cedar. .1 2o@l
Spruce.1 26@1
Laths,spce. .2 20@2

75
25
50
50
60
25

Lime—Cement.

12©14

■

Lima.if csk.l 00®1 05
Cement..1 40@1 60
@14
rope.
Matches.
Bussia do.
17@18
EC
Sisal...... 9% ® 10ft Star.q? gross
IVvitm

Tts'uu

..

Acid Oxalic.
I2®14j
Acid tart.40®42

Metals.

Copper—

Ammonia.15®2o|l4(548

.00(51 £
1£
Ashes, pot... .Ov,@ a Polished copper.
3E
14x48
planished.
Hals eopabia-.-O ®70
2C
Beeswax.35®40 Bolts.
6 YM sheath....
Bieii powders...
2j
Borax... .12(514 Y AI Bolts......
2 VI At 5 Bottoms.28@3t
Brimstone.
com..

..

Cochineal.40®43 Ingot.13®14

Copperas.1%@

2

Tin—
.30.5,8
.12@lh Straits.22@24
Gumarahic.. .7051 22 English....... .23(o,2.=
aioescape.15@25 Cliar. I. Co..7 00v<£>7 5C
Camphor.h0®52 Char. I.X..9 2 (5:9 65
Terno.8 00(58 fit
Kitrli.5'-' *55
l(i ®lf
Opium.2 25®2 50 Antimony...
Coke.8 00:58 5C
540
Shellac.3indigo.8 C(«S1 Zinc.7 i;0®8 Ot
15 Vi
Iodine.3 7 5(0,8 4 Solder (-a xVs
Molasses.
..2n0®2 2i>i
Ipecac
o
Porto
ltico.30@4(
Licorice, rt.. .‘.16@
.34540 Barbadoes.3 (®3J
L.,e ex
Morphine... 1 95(52 oU’ienfuegos-3S®4(
Oil hergaraot4 00®4 26! Boiling..
Cod liver.. 110®1 35 Fancy Ponce.. .39@4(
Nails.
Lemon.3 00(53 25
Olive.1 00:5 50 Cask,cut.... 1 90 52 0(
wire .1 ®2 2
Poppt.3 26,5 3 50
Naval Stores.
Winterareeir 00®gJ2|
Potass ur’mde. .28 5 33 Tar IP bbi.. .3 50,5,3 71
Chlorate.17 «18|Ooal tar-5 26® .,,(
Iodide.2 8f>«3 001Pitch..... .3 00®3 21
.90:59 Wil. Pitch. .3 00@3 (
Quicksilver,
Quinine.31®S6 Kosin.3 00®4 0(
Kheubarh, rt.75c®l BO Tupeutme, gal. .39®4i
..8® 1
Bt snake.37*540 Oakum.

Cream tartar...
Ex logwood.

■

..

■

Saltpetre.10® 16

Senna.25 er 30
Canary seed... .4(®4V2
Cardainous .1 00®1 75
«,8%
Soda, by-carb3
Sal.2y»53

Spoken.
18, lat 27 N, Ion 34 W, barque Factolus,
Watts, from New York for Portland, O.

Saleratus.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT

Sheet Iron—
.4

and after Nov. 2,1891, steamer MERRYleave Orr’s Island at .6.40
intermediate landings.
for
a m
RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s island
and intermediate

.uVt(a7y2

i?/.4v2

...

Souchong.I8®50
,.j ;:jnuh0lce-• •i'S'S™
Japan.%r>a
35
Ooolong.2R@35

Ji/a'55

Russia... .131/2®14
i&7

Galv.o

Tobacco.

Casco

WINTER

OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.

Long Island, 8.00

FOB

time
Liverpool .Jan 25
.New York.. Bi emeu.... Jan 20
Havel
Britauic.New York. -Liverpool .Jan 27
Jan 27
New York. Antwerp
Friesland
Jan 28
Gania ..New York.
York
.Jan
28
Santiago.New
Caracas.New York. .Laguayra .Jan 30
York.
Jan30
.New
.Kingston,&c
Adirondack..
Santiago.New York. Hav & Mex. Jan 30
Liverpool .Jan 30
Etruria.New York.. loo
Janeiro. Jan 30
New York.
Aliianca
Bremen.Ian 30
York.
New
Aller
.Jan30
.Rotterdam
Amsterdam. .New York.

Sarnia.Portland

Manger.^

Bay Steamboat Company,

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.
TIME TABLE, commencing Monday. November 1, 1891:
Leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peaks
Island, 5. 45, 6.46, 8.00 a. m., 2.15, 6.10 p. m.;
for Little and Great Diamond, Trefethen s and

Common.25*30 Sheet.«%@7%
Natural leaf-(S0t«i70liPe.. labVa
FROM

I'NIELS,
“^HD
General

octldtf

^oimos?Vrjcuci.V

.50@60
Medium.30(&40

Best brands..

c¥

EAG, will
ON CONPortland
and

■

a.

oct30dt£

-•

“^^GODING,
General Manager.

Hamburg
Oieufuegos

..

••

World

—BETWEEN—

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington
—VIA—

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.
ill trains vestibuled from end to end. lighted by
gas. Unequaled (lining car service.
TIME TABLE NOVEMBER 15, 1891.
heave New York from foot of Liberty street,
North Kiver.
For Philadelphia at 4.30, 7.45, 9.00. 10.00,
11.30 a. ni., 1.30, 2.15, 3.30, 4.00, 5.00, 0.00,
7.30 i>. m.. 12.15 night. Sundays 9.00,
10.30. 11.30 a, m., 1.30, 3.30, 6.00, 0.00 p.
m., 12.15

night.

England.

Boston office, 211 Washington street.
dee22

.....
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STEAMERS.

101 *

..^
New York.. Bremen-Feb 2
York. Liverpool.. Feb 3
Majestic.New
York..
Liverpoo 1.. Feb 3
City of Chicago New
New York. Antwerp... Feb 3
Waesland
York..
New
Hamburg Feb 4
ltueia
Feb
Arizona .New York..
(j
York..
Liverpool ..Feb b
AuraniaNew
New York. Bremen.... F eb 6
Emg
F'eb
6
York
Rotterdam
New
Werkendam
Bretagne
Trave
La

..

.....

..

DCTUUCCN BfiRTI ANSI SNH

On and after Monday, Oct. 5, 1891, Passenger trains will Leave Portland:
Worcester,
Clinton, Ayer Junction,
For
Nashua, Windham and Epplug at 7.30 a.
in. and 12.30 p. in.
For Manchester. Concord, and pointE North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterbovo and Saco River at 7.30 a. in., 12.30 and
5.30-p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m., 12.30,
3.00. 0.30, 0.20 and 11.15 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30
and 10.00 a. m., 12.30, 3.00, S.30 C.20 aud
11.15 p.

m.

For Forest Avenue (Deerlnsr), 6.20 p. m.
Tile 12.30 p. in. train from Portland connects
Tunnel
“Hoosac
at Aver Junction with
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence Line.” for Norwich and
New’ York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
A Albany R. R. for the West, aud with the
New York All Rail via "Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
1.30 and 5.60 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40.
8.35 aud 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 4.30, 6.50 and 7.35
D. 111.

For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to S. E. CORD WELL, Ticket
Agent. Portland, Me.
3. W. PETERS. Supt.
C. J. WIG GIN, Gen’l Ticket Agent.
dtf.
oct5

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.

Royal Mail Steamships.

..

Liverpoo]

Line

Allan

....

■

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.

BLUE

Finest and Safest Trains in the

Sew

Portland & Worcester Line.

eod6m

janio

For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00,
(11.30 with dining car) a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, dining ear 5.00 p. m., 12.15 night.
Parlor cars on day trains Sleepers on night
trains.
Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

...

....

Semi-Monthly Parties, personally conducted
combining comfort, low rates, quick time, Pullnan sleeping cars.
Call oil or address E. b.
JUIiltlEE, New England Agent Southern Panic Co., 192 Washington St., Boston, Mass,

ROYAL

ISLAND STEAMERS.

....5®5y>
..$12@13 Saleratus
»l*ices.
Straw'.'.'pure... .1B@17
Mape.7 Cat 80
Common"
@2% Nutmegs.70:„73
2 Vs ki2 Vi Pepper.18gr21
Refined
Norway! "i.a4@A Cloves.15®20
13® 15
Cast steel....
&g&9 Glllgel w.
Starch
German steel.®3Va |
^
Shoesteel.®2Vj Eannary.3%®2>>
Gloss....

Loose1.. 810® 13

(By Telegraph.)

7%d.

John K Souther, and Maggie S

Dec

Pressen

Common
HC

RAILROADS.

Cienfuegos Jan 16. barque Shetland, HasZaza 17th, to load lor North of Hat-

Gilkey. do;
Hart, do.

Carolina

i:,V

\t

1

00i#700

■

..

Corn 4s

n

ke'll, for

Jan 19, brig Shannon, disg; sells
te'u Matanzasfor
lALIFOMIA, TEXAS AND MEXICO.
North of Hatteras; Georgia
R D Bibber,

00
50

26@50

Lead-

! It/PPPMI

Oil.

Linseed.38(«,4J

Boiled.41®4(

Sperm. 90® 1 0(
Whale.* 5@6!
Bank.40®4(

Shore.35®4(
Sulphur.3V^(53
Sugar lead.2o®22 Porgie.35®4(

White wax-5G®60 Lard.80®7(
Vitrol, blue... .8 ®10 Castor.1 25®1 3i
.GOc® 1 0( |
Vanilhi,bean $10(513 Neatsloot
..

MINIATURE ALMANAC, JAN.

Inn sett

I* i .4 68
i'bJO

jgnrisefsdayS.

and WEAKNESSES of MAN. 300 pages, cloth,
Only $1.00
(Hit: 136 invaluable prescriptions.
gy mall, double sealed. Descriptive Prospectns with endorsements part?!
SEND
J NUW.
cf the Press and voluntary t’KPP
liny/
* i ll-U
testimonials of the cured.
treatConsultation in person or by mail. ExpertCEEand
ment. INVIOLABLE SsECBLCY PsrKer.or
m*TV
Address Pr. W. U.
Medical Institute, No. 4 Bulhnch St.,

28.

{ !!!! 10 St
Hcighttide{;; % gm
wato

MA-RinSTE NEWS ^to^aboldy
^The

Peabody Medical Institute has many Imitators, but no equal. Herald.
is a
The Science of Life, or Self-Preservation,
it now,
treasure more valuable than gold. Read
to
and
learn
NERVOUS
and
every WEAK
map,
be STRONG •— Medical Review* (Copyrighted.)

PORT OF PORTLAND,

WEDNESDAY, Jan. 27.
Arrived.
Sch L T Whitmore. Haley. Baltimore—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Cleared.
Steamship Cottage City, Bennett, New YorkJ B Coyle.
SAILED—Schs E F Mansfield, Geo S Tarbell,
W H Higgins, Cumberland. John C Haynes, Eva
May, Robt I Carter, and E H King.

—

dec3eod&wly

From
From
I
From
|
Halifax.
Liverpool I Steamships I Portland.
21st Jan. 23rd Jan.
31st Dec. ! Parisian,

Jan.

14th
28th

Trains

—

ESTABLISHED

!

The Old Standard Family Medicine*
It regulates the bowels, assists digestion,
and cures those diseases arising from a disordered stomach or liver, such as: Constipation, Biliousness, Indigestion, Loss of
Appetite, Headaches, etc.
BEST REMEDY FOR WORMS KNOWN.
Price, 35c., 50c.. and $1.00. At all druggists,
Or of the Proprietors.
dr. J. F* TRUE & CO., Auburn, Maine.
IX«B«WU4

jyl6

MEN’S
MM Goods a Specialty.
Stylish Overshoes

For your Long, Narrow, Slim Feet.
MEN’S High Cut Overshoes for Dress.
MEN’S High Cut Overshoes for Railroad Mea,

Farmers and Mechanics.
Keep your Feet Comfortable.
CHILDREN’S. MISSES’ AND LADIES’
Dress High Cut Overshoes.
SEASONABLE GOODS FOK EVERYBODY

Men’s

$2.00, $3.00,
■

and

YOUNG

$4.00

Shoes

MEN

Examine BROWN’S $3.00 Shoes.
BROWN’S $3.00 Shoes vs. all other
$3.00 Shoes. You please examine and

report.

branchTbrown,
Round the Corner,

461

Congress St.

STATION.
Sign of Gold Boot.
dec31eodtf

UNION

m

FOR THE HEW YEAR.

Haven.

Cld 26th, brig Annie it Mtorer, Jticnarcison,
Havana; sells John S Deeriug, Arey, Havana;
Henry Clatissen, Appleby, New Orleans; Louis
V Place. Mullen. New York.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 26tli, sch Carrie

Strong. Pascagoula.

At do 26tli, sell R F Pettigrew,
rara, (ordered to Philadelphia.)

from Deme-

PERTH AMBOY— Sid 20tli, sch Neptune,
Berry, Somerset via New York.
NEAV HAVEN—Ar 26th, sch JR Smith, Free,

Philadelphia.
6tli, sell Etta A Stimpson, Bunker, for
Philadelphia.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—In port 26, sells
Alfred Keen, Baker, and Lulu Everett, Sawyer,
Rockland for New York; S J Lindsey, McFadden; John P Kelsey, and G M Braiuard, do for
do; Eliza Lavenseller, Keller, Tliomaston for
do; Minnie C Tayler, Qulnlaii. Portland for do;
Lama Cobb, Falkingham,. Millbridge for do;
T W Allen, Clark, Calais tor do; Cora Louise,

man,

Sid

Greenlaw, Boothbay for do
Eugene Bordo,
Robinson, St George for Philadelphia.
NEWPORT—Ar 2Gtli, sch Carrie S Allen, Soderstrom, Portland for New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 2oth, sch Lena White,
White, Providence, (and put back covered with

GREAT

Shepherd, wtg.

..

Ar NanUno Jan 19, ship Wacluisett, Arey, San
Francisco.
SU Jan 20, barque Wllna, Slater, San FranAt* at Honolulu Jail 7th, barque S C Allen,
Thompson, Departure Bay.
Dee

Sid Ini Sierra Leone

2a. sell Alfaretta S

Snare, Smith, New York.Jan

7, sell Maggie AbSid fm Port au Prince
bolt, McIntosh, Portderalx.
At Barbadoes Jan 16th, sch Clifford I White,
Falkingham. for Bonaire, (not Buenos Ayres)
to load for Baltimore.

On and after Nov. 2, and until further no-

VARIETY.

Sufferers from

Rheumatism,

Neuralgia, Sciatica, etc. ,want
no trifliug —no
quackery.
For these torment b of huis a genuine specific. It orig-

/hr Rheumatism, successfully, and have caused the
sale of more than 50 bottles.”-$1 per bottle. All
Druggists. The Athlophoros Co., New Haven, Conn.
Treatiso on Rheumatism free. Write for it
S,Tu,Th,nmcw6m

Will receive pupils in Crayon Portraiture; also
in Academic Drawing from cast and from life.
Studio, 34 First National Bank Building, Portland. Wa

a.

111.,

i.ov

I’.a.u

J’l

a

7-10 a.fn. and 1.30
p. m. tor Buckfield and Cantou, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.

From Lewiston and Auburu, 8.25 a. m.,
12.10, 3.10, 5.40 and 6.60 p. in. From Gorham, N. H., 8.25 a. m.. 12.10 and 6.60 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. m.,
5.60 p. m. From Qnebec, 12.10 p. m.
TICKET

OFFICE
of In-

and Depot Foot
dia Street.

Exchange Street,

50

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction ae follows: To Chi$20 and $15.75: Detroit $16.75 and
$12.60; Kansas City $30 and $25.76; St. Paul
$31.60 and $27.26 ; St. Louis via Detroit $23.75
and $19.75; St. Louis via Chicago $26 and
$21.50; San Francisco, California, $90 and
$60.23. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. SEAKGEANT, General Manager,
cago

Portland & Rumford Falls Railway.
In

Effect November 16,1891,

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a. m.
and 1.30 p. m.
RETURNING -Leave Canton 4.30 and 9.30 a.
m.

CONNECTIONS Daily-From \V.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buckfleld for W.
Sumner and Tinner; Canon for Peru, Dixfield and Mexico; also for Brettun’s Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
Livermore.

STAGE

je27dtf

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal
and tbe West.

St. John, with
Eastport and leave
St. John
Returning,
and Eastport same days.
Througli tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. Bap-Freight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Un-

Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE, Gen’l Manager.
dtf
je20

Farmington

5.00 p.m., tor
above connections;

ion Ticket Office. 40 Exchange St., or for other
information at Company’s
umce, nailroad

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMM
—

LINE FOR

California, Japan, China, Central and South
America and Mexico,
From New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North Kiver, for San Francisco via The Isthof Panama.

mus

p.

m.

and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.30
p. m.; via Brunswick, 1.15 p. in.;
and for Bangeley at 8.30 a. m.
Monmouth, Winthrop Keadfleld and Oaka. m., 1.10

WUU,

x.xu

ui.

auu

Lewiston, 1.10, 6.05 p. m.; via
+11.30 p. m.
1.10 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7 15 a. m., 1.15, *11.30 p. m.
11.30
m.
1.15
and
Belfast,
p.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.16, 11.30
p. m.
Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15 and *11.30 p. m., and: on
Sundays only at 7.20 a. m.
Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, 1.1b
and 11.30 p. m.; via Oldtown, at 11.30 p.
Waterville via

Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15,
Skowhegan via Lewiston,

—

For Japan and China,
COLON.sails Saturday, Jan. 30, noon.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CHINA.sails Wednesday, Feb. 17, 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS & CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
dtf
jelO

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA,
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South oy connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage 810.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Afrpnt. 70 Toni? Wharf. Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State St., Fiske Building, Boston,
oet22dtf
Mass.

in.

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.30
p.

m.

Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and *11.30 p. m.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at lil5 and 11.30 p. m.; St. Andrews, 11.80 p. m.
*Runs daily, Sundays included, insight express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
_

night. Sundays included, but not to Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or beycud Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
White Mountains and Quebec Line.
For Cumberland Mills, Sebago Lake, Bridg-

ton, Fryeburg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, Fabyans, St. Johnsbury, Newport
and Montreal, 8.45 a. mM 3.30 p.m.; Jefferson and Lancaster, 8.45 a. ni.
The 8.45 a. m. connects for all points in Northern New Hampshire, Vermont, Chicago and
the West; and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and PaThe 8.80 p. .m. train
cific Coast points.
connects at Montreal with trains via “Soo*
Line for Minneapolis and St. Paul.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

From Waterville and Lewiston, 8.36 a. m.; Augusta, Bath and from Rockland Mondays only,
8.40 a. m.; Montreal, Brtdgton, etc., &30 a.
ni.; Farmington, Skowhegan and Lewiston,
A „.zo

p.

m.;

DU

etc., 12.30 p. m.;

OUIiU,

imukui,

Watervifle,

iivi.ft.miu,

Bath,

Augusta

Farmington, Skow-

p.
Rockland,
hegan, Waterville and Lewiston, 5.45 p. m.;
Montreal, Lancaster, Fabyans, Bridgton, 8.00
p. m.; Night Pullman *1.40 a. m,
•Sundays included.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
and

5.35

in.;

F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent
nov24dtt
Portland, Nov. 20,1891.

WINTER ARRANCEMENT.

FARE OILY

dec26eodtf

anltl

«. LI/

Montreal and Chicago,
p. m. For Quebec, 1.30

Boston & Maine R.

LORING, SHORT & HARMON.
Preparation.

Haul,

7.10 and 7.20 a.
p. m. For Gor-

muu

On and after November 29, 1891, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows;
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30 a. m., 1.10, 5.05 p. m.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. m., *1.15,
5.00 and *11.30 p. m.
Bockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. m., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.00
p. in.
Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hal low ell and
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, 5.00 and *11.30

tice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland, Monday and Thursday at

THE

^
S CI e n t ifl C

DEPARTURES.
For Auburn and Lewiston,
m., and 1.10,1.30 and 5.10

For

Fall and Winter Arrangement.

I3ST

*CN<JBSKA—

Foreign Ports.
Ar at Newcastle, NSW, Dee 28th, ship Kate
Davenport, Collins, Melbourne.
At Singapore Dec 22, barque Jolin Baizley,

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello and
St. Andrews, N. B.

Office Stationery

manity Ath-lo-pho-ros
inated in regular and successful medical practice.
Manilla
Anchored 26th, barque
Many physicians prescribe it. By direct, simple and
Swan, (new) from Camden for New York.
drives poisonous acids out of the
VINEYARD HAVEN—Ar 26th, sells Anna scientific action it
blood and the system. It invigorates muscles and
Pendleton, Pensacola for Boston; Elizabeth M
do.
Cook, Hoboken for
! limbers joints. It reaches l:vcr and kidneys,cleanses
Sid 2Gtii, sells John P Kelsey- Eugene Borda,
manufacture
G M Porter, Alfred Keen, G M Braiuard, S J them from irritating substances, stops
Lindsay, T W Allen, Cora Louise, Helen G of poisonous acids and restores the organs to health
Joe
Carlton, H B Cousins, and regularity. That is, Ath-lo-pho-ros cures RheuKiug, Carrie S Allen,
and. Senator Grimes.
matism and kindred diseases.-B. C. A. PiDgree,
ROCKLAND—Ar 20th, sell H C Luce, (new)
for Charleston.
Norway, Maine,writes! “I have taken Ath-lo-pho-ros
from

Rockport

FOB

—

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.

Boston.

__

Steamship Co,

International

1891,

decsdtf

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave
Pier 38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 4 p. m.
J. B. COYLE, General Agent.
dtf
novlO

_

Domestic Ports.
NEW YORK—Ar 26th, sells Chas K Buckev,
Townsend, Darien; Samuel H Walker, Nicholson, Baltimore.
Cld 26th, barque Antonio Sala, Dmsmore.for
Havana; sells Nonnan. Sargent, Para; Jeremiah Smith.Tryon. St Pierre ; Kit Carson, Smith
Kingston; A P Lamson, Smith, Charleston; Sea
Foam, Richardson, Eastport.
BOSTON—Cld 26th, sch Rogers, Rogers, for
St John, NB.
ASTORIA, 0— Sid Jan 20, barque C S Hulbert, Southard. Queenstown.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 21st, sch Gov Ames,
Davis, Puget Sound.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 26th, sch Laura M Lunt,
Peck. Port Spain.
MOBILE—Sid 24th, sch Riclid B Chute, from
Havana; Annie E Bickerson, Rumrill, New
York.
Ar 26th, sch Lizzie M Eels, Davis, from Punta
G
FERNANDINA—Ar 26th, sch Harry White,
Hopkins, Grenada.
SATILLA RIVER—Ar 20th, brig Edith, Foster, St Thomas.
Sid 22d, sch Nahum Chapin, Arey, Boston.
POET ROYAL—Sid 26th, sch G L Drake,
Goldthwaite. Boston.
CHARLESTON—Cld 26th, sch Isaac T Campbell, Matthews. Weymouth.
NORFOLK—Sid 26tli, sch Hattie A Marsh,
Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 25th, sch Marjorie, Edwards. Salem.
Ar 26th, sch Carrie A Lane, Houghton, Horse
Island.
Sid 20th, barque Minnie Rowan, Bath.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 25th, sch Cyrus Hall,
Coombs, Fernandiua.
Cld 25tli, sch Josiah R Smith, Freeman, New

ship Company

For NEW YORK.

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

Memoranda,
Sch Nellie May. Rogers, which sailed from
Newport, RI, Oct 21, with 27 passengers, arrived at Cape de Verde Islands after a stormy pasof
sage of 58 days. The mate, Jos King, died
fever when 20 days out. The- provisions gave
out and passengers and crew lived on Indian
meal seven days.
Vineyard Haven, Jan 2G—Sch Anna Pendleton, of Islesboro, from Pensacola for Boston,
arrived here to-day leaking. Has experienced
bad weatoer. Will proceed in tow.

dtf

Maine Steam

Sid fill Halifax 29th. 9 AM, steamer Sardinian
(from Liverpool) for Portland.
Ar at Dunedin. NZ. about Jan 21, barque Elinor Vernon. Chadbourne, New York.
Sid fm Milford Jan 24, barque St James,Burnham, (from Liverpool) for New York.
Ar at Queenston Jan 26, ship Jos S Spinney,
Curling, San F’rancisco.
Ar at Port Spain Jan 24. sch John Paul, Foss,
New York.
Ar at Matanzas prior to Jail 24, sch Helen G

Shoal, gone from their positions.

‘,

New York and Glasgow, via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin $85 and upwards. Return $65 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Galway. Prepaid steerage $19: intermediate
$30. Apply to H. & A. ALLAN and T. P.
McGOwAN, Portland, or H. & A. ALLAN,

dec24

,,

Notice io Marriners.
S Slater reVineyard Haven, Jan 27-Tttg W
ports the buy oil tbe northern end of Stone
Horse Shoal, and Red buoy No 2 at Pollock Kip

Feb.

STATE LINE {®ervice

Boston.
i

CORRESPONDENTS.
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, Jan 20-Ar, schs FG
French, Look, Boston for Red Beach; Walter,
Miller, Lewis. New York for St Andrews, NB;
Rondo, Lister, Boston fordo; Roger Williams,
Blake, Portland.
In port, schs CoraC Meade,r.Meader, for Portland; Mary Elizabeth, Diuiton, do.
GREEN’S LANDING. Jan 24—Cld, sch Haze*
Dell, Knowlton, New York.
In port, sells Katie Hall, Brave, Black Warrior. Willie, Bessie H Gross, Cordova, Eunice P
Newcomb, and Mary Eliza, laid up.

Moseley, Holt,

6th

20th

r>th Mar.
lltli Feb. | Circassian,
cattle
will
s! Numidian
carry
*S.
and only cabin passengers. Cabin $40 to
of
state
and
steamer
location
$60, according to
room; second cabin $25; steerage $20.
o£
£,£ne ®team'

FROM OUR

_

4th Feb.
18th
3rd Mar.

Sardinian,

| *Numidian,

MONDAY. Dec. 7,
will ran as follows:

and After

On

..

Cotton Markets.

exican.■■. 200
& Belcher... 8 20

.-st.

earn Silver.
-in. Cala. & Va.

—

reg.115%
coup.115V2

YORK. Jan. 27. 1S92—Tlie following
to-day’s closing quotations of mining stocks:

NEW

(By Telegraph.)

WHEAT.

Feb.

alining Stocks.

Domestic Marktes.

^ug«unvug«

Opening.
Closing.

nfd.198

New York

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
J. uuguu

York and New England

’"isconsln Central. l®v,8
:’! ine Central.IliVs

48‘q

48Vi
48%

8 45. Lard at 6 371b qo 40. short nb sides at
5 6714 «5 75. Dry salt meats—sboulders4 bJVa
<®4 76; short clear sides at 5 87%®6 JO..
Eeceipts—Flour. 27,000 bhls; wheat, 7o,000
hush; corn 224,000 husli; oats, 378,000 bush;
rye, 22,000; barley, 10 ,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 18,000 bbls;wlieat. 32.000
hush; corn, 224,000 bush; oats. 153,000 hush;

pfd.14b

Telephone.209
R. 60 %
do

48%

Closing.48%
Wednesday’s quotations.
Opening.102
Highest.102

ell

II

Rates.

Portland market—cut loaf 5 y2 c ;confectioners'
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulate:!
5c; coffee crushed. 3*4,c; yellow, 3c.

77

Q.110

B. &

ces

land.*

tchison, Topeka & Stauta Fe It. 42%

ew

27, 1892.
In groceries, etc., while trade is not brisk
a decided improvement is reported over tin
previous week. Flour has maintained a stead;,
tone, with igiit demand at unchanged figure
In Provisions, Pork and Lard are firmly held a',
the late advance. Raisins dull without quotabh
change in prices. Sugar has weakened somewhat and quotations are 14c under last week
figures. Coffee quiet and firm at steady prices.
Molasses quiet and unchanged. Rice and S; i

of

Mexican Central. 20'
Onion Pacific.48®
Boston & Maine R.159%
I'

FOR THE WEEK ENDING JAN.

grain
CHICAGO,Jail. 27.1892-Tlie Flour market
is nominally unchanged. Wheat closed lower;
8
No 2 Spring wheat at 86 >4 c; No 2 Bed at JA
Corn quiet; No 2 at 3i3/2C. Oats illm.
ffiOOe.
2: Bye
No 2 at 28@28y*c; No 2 White —. No
at 80. No 2 Barley at 69 qbOc. No 1 Huxsecd
8 40®
at 951ac. Provisions lower; mess pork at

..

do

Review of the Portland Wholesale Mark<-

^Freights
per steam 3%<l.

■

5044
11344

do pfd.113%
Texas Pacific, new'. 12%
union Pacific. 48
U. S. Express.’48
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific... 133/s

^9.’

■

ulated

to Liverpool steadier and quiet;

116

Northwestern.118%
Northwestern pfd..141
New York Central.114%

at 5@5

dec30eodlm

STAUNCH SEAGOING

$1.00.
STEAMERS,

FOREST CITY

TREMONT

Alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock;
arriving in season for connection with earliest
trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester. New York, Ac.
Returning, leave India W harf, Boston, every
eveniug, Sundays excepted, at 6 o’clock.

J. F.XISCOMB,
General Agent.

J. B. COYLE,

Manager.

dtf

sepl6

DOMINION LINE.
Koyal Mail Steamships.

Callin*

at Halifax

Outwards and
From

From

Liverpool.
Jam
••

Feb.
Mar.

7.
21.
4.
18.
3.
17.
31.

Homewards
From

Steamer._Portland._Halifax
SARNIA,

LABRADOR,

OREGON,
SARNIA,

LABRADOR,
OREGON,

Jan.

28.

Feb. 11.
Mar.

Apr.

25.
10.
24.
7.
21.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.
••

Apr.

30
13
27
12
26
0
23

SARNIA,
Cabin, 840 to $60; Return, $80 to $110; See
ond Cabin, $25; Steerage, $20.
Avoinnouth Dock Direct.
I
From
I
From
Avenmouth. I
Steamship._[ Portland.
January 23. I DOMINION, | FebruaryTo~
22.
|
February 4. | TORONTO,
18.
7.
| TEXAS.
I March
The Bristol steamers do not carry passengers,
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
nor2odU
Agents.

R.

In Effect October 4, 1S91.
WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave- Portland (Union Station)

for

Soarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.16 a.
in., 3.30. 5.15. 6.15 p. m.; Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford. 7.00, 8 46.10.15 a. m.. 12.40,
3.30, 5.15. 0.15 p. in.; Kennebunk, 7.00, 8.45
a. m„ 12.40, 3.30, 5.15. 6.15 p. m.; Wells
Beach, 7.00, 8.45 a. in., 3.30, 5.15 p. m.; North
Berwick, Great Falls, Dover, 7.00, 8.45 a.
m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. m; Rochester. Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8,45 a. m..
12.40, 3.30 p. m.; Worcester, (via Great
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. in.; Manchester

and Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a.
III.; So. Newmarket Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, (7.011,
(8.45 a. m., §12.40. 3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,
4.00 p. m.
Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Boston and way stations, 12.55, 4.16 p. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth,
9.00 a. m.; Amesbury, 9.00 a. m., 6.00 p. m.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn, Boston, ((2.00 a. m. daily) (9.00 a,
m., ;§1.00 p. m. daily) (6.00 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.00 a. 111.. ((9.00 a. m.
daily) 12.30 p. m., (*7.00 p. m. daily.j

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.

For Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 p.
(Connects with ltail lanes for New York,
South and West.
(Connects with Sound lanes for New York.
(Western Division from North Berwick Sundays only.
;
•Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Union Station. Congress street, and
at Commercial street station.
JAMES T. FUKBEE,
Vice Pres, and Gen. Man., Boston.
D. -T. FLANDEHS, G. P. and T. A.. Boston
M. L>. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland.
m.

»..M>

PBES8.

THE

W. H. Parsons & Co,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

■

The large number of tourists who have a!
ready crossed the continent this winter unde:
Raymond & Whitcomb’s direction will be stil [
further increased before the end of the season
as two more parties are to go out in Februar;
The tickets are good re
and a third in March.
turning with parties in the spring, or indc
pendently at any time. Circulars giving ful
particulars may be obtained of Raymond $
AVhiteomb, 290 AVashington street, Boston.

For additional Local Nows set

Page.

The school teachers will be paid

or

Friday.
on

drains and sewerf

a meeting yesterday afternoon.
Yesterday Avas bright and clear in the
morning, but the mercury was very low,
The Samaritan Association will mee1
with Mrs. G. Ludwig, 138 High street to
day, at 2.80 p. m.
Dark clouds arose in the west yester
day afternoon, and a piercing cold, higl
wind blew in squalls.

bold

The revenue cutter Dallas has gone t<
the Bath Iron Works for repairs to hei
engines. The repairs will take at leasi
six weeks.
Some boys, while playing on board the
steamer S. E. Spring, hauled up at Port
land Pier, discovered a five-gallon kef
about half full of whiskey, concealed ii
the water tank.
At the annual meeting of the Interna
tional Steamship Company, held yester
day afternoon, the old board of directors
but as a quorum of tin
was re-elected,
directors was not present the board die

organize.

lithograph of the World’s
buildings and grounds at Chicago,
as also the plan of the Maine state build,
ing, will be at the Board of Trade office
for the inspection of the public, during
An official

Fair

the remainder of this week.
PERSONAL.
Mr. J. H. Crockett was more comfort-

able yesterday.
The City Directory Company are at the
Falmouth Hotel.
Miss Mary S. McCobb of this city, has
written an excellent serial, entitled “The

Belfiehl,” the last chapter oi
which appeared in the Harper's Young
People for January 19th.
Fate of

The many friends of Col. H. R. Millet!
Gorham, will be pleased to know tha!
he is recovering from a severe attack of
grippe, with which he has been confined
of

John Gamer, Lewiston; A. Garnei
and wife, Kezar Falls; J. W. Benser,
Kennebunk; Samuel Anderson, Bath
W. W. Pendoxter, Bath; CharlesE. Fogg,
Old Orchard and Frank H. Libby, Old
Orchard, are the Maine people in the
party which left Boston in the steamei
Halifax yesterday on the Mew England
Grocers’ Bermuda excursion.
City of Westbrook.

will entertain theii
friends at Cumberland Hall on Thursday
The Presumpscot Juevening, Jan. 28.
venile Band have kindly consented tc
assist, and will give a short concert as
preliminary to the remaining part of the
evening’s program, which will consist of
a variety of lively' games introduced for
the benefit of the young people, F. L.
Jackson furnishing the required music.
It is hoped
Ice cream will be served.
that as the young ladies have taken pains
The T. L. H.

C.

r/’Ovide a pleasant evening for all,
they will be well patronized by their eldto

ers as

well

aged to

as

the young folks and

encour-

continue their efforts iu this line.

Major W. H. Green Nominated for Department Commander.
an important meeting was held
Bosworth Post hall last evening.
There were
present tiie past post
and the
commanders
delegates to
the State Encampment, of the G.
A. K., which is to be held in Auburn,

Quite

at

..

last
was

company

Maine

in

ii

is

Topsham. The Bowdoin Paper Compa
ny’s product has always been of the
best and a great credit to the state.
These are the officers of the new corporation :
President—W. H. Parsons.
First Vice President—David S. Cowles.
Second Vice President—Marsolis C. Parsons.
Treasurer—W. II. Parsons, Jr.
Clerk—F. C. Whitehouse.
Directors—W. H. Parson, W. H. Parsons, Jr.
D. S. Cowles, M. C. Parsons, F. C. Whitelionse
Mr. Iteed and the

Type Writer.

A group of congressmen were standing a couple of days ago in the House

anti-subsidy,
discussing Mr.
anti-common-sense
pro-retrenchment,
and pro-democratic-political-capital resolutions. Among the number was Mr.
Keed, and lie brought a burst of applause
when he drawled out: “Yes, I know
IToiman is styled the uvatch-dog of the
treasury,’ but I notice that he never bites
The ex-speaker
anything near home.”
has a new diversion at present and that
is endeavoring to learn the art of using
the typewriter. There is a typewriting
Holman’s

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

not

stock of the Lisbon Falls Fibre Compa,
ny and have other interests in Maine
have formed a corporation under the
name of W. H. Parsons & Co., with ai
authorised capital of §1,000,000, with the
intention of taking all the assets of the
partnership to carry on its business. The
office of the

America’s Great Winter Resort.

ji/u

evening.

,,A

Mr.

ru-i,

r\c 4-1,„

examination.

The funeral of the late

Captain

Cumberland Bar.

The members of the Cumberland Bar
Association to the number of about 35,
assembled at the Falmouth Hotel last
evening and enjoyed the annual dinner,
which was worthy of the house, and that
is sufficient.
Prior to the dinner the association
elected its officers for the ensuing year as
follows :
President—Sewall C. Strout.
Vice President—Nathan Cleaves.
Secretary and Treasurer—Richard Webb.
Executive Committee—Henry B. Cleaves,
Chas. F. Libby, Geo. E. Bird, F. C. Payson, H.
W. Gage.
Committee on Festivities—Harrison M. Davis,
Jas. B. Reed, John N. Hill.
The Greenleaf Law Library Association

met,

siding

in

Haskell
Judge
of
place

preHon.

the

Chas. F. Libby, who was absent. These
officers were chosen:
President—Chas. F. Libby.
Trustees—Nathan Cleaves, Henry C.Peabody,
Thos. N. Haskell.
Treasurer and Clerk—Byron D. Terrill.
A Veteran Peddler.

Skipper Norton, now 84 years old,
who has long followed the business of
peddler in a small craft, alone but for
liis dog, recently lost his boat, and is
now quartered with his canine friend in
It is
a small building on House Island.
perhaps quite as well for him, as at his
age it might have happened that he
Old

would fall overboard

on

some

of

his

in Westbrook

this

afternoon at 2 o’clock. Members of the
Seventeenth Maine Regiment Association
desiring to attend are requested to meet
at the Portland & Rochester station, foot
of Preble street, in season to take the
12.30 (noon) train. A return train leaves
Westbrook at 4 o’clock.
The Market Lot.

The committee on the sale of the
Market Lot have decided to call a public
hearing at the Aldermen’s room, City
Building, at 7.30 o’clock Friday evening
and all persons interested are cordially
invited to attend.
Building Association.

At a meeting of the directors of the
Portland Loan and Building Association,
last night, Joseph F. Chute was elected
secretary, to fill the unexpired term of
the late D. B. Flicker.

as

Improved With

It will be remembered

■

Mrs.
Nation

S. Fessenden,

Supt.

of the Franchise

that

a hotel on
D. W.
Mr.
which
Cushing’s island,
Clark is president and Mr. Theodore C.
This company
Woodbury, treasurer.
has purchased the Ottawa house propermake
ty and will proceed at once to
An elevator will

great improvements.
be placed in the building, which is greatly needed, and there will be important
additions to the hotel.
The public will be glad to know that
the company have made arrangements
with Mr. Montgomery S. Gibson, so long
connected with the house and also with
the Preble house, to become its general
and favormanager. Mr. Gibson is so long
known to the hotel world that it

Tlie Baker Extract Co.

The Baker Extract Co., succesors to
Maurice, Baker Co., has been organized with a capital stock of $50,000 and
$40,000 subscribed, $3,000 paid. These
are the officers: President and Manager,
E. L. Smith, Portland; Secretary and
Treasurer, John W. Dyer; Directors, E.
L. Smith, John W. Dyer, Portland; A. A.
Bedway, Boston: F. L. Worthy, Springfield, Mass.; F. C. Hazard, New York.
tlie

Maine Central.

General Manager Tucker has issued the
following order:
Portland, Me., January 16th.
The auditing of freight accounts will

from this date be under the charge of W.
IV. Colby, the General Auditor of the

ting to the freight auditing
should bo sent to him.

department

Paybox Tucker,
Vice President and General Manager.
Mill Pond Flats.

The Portland and Rochester railroad
commenced laying the track for
fdling the mill pond flats. The track
starts in near Green street and will continue along the abandoned railroad bed,
back of the Park, to Grove street. The
whole job, including the sewer, will be
completed by September 1st, 1892.
have

Portland’s

supposed that last week showed
the largest death rate ever recorded in
Portland for a single week. That is a
An

inspection

of

the

City

Clerk’s official records shows 38 deaths
for the week ending January 18, 1890, as
against 33 deaths for the week ending

January 23,1892.

in medicine is

so

SANFORD’S GINGER,

imported ginger and

the

purest

of

speedy

effective,

and

so

pure and wholesome,

Containing

warming stomachics.
medicinal French brandy.
the

purest

of

and best

substituted,

of the

These grey hounds
On one

were

famous

occasion, Bailey made

bet with another man that one of the
hounds would come straight to him at
his whistle, on a bee line, clearing all ordinary obstacles. Bailey stationed himself in the door of a store, and the other
man held the hound in the door of anothAn ox cart
er store across the street.
was approaching with a load of boards
ten feet above the ground. When it was
the hound
between him and
Bailey
whistled. The hound was released, and
with a magnificent bound cleared the
cart, -lumber and all, and landed at his
master’s feet. He could easily have run
under the cart or around it.
Portland Wheel Club.

At the Wheel Club Friday evening,
Mr. F. A. Elwell will describe “A Trip to
Bermuda.” This will be the third eveA
ning in the informal talk course.
large attendance of members and friends
is desired.
Committed

Suicide.

Boston, January 27.—Col. Lyman P.
French, aged 52, a well-knowu lawyer of
this city and a member of the Loyal Legion, and during the war a judge advocate, was found dead in his room at the
He had
Hotel Brunswick this morning.
been despondent of late, owing to illness
and the recent death of his wife, and the
indications point to suicide.

absolutely necessary after attacks of the
Grip, Diphtheria, Pneumonia, or any other prostrating disease. Hood’s Sarsaparilla possesses
just the elements of strength for the body, and
vitality and richness for the blood which bring
back robust health, and literally put you on
Is

Spreads

Bed

-^Swisrx>-

COMFORTERS
-at--

There are hundreds and hundreds of men and
boys who have not yet bought their winter Overcoats or Ulsters for this season. To all these we
simply say NOW’S THE TIME.
We have 890 Winter Overcoats and Ulsters in
sizes for Men, Young Men and Boys with prices
crowded away down, and are to be sold,---That is.
the prices are so low for the good quality that
people see it at once and they are taken quickly.
Men’s Overcoats, sizes 33 to 44, prices $3.50 tc

$25.00.
Men’s Ulsters, sizes 33 to 44, $5 to $25.
The

King Frieze,

a

Stalwart Ulster

Bargain, $12,

sizes 33 to 46.
Boy’s Overcoats, sizes 30 to 44, $2.50 to $15. We
have altogether too many in these sizes and
offer exceptional values to close out some
small lots.
(Thildren’s Oa.ne Overcoats, aere 4 to 12. $1 to $10.
Boys’ Ulsters $3.75 to $1§.
Boys’ Overcoats $2.50 and up.
February will show DOUBLE THE SALES in
Winter Overcoats at our store of any month this
Same Overcoats, Lower Prices,
Reason:
season.
Better Weather.
Also in connection with our sale of Winter
Overcoats we put on sale 450 light and medium
weight Overcoats at the same greatly reduced
prices. We show a large variety of nice goods.
Great attractions are mad.e for this sale. An opportunity not to be allowed to pass by. Come to
our store with $5, $10, $12 or $15 in your pocket
and see ITS GREAT BUYING POWER.
The air is full charged with trade,
The murmur of sales fills every aisle.
The Bargains in Overcoats are fulfilling
Their destiny, and go spinning away from us to you.
^

Str’io'tly

One

Me.

255 Middle

We purchased a iot of Bed Spreads and Comforters for our regular stock,
but shall place them on safe THURSDAY, January 2Sth,
at the

jan28_____

Two Battles With the

HcocFs

75 White

Spreads, 6 feet by

patterns, at only

Spreads, large size, Marseilles patterns, at only $1.25 each.
50 White Spreads, large size, fine Marseilles
patterns, only $1.89 each,
50 White Spreads, Barge size, beautiful Marseilles patterns, at only $2,69 each.
75 White

Comforters Lower than tire LowestJ
I lot of

Comforters, bought to retail for $2.75

be sold at $2.35 each.
i lot of Comforters at only $S. §9

each, will

$1.50 quality.
I lot of Comforters of the $3,25
sold at $3.00 each.
Also a lot of Comforters at

HOOD’S PILLS are the best family catliarand liver medicine. Harmless, reliable, sure.

quality, will be

only 75]cts. each.

__(ltt

BROTHERS.

jan28dli

BkB BTOkl »

—

j*L.rr

SAL.

—

VACATION

EXCURSIONS.
A "WINTER

CALIFORNIA
Special Pullman Vestibulert Trains, including
Sleeping and Wining Cars, will leave
Boston for California as follows:
February 11. Via Chicago and Santa Fe.
February 38. Via New Orleans and El Paso
(Mardi Gra's Trip).
March 10. Via Chicago and Santa Fe.
The tickets cover Every Expense of Travel
both wavs, and allow entire freedom while on
the Pacific Coast. They may be used returning
on Any Regular Train until July, with a
Choice of Four Different Routes, or with
any one of Nine Returning Parties under
Palace

MERRY’S
SACRIFICE.

GREAT

A

WEEK

DIME

Special Escort.__
February 5 and

The largest cut down of prices at the most unheard of low rate.
A first class stock of Hats,
You cannot afford to pass this great sale.
Call and look them over.
and you know that we keep nice goods.

1<0 Cents

OUR-“WINDOWS.

THIS

This time two nickels will turn the
balance and deliver to yon the correct

package.
If you are not interested in these
windows the fault is yours, not ours.
We try to make them attractive and
perhaps yon have not even favored
them with a passing glance to see if
the goods have merit. There are many
things in them, which if not needed for
sickness already existing at home, may
prevent it; or you may see some article
of comfort or luxury for even the small
sum of ten cents.
It is worth your while to look anyway and we appreciate even that.

ST08l_iiST

FURSI

IE O10SI0 Ml.
FURS S

FURS!

going fast, and at almost one-half their value. Now is
They
We had some of our
your time to buy. HECK TiES, hundreds of them.
Coh
ail
in
and
now you can buy it at one-third its value.
stock
spring
lars and Cuffs and Shirts at the same rate.
Cloves, Umbrellas and Bags we have cut the prices so you will buy.
are

0/>rvtorYihPi,fhk Scalps

nnl;; for m short time.

H. M. HAY & SON,
Middle Street.

May 0. Excursions to Wash-

ington. Oid'Point Comfort and Richmond; February 5. March 11, April 1 and May 0, four parties for triD to Washington only.
February 20. A party will leave New York
by the French line for a Tour Through Europe
bV Special Train.
February 23. Forty Days’ Tonr through
Mexico, returning via El Paso, Sante Fe and
Kansas City.
April 25. Spring Trip to Colorado, California, the Pacific Northwest, Alaska, the Yellowstone Park, etc.
Send for descriptive book, mentioning the
particular tour desired.

206

RAYMOND & WHITCOMB,
Washington St. (opposite School St),
BOSTON.
jan28d3t

TVTOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that, tile
subscriber has been duly appointed Executrix of the will of
OLIVER M. NASH late of Portland,
in the Country of Cumberland, deceased, and
has taken upon herself that trust as the law
directs. All persons having demands upon the
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit
the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
LUCY F. NASH. Executrix.
Portland, Jan. 25, 1892. Jan28dlaw3wTh»

ll

8tlipdt£

«. W.

AUCTION SACKS.

F. O.

BAILEY^& CO.,

SSS

Auctioneers and Commission lereliants

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
BAILEY.
marl!

F. O

C.

W.ALLEN.
dtf

each, regular

SEE Dili WINDOW DISPLAY.

W. C.

FSRE

lie down ail the time,

ic

or

feet, Marseilles

ALL TRAVELING EXPENSES INCLUDED.

Sarsaparilla

wanted to sit down

7

©9 cents eacn.

THE GREAT

Grip.

I

following

T.OW

Price.

•

BROS.’

RENES

STANDARD CLOTHING CO., RIMES
WARE, Manager.
Street, Portland,

Mr. Jacob Knapp, a well-known market man
and dealer in meats, lard, hides, etc., in Tipton
Iowa, says: “I have had the grip for two winters, and this last winter I was so badly oil I
could not eat and could not rest because of
coughing. I took medicine from physicians here
but did not get any relief.
Having heard of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla I took it and it helped me so
to
soou
attend
much I could
my business. I have
taken 8 bottles now and feel strong anil well,
and have a splendid appetite. Before taking

SN

_^

-<Q Jg*

again.

|

extremities, allays

They

town.

a

your feet

the

warms

Boston.___

umi

AAVAAJg,

used to receive one dollar a foot for otter
skins. The tail was included. If from
the tip of the tail to the nose the skin
was live feet long it was worth $5. Now
such a skin would be worth at least $12,
probably more. These two hunters sold
The little ania great many fox skins.
mals were abundant then.
They would
put two fox hounds on the track and
they had two grey hounds, which run by
sight only, which they kept with them.
By the baying of the fox hounds they
could tell the direction the fox was taking and would cut across country and lie
in wait with the grey hounds, which at
sight of the fox would quickly catch and
kill it.

its ingredients the best of

among

a

vicinity

jumpers.

cnp of

as a

_

Hunting at Saccarappa.

AAAaUC «/

comforting

BEWARE

are

POTTER DRUG AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION, Props.,

Saccarappa the old canal runs
close alongside the Presumpscot river
for four or five miles. Forty years ago a
large number of otter and mink were
caught there. Now there is probably
not an otter in the county.
Then, two
Saccarappa men, named Bailey and CutUOA

and

Speedily breaks up colds and chills, snbdnes fever, promotes perspiration, quickens the circulation,
sleep and wards off malarial, contagions and epidemic influences.
nervousness, promotes
of cheap, worthless and often dangerous gingers which

Above

fur in the

grateful

so

He knows
position.
hotel, is affable and agreeable, with a very long and favorable acquaintance among the travelling public
Mr.
and especially the summer travel.
Gibson will be gladly weleomod back to
the list of Portland hotel proprietors.

keep

Fur

__

the

fications for

It was

mistake.

Made from

unnecessary to refer to his quali-

jan25

Death Rate.

Nothing

ably

how to

NEAV AD VERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

formed

of

seems

NEAT

ADVERTISEMENTS.

short

a

time ago a new corporation
for the purpose of electing

formerly
Dept, of

the W. C. T. IX., now State President of
Massachusetts, will speak on Temperance
before the Portland Union on Sunday
evening next, in the First Baptist Church.
Those who hear her, it is said, will be
amply repaid. She is one of the W. C. T.
U’s best speakers.

NEW

M.

Temperance Union.

Susan

j

AUVHBTISEMENT8.

Manager.

increase.

Woman’s Christian

All accounts and communications rela-

James

Enlarged and

NEW

HOUSE.

trips. Some of these dark nights the
man responded to the saluting whistle of
The number of deaths in London durthe Forest Queen with vigorous blasts
ing the past week, from grippe, is SOS.
The general mortality shows a further
on his conch shell.

Company.

Funeral of Capt. James M. Webb.

Portland Loan and

SqwertySXBBBBXMu? -m:v.,2fcliXXX
Cochran agreed that this was a very
able exposition of the result of his cross

Charles H. Mitchell

It was voted to present
yer secretary.
the name of Major William II. Green to
the State Encampment for the position
of Department Commander.

occur

means

^^

made chairman and Mr. A. M. Saw-

M. Webb will

rooms of the ways and
committee and this is where he
does his
practicing. He is becoming
very proficient, as is shown by the fact
that the other day, after the assistant
secretary of the treasury had been telling the committee about the finances of
the country, tlie ex-speaker sat down at
the typewriter and gave to Bourke Cochran the following very interesting opinion upon what he thought had been the
result of the conference with the demoReed's opinion, as
cratic committee.
written out by him, was this:—
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Rlnes Brothers.
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The Union Insurance Co.
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Middle

Street,

THE HALL RUBBER COMPANY'S STORE..

I50^S>,

BRASS FOUNDRY,
85

Elm

Street,

Biddeford,

Maine.

Parties in want of Brass, Composition or
Phosphorus Bronze Castings should correspond
before ordering elsewhere. First class work at
dec31eod2m
reasonable prices.

